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The following definitions apply for the transliterated organizational entities included
in the text:

chast' [voinskaya chast'] -Administrative, line, and supply unit
(yedinitsa) of the [branches] of troops, which has a number
and banner, e.g., a regiment, separate battalion (batal'on,
division) and troop organizations qual to them.

ob"yedineniye [operati%-noye ob"yedineniye] - Large-scale unification of
various soyedinenive of the branches of troops, which is
nonpermanent in composition and is intended to conduct
operations in a war.

podrazdeleniye Troop unit of permanent Organization and homogeneous
composition in each branch of troops, which unit forms a
larger podrazdeleniye or a chast'.

soyedineniye [soyedineniye voyskovoye I - Combination (soyedineniye) of
several chast' of one or various branches of troops into a
permanent organization (division, brigade, or corps), headed
by a command and a staff and including chast' and
podrazdeleniye of auxiiiary troops and services necessary
for combat operations.

Source: Russian-English Dictionaryof Operational, Tactical and General

Military Ter,,s, 1958
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L.V. 2 .L::3D~.I::.G ; CC 7 A:.D FLLt -.'

(','',attributed Article)

,--rde-r of Lonin Jler.-rad .. Lil.'Dstrict:
!'cil- effi~ienc'r,, e:2ets-o-so.--.l memibers

. -inecr-L.Icuktena,,t 7. '.'oba':In and -d'er~earnt
pl:uzh :o';I-. close crcat-ive cooper-

a Lio!-. m: havo -ricvloped a number of pro-
nosals for e~o n- u cc.uient.



Order of Lernin .oscow 'Alitary District;
Sra:xior Liuenn , V i.J. Pih -otov Is a r-oocl or-
ganizer and Ei s1:illful indoctrinator. :.:ore
than half of thp pursonnel In tlhe platoon
conrmanded b:, him are superiors of combat and

poiia rin Irn,-. The "ost iz-.ortant com-
ponent In the successes of the nodrazdelenlie
I.a ziuerlor engin'eering equiprent servlcinc,
a saioject of s-onstant concern of this ex-
ceptiorial officer.

led 3anner Odessa :.Ilitary* Diftrict:
Fron the first ,.Ia:!s of service Tjechiu-cal
Lieutenant A. -it!-,In Droved himself toIbe a trustiworthy, >i-hly -1ualiflced snecia-
List witn 7rcat in'itiat'Ivc in the anviation
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_______ Thli aircraft mxintalnoed by h.im are
QlwaS ~cpao~1suncriorly for fll,,ht.
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T:ZI U -i OF T-Co':CELiS OF GCTCB

(Una ttrIhut11-ed Article)

The laboring peo.ple of all continen.'- orn our planet are
triluphantly mar!,1r., thle 54th amilversp'ry of' the Great October
,3ocialist Llievolution. i its sipmificanne, this revolution
cannot be comrpared with any of the i:ajor events tha&t have oc-
cu-red in fi>0 hist-ory of civill ition. It shook, tile edif icc
of capitalilx:: to the fc.'.,ndzatlon and raised the International
liberation rovement to a ne,. hirher level. ,it tndicated to
the iwhole world,"' caid V.1, T/_,,in, "the paths to-vard socialism,
and it s:hoied the bouz'geol.sie that the eind of its triumph was
app roachiu" At nu-mber of couiitries arc. already m-oving wi,
nure footln;7 along- the road lald by (Gront October. Yirrily
entrcnc:.cd in the States that ,.resently form the world system-i
of socizilis;m, the socialist social structure has proven Its
r-reat vitality:. In Its historv,,-raknr; strxt~rloc apainst capittal-

".2e cant str-.te with full confliden-,e." emphasized L. I.
_xezhnev In the Central Conimttee's -?inal h eport to thle 24th

CV. .311 Con rc-ss, "that many pla-& of . th ij'ijpurl1st acressorz;
liere folld because a world socialist rys;em exists and func-
tions actively,,."1 Collectively defining- the thrust of foreign-
affairs, the cou~jtjr1.P of the socialist fraternity arn hay-
In..: nositive cct on th,-e develonmren- of the International
:;it-uatl~io-, on tile course of' the co:mn-on battle of revolutionary
forces of todayi ar-ninst Inoerialisz.. for peace, rdemocracy, and
socialisn. As a result of collective measures the Military
or,-anization of th_-'~wPact cou~ntries has been fortilf-d

-hr' C 313 sees it as Its Inteinational dt, to pror.- ote
the rnir-It of the wrorld socialist sys.,,teTm in ever:,t waly possible.
_t is doirn- everything so that the fraternal outiscould
excr and cooperation nd~ create a frien~dly family which the peo-
nle of the world could view as a :1oi'll of it future world soci-
ety of free neonles. The friendlyv visits of CPS', Central Corn-
nittec; Ceneral jecretary !,,. * rezhnev to Yugoslavio, nFry
and Iuai havu bheen -a iehtcontrl-butilon to the wor'k of
solid Ilfviri;- the uLnit:, of socialist Gountrles.

>or the Sovict ,,conle thje nresent October holiday, IS
notew-orthy because It is beir- celebrated ,.n. the year of the

2k: ILUCon-rreSS, wlich hjas cearra.ar:ed a i-randiose rrop7ram of
social anc political measures fcr the ewfive-year p)lan. -',,I I
pro!ram- encom)asseS all ohe-res of our society. it foresees al
*-:rowth In the !rzterial ;;laeand cultore of the population,



Ine CPSU Central Committee's decree "On the Further
Improvement of the Organization of the Socialist Competition"
ushered in a new tide of activity among Soviet soldiers. They
are directtng their bubbling energy toward reducing the time
necessary for attaining combat readiness, employing each minute
of t:aininj time in achieving the desired ends, thoroughly
learning about and skillfully employing and servicing combat
ecuipment, obtaining classed qualifications, and developing
irvention and efficiency work. Thne problems of observing the
moral and ethical standards of behavior, performing in-house
details and guard duty, improving military bearing and personal
a~nea."ance, and others have been reflected in the socialist
responsibilities accepted.

The socialist competition is a living, creative business.
Its forms and methods must be improved consta-ntly. They must
be updated with respect to new demands and tasks. It is very
imnortant that the Leninist principles of its organization --
visibility, comparabllitj of results, and the possibilities for
camitalizin on experience -- are injected without deviations.
It is Just as important to make proper use of incentive measures
and tc increase the attention given to moral Incentives, which
are becoming the main rousing forces for our movement forard
under the conditions of communist construction. One-man com-
manders. political organizers, and part, organizations ara
obli-ated te consider all of this in theli work.

The count-y of the Soviets, in vhich a developed social-
ist society wras started and is functioning successfully for
the first time In history, is entering the 55th year of its
existence. Its economic might is greater than ever before.
The unity of the Soriet people, which they demonstrate through
heroic labor, unanimous approval of the wise policies of the
Commnunist ?arty reflected in the decisions and documents 4
the 24th Congress, is monolithic as never before. Our pe 4le
see a nled.ze for ccmpl.ete fulfillment of the tasks Dosed for
the , ict five-year plan in the policies of the party and in
its scientific nana.ement, which embodies clarity and firmness,
Leninist pu--osefulness, and logical order.

Laboring selflessly in various sectors of c. m st con-
struction, the 3oviet people are applying their efforts to see
that the defense of the country would be strong and reliable
at al! levels and in all occupations. And this Is understane-
able. Ilthough the forces of imperialism and reaction are
l~ring their positions they do riot shy away from attempts to
p]-ce obstacles in the path of the all-people's revolutionary
restoration of the world begun by the Great October Revolution.
iney continue to fabricate acute, critical situations that
arr laden with serious consequences for the safety of peoples.
J spcially typical is the agressive political course of the

6j
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USA, which has generated a barbarian war against the people
of Indochi-na, and which stimulates Israeli extremists.

'i117h alertness and constant readiness to protect the
historical achievements of Great October are the most important
tashs of the party and the people and will continue to be so
in the future, We have no territorial claims against anyone.
:Ie threaten no one, and we are not planning to attack anyone.
-,e stand for the free and independent development of all peo-
ples. 2ut let no one try to speak to us in the language of
ultl!atums and force. But if ignoramuses do arise and embolden
toward disrupting the enspirited labor of people in countries
of the socialist fraternity, they will be met with inescapable
destruction. Tobether with their brothers-in-arms in the armies
of the Warsaw Pact member countries, Soviet soldiers are al-
ways prepared to fulfill this noble mission.

A



AGRICULTURAL E'P "°1T

A. Nelyubov, Deputj Director of the All-Union Scientific
Research Institute of Agricultural Machlnery,
Candidate of Technical Sciences V. Fedorov,

Chief of the Institute Department

"Consider a significant increase in apricul-
tural production and more complete satisfac-
tlion of the population's growing demand for
food products, and of industry for raw mater-
ials, as one of the most important tasks of
the new five-year plan."

rron the Resolutionof the 24th
C2Sil Congress on the Financial
?1eport of the CPSU Central Con-
mittee.

In the 74nancial d.eport of the CPSU Central Committee
to the 24th Congress Comrade L. I. -ezhnev emphasized that
the pacm -f uplift of the whole economy of the country and of
In.krovL t welfare of the Soviet people depends in many ways
on the s- ,essful development of agriculture. During the five-
year plan the average annual agricultural production volume
.7ill increase by 20-22 percent. This means that agriculture
must produce au annual average of 16-18 billion rubles' worth
of goods more than in the last five-year plan using the same
production space. Fortification of ito zaterial-technical
base and all-possible intensification of agricultural produc-
tion are the deciding conditions for the further uplift of
a, riculture. ,he list of agricultural machines already ex-
ceeds 700 brands today. WIe will treat only some of the models
that are in use already or which will be delivered to rural
laborers in the next few years.

'he most labor-consumptive operation in the industrial
cycle of agricultural work is plowing. The most important
conditlor' for obtaining hir-h yields is conducting the plowing
in the o-t.:.' - ;:-rotechnical2y-prescribed periods. The ap-
oearaun r .' -'ul tractors made possible the employment of
machir i.; an enlarszed operating, width and, simulta-
neoLis.-, ,.xse of workinr soeed. For example, the

7 ed ei'ht-body plow provides for high-quality
f-;, up to 10 kilometers per hour, The use

of hy.. .Ic ,n in modern plows led to the freeing of a
si7inl^.jmz .iulu'or of argricultural workers who had previously
served a 's;, orators.

VI
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'..~e2:ibtion of th~e Achivements of the

ou:3vl1c.dI >Industrv, to rural laborers are
a '~:~.texhibit or. an onen-air ilatform
at the I..ee.ani:ation and 'lectrification
of 2,-rculture" )avillion.

F men~ ur ^led -. u?tinurnose nlovs, ...hich' contain from.
t*,rce t.- ei->it bodies, differ favor-alnlj fromn the orevious ones
i- a niinber- of desi- features. ThIelr frames are welded out
0~ fhnUal cairved structural sections of low-alloy steel.

F _,1e bod:. -tarndarcds are dron-for-~ed. 'T",he mach-ine units are
furrl i'>ed ,I t), .!ear-resIstant, self- sharenin7 shares. Plows
wit' revolvi.-, ...or__In:- nartS, wihare presently in the

e-nt ota-7e, will ensure hihquality lwn.

'c:.c::t operatIon after .loin ii - oi I-snL n
Wecd dis)OzC2' -nr'-; utr., is sou,)plyin various =achine unlts
"o- thic nur'nose, Inclucdin- cultivators nredo~irantly, of theK . r t:,ne :Ith 1, terc.han-eable wojnr arts. 'Th-eir- tor:in -

I 21~t> s 2. to5.~ 'etes. 'urro ctivato-'s w..ith fertili-
7-~.str:utn- nits -hc It- possible to combine furrow.

trcat:-.ent anQ! annlicalAor of =ineral "artili-cr to the soil.
rO .uUton of' Oc.-.rif,*.in-- cultivators with revolvin-- worAnn-I' *~ts, 7nch -'e It nos-ible to wor': the soil even better', Is
eInnin. .' Tocial flat-cuttn -, cultivators that leavc a

c tue on~ t'c f lelO. su-face have been olained for re7gion..s InI ~whchth:c :;oi'- 1is o.t,,;Jectc2 to wind~ eros ion.

- MC7



ne fleet of modemynachines ensures full mechanization
of the sowing of all crops cultivated in the Soviet Union. The
sowing machines employed for these purposes can work at height-
ened speeds and perform drill and narrow-rowed sowing for
grain crops, square-nest sowing for corn and cotton, single
graln sowing for beets, and wide-row sowing for vegetable crops.

Improvements in machines of this type are following the
course of maing them multipurpose and increasing their working
speeds. For example, the new SZ-3.6 sowing machine seeds grain,
flax seeds, grasms, and soy by the normal and the narrow-row
methods at speeds of up to 15 hiloneters per hour. Beet seeders
can be used to sow millet, buclnqheat, beans, and vegetable seeds.
Pemovable attachments created for corn seeders make it possible
to sow soy, melon crops, beans, sunflower, and peanuts. The
machine units are furnished with automatic control devices.

Combined seeders have been developed which will be able
to fulfill several operations in one run (seeding, fertilizer
application, soil packing), while precise seeding machine units
will mla e it possible to reduce the norms for seed expenditure
by two times. The SKE-6 six-row potato seeder, which has a
productivity of 8 hectares per worker day, will be used in
place of the S11-4 mounted four-row seeder.

The need for further cheicalization of agriculture was
especially emphasized both at the July (1970) CPSU Central Com-
,ittee lnu= and at the 24th C. SU Congress. Industry Is stead-

fastly Increasing the supply of chemical, mineral, and organic
fertilizers, liming materials, as well as various toxic chem-
icals for protectin - plants from diseases, pests, and weeds.

::Ineral fertilizers are applied to the soil with basket-
lii:e spinner broadcasters mounted on the chassis of trucks or
on suspended machine units. P.TT-4. 2 fertilizer distributers

olined torether Into a machine unit are also employed for this
purpose. The total working width attains 16.8 meters. Spin-
ning devices spread fertilizer evenly enough in a strip up to
12 neters wide at speeds of 8-10 and even 15 kilometers per
hour. The loading capacity of the new I-;2G machine is 4 tons.
A model with a 6-ton loading capacity is also being developed.

Orfgmmc fertilizers are azplied to fields with trailer-
type machine units, while liquid ,maiure is introduced uith the

:Zh-2 nower-driven spreader and the FMV-I. 8 trailer type.
Soon they will be replaced by a rachine with c;reater capacity
(3.6 cubic meters). '-he self-loadIn~. high output A2U--8 ma-
chines which have an 5-ton loadinr- capacity, have been desirned
for intrducin7 reducing agents into soil -- dolomitic and
phosphorite meal, cement powder, and shale ash. A machine of
tim~ilar type that unites with the T-150'. tractor has been

10



e* , mared1 for _) oduction. T-he application of liquid nitrogenous
AC:'tIlIzcer_ and herbicides '-a- also been mechanized. In addl-

-ion -o hc ',A:--8 h orbicicle-aimonila machine, the improved multi-
mumoe1C mcin i ei~ supplied. Arn outfit of machines

IC en dCVeloped for introducing anhydrous anmofia Into soil.

& 01

7i-ure 1. e.i :A ~va :.:- conbine Is furnished with
a 1001" orsenow;cr en-ine and has a throu!-h-
r'ut ca-)ability of !Ahlof-ra.ns of -,rain per
.oeco -,d.

2. .. ur~z.,. -2 -otato harvestin7, corzb"-Irc
0',u ot th'e notatoes an!d cleans then of

.la't arc~ 'reatcd -;tt> 'nrotective c)hemical cor--pounds,
.~'ma~crz, ustern, scee dressers, aerosol 7erarators, arid

.1 -tto:::. eci' ir-~oa 2ie It mnade of high-productivity
r2fn-- t>e tract-or-mounted OV'2-lA for treatir field

-- 'z, he :.- for ors:.,rdT, arid t%'he special CV-4 rachirne
M1t thtsmlrroul. reats three rous In a vineyard -and

-,Cw 'zc,.iAnCS. .:c~con.bicd v:ith the -'and S3--0 nachirne
... Zz :!ic mchnicz:e solutior Dreparation, these machines
:eIt -)oonI*)e to raise ilhor productivity sir-nif 1cant.y In

w-tctl2;o,)erationr, and to imm ,rove the quality of field treat-
-,*... rove?-'- t,-C noss1x11t., has appeared frcon'version to



so-ealled lov;-volume spr-ay7in:-, whiclh provides a greater savin,-s
of the treatment liouids. 7or examiple, the standard for l~tquid
exl'erditure in treatinr, field crops with the 0?-45.0 sprayer Is
only 5-50, as opposed to 100-600 liters per hectare for hose-
type sprayers. '.i1th the use of the new machines in oxchiards
the exmenditure of treatment liquid decreased from 1,000-2,000
to 250-500 liters per hectare.

~ir~ure 3. The AAY-~3 ~'achin enIcf ssi :ihpwee

mce i!i-ican Thae it cn en ihe, stole yilds. aodr

situae atcertan inervals. arrefelsae ri.ae

m7-e.ounted on a moc-illrta tor vech e tahne nitA- hada

wo2lrrl a- inah ofied 12 r~tr, nit eupent i use toa 130 lier

of teted at er econd Itervals. thcwaer frold ae irrir-,ation

cjal, irnto wiIcit i- nurned, as in the case of diversion

12



M'1cines, by self-powered tractor-mounted or floating pumping
Ittion.

?iue5. Z -la p~owerful -)prayinc, fan, reliably
treats Polanits a-nd provides a sir~lfloan t
savin..-sr of treatm:ent fluid.

Lc j J.--0 superleri lon,--rap.re sprinhlinc; machine
=Its are the most rnneuvecrable. T_7he, Include a centrifugal
1t0-:_ wHIth a reduce-, an lital:e hose, and a turnin,-, dischar-e
rno:71e w..ith ion7~-dist,,Ance eouitnrent. 'later fromi this
cni 1 -"ent 4c fo,:'cc&. under -reat -)ressure Into two jets at a

%.3tYO an -le .. Ith res*rect to the horizontal and brea'hs up into
0') 3 C'.t radius of u to0 70 m~eters. '--'e facility Is furn-

lshe' .. ,ith a tan': for soluble fertilizers, makint- it possible
tO cormine11 il-71tion and Tolant. fertilization. In the next
few --. ,ar3 lon--an'-e m'rn ln~achines with hicher producti-
VIt-, wil.:-)Car o-. the% fields,

.-c !ha.'-est Is the finale of" a hard-paced agricultural
:-a. n our country -;rain crops are harvested by combines

c::clusiv-clP. "heir nresence in a-rlcultural production In-
c:reascz cotantlr:. A3 foreseen by the Directives of the 24thl

'><Con--ros, l- 1 75 rural lab.orers will receive 541,000 of

'4_innc 101,' our IndiustrP has been converted to the nrod-= u~ction of celf-nove-e o.io ny(:3 and later S..-4),
-w',Icr b2caZ-C e -rncinal r-rain harvestin- -mchifles. 'I rr.e

-"Co--Th 4.ne :.as a throu-h---ut of 3.7 !:ilorgra'-s of -rain per
0 0n !,. It as a nLur.ber or nodifications. in rer-,Ions of
>i-c:led -oil -.,olcture, for exai-ple, the Si-L4 machines on
halftra::sarc used. Uice harvestinr- Is done by the SiK2-li.

co-.Th.ine wit! an. additional !pIn-t,.nc thrashintg druz-. '.:e
crauer-~u2;ed j-hco-lbine h as found employnent on Irrigated

!L~ir and In a nirnber of re-ions. A -iumber of special attach-
7e-nt-, :7-D2e It -wossible to uLse a combine such as the 01.-4j to

13



harvest sunflower, sesd p2ants of grasses, beans, pulse crops,
,-roats, and some other crops,

A continual growth of yield forced a need for raising
the through-put of combines. This problem has been solved.
The modernized SK-4A combine and the double-drum Sibiryalt
S.'D-5 have a through-put of 5 kilograms per second. New models
of the combine will soon appear on the fields -- the 111va SK-5,
as well as the Rolos SK-6, which has no equals in the world
with respect to the through-put of the thrasher -- over 6 kilo-
-rams per second. There are two modifications of the SK-5 and
S1-6 mianufactured -- single-and double-drum. A number of tech-
nical imiprovements that reflect the achievements of modern
combine building has been introduced into their design.

In place of the ZhVII-6 and ZhVI-10 reapers for swath
harvesting of grain crops with preliminary mowing and placement
of the grain into wind-rows, agriculturalists will receive the
multipurpose 7,nVi-6-12, which forms one wind-row from a 12-
meter strip or two wind-rows from two strips each 6 meters wide.
".'ormlly the straw that remains is collected into shocks with
a mounted mechanized piler. Then they are transported by a
.ha,,-sweep or shock hauler to a stacking point generated by a hay
stac:er. Another method is used. Straw pulverized in the com-
bine is collected into a replaceable trailer cart with a capa-
cit,, of 40-45 cubic meters. Presently more hirh3y improved
methods are beinr developed for removing stiaw that employ
special machines -- stack formers and stack transporters.

the collected grain is treated by grain cleaning machines.
If need be the grain is also dried artificially in drum- and
compartment 7raln driers. Fully mechanized grain cleaning,
machine units and iraln cleaning-drying combinations, which
have already been introduced at many farms, will see wide
employment during the present five-year period. The produc-
tivity is 5-40 tons per hour, and the grain is treated on
okuto-mated flow lines. The new :hersonets-7 corn-harvesting
combine is designed for harvesting grain corn and simultaneously
removin, the outer coveringe from the ears and pulverizing
the leaf-and-stubble mass.

echanization of such a laborious process as potato
harvestLn is one of the important problems. U.til recently
it vms solved by the employment of vartous types of potato
di7-;ers which did not eliminate manual labor -- the removal
of the tubers from the field. A mechanized production method
has been created and is being introduced. The Druzhba i:U-2
potato-harvesting combine, the ?:SP-15 potato sorting facility
with a productivity of up to 15 tons per hour, and the C.:'-30
loader-transporter are included in the outfit of machines
desipned for this purpose. The combine digs up the furrows,

14



removes the tops and soil from the potatoes, and hauls them to
the transporting vehicle. At the sorting station the tubers
are cleaned for the last time of soil residue and sorted Into
three groups. Then the potatoes are dumped into a storehouse
by the loading vehicle. When equipped with the TPK{-30 attach-
ment it also can unload the potatoes if the need arises.

The iU-2 combine is being used as a basis for develop-
ing a multirow potato-harvesting combine as well as a family
of unified machines for harvesting carrots, table beets,
onion, and other roots.

Sugar beets are her rested by the liST-3 and KST-2A pluck-

ing combines. They dig out the beets, grasp them by the tops,
remove them from the soil, and pass them into a special device.
:7ere the tops are trimmed off and dirt is removed from the
beets. The roots pass into a motor vehicle moving along with
th~e combine, and the tops are dumped into a trailer hitched to
the combine. .ith another type of combine the tops are cut
while the beet is still rooted and passed to a hitched trailer.
Then the beet roots are removed from the soil by a disc plow,
cleaned, and unloaded into a transporting vehicle. The machines
have hydraulic steering and guiding devices that automatically
ali-n the working parts with the rows. Improved machines are
bei .: developed that make swath harvestinA of beets possible.
Cne machine removes the tons, while another digs out the roots,
cleans the dirt and ton remains from the:m, arnd loads them into
the transporting vehicle.

Cotton harvesting was mechanized relatiely recently.
'nhe first single-row $-y:-h8 vertical spindle cotton picking
machine was designed in 1948. Later machine units aooeared
that harvested unopened bolls (kura Ltransliterationl) and
stares (ruza-pay Ltransliteration]), and Production of two-row
cotton pic!i:n- machines began. The first high- roductivity

V .our-row cotton Picking machines in the world, the 14';.hV-2.4,
b)e-an operatin7 on the fields in 1968.

'ull mechanization of feed procurement and preparation
has 'reat significance for the creation of a sound stock-breed-
in:- feed base, for the solution of one of the more important
tasks outlined by the Directives of the 24sth CFSU Congress.
The achievements in this field were not few in the last five-
year plan. The harvestin7 of crops for silage, corn priarily,
has ber:n rechanized. The :S-2.6 -and ;"S-1.8 foare harvesters
-oil and process the plants and load them into transporting
vehicles as a pulverized mass ready for storage. The >5-1.8
has a modification that ' 3e mounted on an SSh-75 self-
powered chassis. A machine has been developed on the basis of
this combine that can harvest corn not only for silare but for
7rain as well.
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Various types of mounted and hitched mowers, rakes,
wirdrow pick-up-pilers, and hay stacker-loaders are included
in the outfit of hay-harvesting machines for preparing pul-
verized hay. Another outfit Is designed for harvesting baed
hay. A new outf t has also been created for harvesting senazh
LtrmnsllterationJ, a feed tat is distinguished by a much high-
er content of nutritive substances. The preparation of grass
meal, used a a highly vitaminized supplement, has also been
mechanized fully. Soon there will be a sharp increase in the
supply of machines that wash and pulverize roots and tubers
and stoaa and mix succulent feeds.

The modern procedures for stock- and poultry raising
for meat are based on an extensive employment of concentrated
combined feeds. They are prepared by outfits of equipment in
feed shops present in kolkhozes, sovkhozes, and interholkhoz
Plants. The equipment is combined into an industrial produc-
tion line with automated control of the whole process -- from
receipt of the initial components to the output of the finished
product. :,echanization of all the basic jobs significantly
reduces the production costs.

.am are being furnished with stationary and movable
feed distributors, various type of self-waterers, and improved
nililng machlnes. ?or exatple the Daugava milking facility
with a milk line includes equipment for cleaning, cooling,
collectinr, and storin miroll:. The collection and transport of
manure is also being mechanized. 7be buildings are being
equipped with theral generators for heating and ventilation.

Larme specialized stock-breeding farms require a higher
level of mechanization. They are furnished with multipurpose
sections with flow-line production procedures and with all
processes mechanized. In this regard the most typical are the
outfits of machines and equipment that fully automate the pro-
duction of poultry meat (broilers) and eggs. '2day over 300
poult- . factories furnished with such equipment are already
operating in our country. Automated outfits are also beLng-
introduced into other sectors of stock-breeding.

Industry is also supplying agriculture with increasing
numbers of special machines and attachments that mechanize the
operations in vegetable growing, horticulture, viticulture,
and those for cultivating tea, hops, tobacco, and other crops.

Successful fulfillment of the measures for raising the
mechanization level, outlined by the 24th CPSU Congress, will
ensure the further development of agricultural production, a
rise in labor productivity, and a reduction of production costs.
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'21HES WiLL BE LONIG-LIVED

Special Correspondent aigineer-Lieutenant Colonel I. Belen'kiy

The Directives of the 24th CPSU Congress have
ordered that motor vehicle production must be
increased to 2-2.1 million units in 1975, and

that truck production must be increased by
approximately 1.5 times, and passenger cars by
3.5-3.3 times. Completion of this tremendous
task will require the joint efforts of work-
ers in many industrial sectors and the solution
of a number of difficult technical problems.
One of them is improving tire quality.

Deputy Director of the Order of Lenin Scien-
tiflz kLesearch Institute for the Tire Indus-
cry, USSR Academy of Sciences Corresponding
i:ember "rofessor V.F. Yevstratov described
tire production for the Ninth-Five-Year Plan
in a discussion with our non-staff corres-
pondent Zi- 1.ener-Lleutenawt Colonel I. Bel-
en ' ki..

In the Eifht Five-Year illan the average life of truck
tires increased by 25-30 percent, as a result of which the
national economy obtained a savings of 1.1 million rubles.
'-his was possible to attain ow.iing to an increase in tire life,
primarily through changes in tire design, introduction of
radial tires (type 2), as well as through the employment of
new production procedures and higher quality initial materials
-- synthetic rubber, cord, carbon black, and various chemicals.

As forest en by the Directives of the 24th CPSU Congress,
the average truck tire life must be increased by 20-25 percent.

i.;h t would be the return? It would be very great: Such an
Sincrease in tire life is equivalent to the production of 20

million net. tires, for the production of which 5U,000 tons of
syl-nthetic rubber, 120,000 tons of cord, and 250,000 tons of
carbon black would be required. If we also consider the
capital investments that woould be necessary for expandiarn the

production capacities of both the tire plants and the enter-
n rises cooneratinr with them, the savings ..ould be many hundreds
of millions of rubles.

The experience accumulated during the development and
or, umization -f type :' tire oroduction gives all the justifi-
cation for considering the task of creating truck tires that
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a~re capable of' runin:- for 150,000-200,000 lalometers on Im-
proved roads f'ully realstic. ThsIn the near future the
IIife of tires will be coina~rable to the service t-ime of the
rotor vehicle between repairs.

p)rOjects are also bel-h.- conducted Intensively to Im~prove
ot!er- operatInC, Indices of th'e tirco. Tirweight, In par-
ticitlar, will decrease by ahout 10( nerccnt as cot-maed to the
twe17,1t of tires produced L, l )70. Thlxlace will be reduced,
aid there will be a 10-15 percent rcduution of losses due to
rollinn. The imrranty period for storinr- and usin.- adjustable-
!)ressure tires, tyn)e " tires, an~d conic otherS !,as been raised
f rorn 4Yhree to five yearz, and In tl~c next few yearo it ill
reacli 8-10 years owin, to the. use of hl-<:--qualty preservatives
and anti,,fati(ue arz-ents.

II

.. ~?.t-e.od(-lc !-it-. a liQ, CO0-21,000CO :ilometer
-o' -, 'to'_ vehilclos

in a: Ito:'. to the- 1:"v:ct~b~g nde In tirc
o-ncratij,%- c.-'ce~tc, '-o-.len 3z Iei-i * solved fo- hc
the iraortarnce IS o>';,iouo ::ihot.z'Cial C:larnatitons: Te

e~)oy:ento" Oo-*c3tica1"!:. nredxuccd sr,.theti c _.aterlal.s In



mterials is a significant achievement of domestic science and
tec>-ology. Understanding well the significance the incor-
poration of series output of such products has for fulf'illment
of the national economic plans, wor:ers of the tire industry
are fighting with enthusiasm to solve this highly important
tas4 in the shortest time possible.
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ACTIVE PA?TICIPA1TS OF TH CO:-:PETITIOU

Lieutenant General V. Dyatlenko, First Deputy Commander of the
Forces of the ',oscow Order of Lenin 1i-litary District

As noted in the Directives of the 24th CPSU Congress,
one of the paths for embodying the main tasks of the N'inth
2ive-' ear -lan is comnletc introduction of scientific organiza-
tion of labor. It also plays an important role in the organiza-
tion of combat equipment maintenance and repair. Taking this
into consideration, steps were tak.en in the forces of the 1:os-
cow: Order Of Lenn :.itary District to ensure the active
participation of repairmen in the competition publicized in
2Ci:La I .'ooruzhenilye. .'enerals and officers of the dis-
trict's ad-inistrations, departments, and services, and the
cornandcrs, political workers, and party and -:omsomol organi-
nations of the repair enterprises, chast', and podrazdeleniye
were included into the wor!k.

'ary meetings were dedicated to this problem, publi-
cityr wotk was conducted on the purposes and tasks of the com-
petition, measttrec .,ere formulated to attract personnel to
participate in it, and visual aids were set up to arouse the
personnel.

t.,e nuestion of the competition's progress was examined
antd re')orts ":ere heard fro officers of t'.- guards nmanslccaya
.- traliteration] Division imcni ". I. "alinin and of a number
of the district's ad.ministrations at an expanded assembly of
tim district co-ittee on inventions. "any representatives
2-:-on corzissions on inventions participated.

t.e results of participation of the capital's district
ropairn.cn in the competition viere sumnarized. It was alrcady
rc-.o ted in o*ne of the issues of '2ekhnika I Vooruzhenie
.-ow the personnel of the repair and restoration battalion in
w hich: -echn-ical-sonior Lieutenant A. 'sivins:iy is the chair-
7-n of the co=.ission on inventions a3tively joined the corn-
petition. Ls of the -resent the outfitting of all five
10::in-: places recommended for Introduction has been cornpleted

1,. the 1;attalio'n.

'-ic rc)ort of the competition reached the repair and
rcstoration bttalion: in which 'Ajor V. -lyuhvin heads the con-

,isslor; on inventions at a time when replanninf; and re-equippinr:
of t,c nroduction sections -.as beginnin, there. In particular,
at that time they were introducing, mechanized resources for
m ~ovin.'- hea,.y" parts and nachine un!.ts from the warehousa to the
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working places. All buildings were carefully renovated, and
the ialls and equipment were painted with colors that satis-
fied the demands cf scientific organization of labor. Day-
light lamns were installed. In the more critical sections
the working places of the turner, the electrician, fitter,
and electric welder were re-equipped. The published conditions
of the competition, which provided descriptions of the working
places, were of 7reat assistance.

Repairmen of the regimental team participated actively
in the competition. For example, specialized working places
were furnished that ensured high quality of and faster com- --
pletion of repairs and preventative maintenance in one of the
equipment-using chat' , in which iNajor Technical Service G.
Stupin is the chief. One such working place is that of the
radio instrument mechanic created by efficiency experts captains
technical service V. Uakarov and P. Khotyakov, and extended
service Sergeant I. 3elous. It is standardized and can be
addpted for work in any repair podrazdelenlye where work must
be done with instruments and radio equipment. This working
place consists of an all-purpose table finished in linht plas-
tic with drawers for storing monitoring and measuring instru-
ments and expendible materials, a working surface for the
articles bein tested, a unified device that provides 28, 36,
115, and 220 volts working power to the instruments both in
stationary and in field situations, and a revolving stool.
The workin- place is outfitted in such a way that the radio

nechanic could test, repair, assemble, and isassemble equip-
ment without leaving his stool, as a result of which labor
productivity increased by 20 percent, and the quality of the
wrork fulfilled was improved.

We note incidentally that experience has indicated that
the best results were attained wherever the work of the com-
petition was headed by commanders and super isors, and where
inventors were encouraged to participate in it. And this is
as it should be. The specific nature of military repair re-
quired that essential design changes be introduced in certain
cases into the working places recommended on the pages of
"e]chnika I Vooruzheniye. :ioreover, such procedures had to be
developed which woulId result in minimum expenditures of re-
sources, labor, and time for manufacturing the equipment. The
perception of efficiency experts helped here.

As is .1notn, military repair units must posses light.
portable eouipment. It is namely with a consideration for this
reautrement that Ajor V. 3arabash, in one of the technical
Maintenance units, developed a MultiDurpose working place for
an aviation snecialist to repair and test aircraft equipment.
it is a table with a height that is adjustable within 50 mil2.i-
meters, iwith overall dimensions 1,600x750x800 millimeters.
-he table has three drawers within a container 620 millimeters
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'ide and 600 mi1limeters high for the necessary materials,
technical documents, and instruments. Me container separates
easily from the table and is moved independently (Figure 1).
Set-un and dismantlin- are completed in 10 minutes. Power is
supplied through a stecial panel that is mounted with a con-
sideration for operating- convenlence, as is also true for the

+" 

0

'UA'

? i-ure 1

:"i.-'ure 2

A treat anount of wor.: on the competition was also
carried out in a number of the district's repair enterprises.
At one of then, Soviet Army employee D. Dvorets1:iy and soviet

.:or,er I. .o-il'nr; developed and actively helped to
introduce a welder's Jior':in , place designed for electric w-eldIn!
in an ar-on nediun (71-ure 2). It includes a table, its
overall di7ensions are l,200x7C0x300 millineters, and a swivel
clair :ith adJustabe heiht (not showrn in the finure). Te
table ton is made of sheet steel rounted corners. For rieater
sta ility the table le-s are fastened at an anf-le. It can
be set at a preciscly :horizontal position by adjustable screw
surmportr or. rhIch the to rear lens are mounted. A suspended
pedestal 7ade of slheet cteel is situated in the table to the
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left of the welder. Roller-mounted drawers in which instru-
ments and teohnioal documentation are stored are installed in
it. To the right of the table a panel is mounted on which
measuring instruments and controlling elements for argon supply
and current parameter adjustments are positioned.

A powerful fan is used in the extract system, owing to
which the gases produced during welding arealmost entirely
removed from the working zone.

The dimensions of the table and the positions of the
pedestal and welding mode control panel were selected in such
a way that the working zone of the table, drawers, and control
,:nobs would be within the reach of the operator while siltlng.
.ith the introduction of such a working place, the welder's
labor productivity increased by 20 percent.

At this same enterprise Soviet Army employee A. Belyakov
and Soviet Army worker P. !,ikhutov designed an all-purpose
mechanic's working place. Besides fitting operations, it can
be used for part monitoring and defectoscopy. 3elow the table
of th workin7 place there is a lower shelf on which blanks
are stored during fitting jobs and on which parts and units
are placed durln fault detection. Dozens of working places
are furnished with such equipment at the enterprise.

In the rcpair enterprise in which Englneer-iajor . hor-
cha~in is the chairman of the commission on Inventions, Soviet
Arxy employee 1.. Serzhantova developed a comfortable two-place
fitter-too! =aker's working place (Figure 3). With its intro-
duction the expenditures on nonproductive losses in working
tize decreased by 20 percent.

A

Fi' ure 3
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The frame of the work bench is manufactured from corner
steel and Is faced with sheet steel. The table top is made of
wood, covered with sheet steel, and framed with corner pieces.
IMounted on it are four compartments with sliding doors for
storing diamond jewels and lubricating materials, and eight
drawers for small, standard specialized parts. Local lighting
is provided by two lamps. Two brackets are mounted on a trans-
verse bar and have clamps for holding drawings, which can be
positioned at any angle and roved along the bench.

In the lower portion of the bench there are four drawers
for fitting instruments, and under them there are four partitions
with revolving shelves (two for each worker) for small instru-
ments and ancillary materials. The internal faces of the
doors for the outside partitions contain pockets In which tech-
nical documentation is stored.

A cet of shelves with four open shelves for storing
semifinished products and a drawer for wastes Is positioned
next to the work bench.

!:he enterprise in which Engineer-:.iaJor B. Rybalo heads
the commission on Inventions attained good indices in the com-
petition. Here all working places at which radio equipment is
repaired satisfy the requirements of scientific organization of
labor. As a result the labor expenditures for repairs decreased
by 1,300 standard hours. And this was done with the active
participation of efficiency experts. For example, Engineer-
Captain A. :Arpun proposed a comfortable working place for
the radio er.:Ineering equipment assembler, and Engineer-Senior
Lieutenant A. Tutarinov developed as working place for the
winding of coils for electric motors, generators, selsyn motors,
and other electrical instruments. It is a table, the frame of
which Is made of steel tubing and corners. A pedestal with
drawers is mounted on the left side. The table top, pedestal,
and front of the drawers are finished with plastic. On the
t ble top there are three stands for spare spools of winding
wir;, a shelf for lacinc, boards, two supports with a cross-
piece for the horizontal working spool, supports for the vert-
Ical working spool, a lamp, a soldering iron stand, and a
power pac]:. 12here is a turntable on the table's working area
on which the articles under repair are mounted.

Aull wor1:inr places in the production training workshops
of the district's military academies have been remodeled in
correspondence with the requirements of scientific organization
of labor. After all it is very important that junior officers
who enter the forces after completing the academy be bearers
of all that is advanced and foremost. For example, at the
2yazan .:i-her ComrAnd Comnunications Academy "'onored
Zfficlency Exprt Coloel U. Spivak and :'irgneer-Senlor
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Lieutenant A. Safronov developed a multipurpose radio mechanic's
x;or:.~in place desircned for fulfilling circuit assembly and
adjustinr operations durln practical lessons in the communica-
tions equipment repair course. Instruments can be mounted on
it in any combination, depending on the type of equipment beiln
repaired. rhe training class is equipped with such simply
manufactured and inexpensive working areas. 1

A special worhinr place has been manufactured at the
.!yazan' 2i her Cor.nnd r:otor Vehicle Academy for fulfilling
practical and exre-imental onerations involving gas flame treat-
ment of netals. it is illuminated by a safety lamp. T -,e
ventilation is balanced. Local as removal Is accomplished by
a frr. In addition to a table and a chair with adjustable
height, there Is a water bath at each workinr place.

&rUin- to efficient or-anization of the worl:ing- places
for weldin- operations, it became possible not only to inprove
the cuallt of the operations completed by the cadets, but
also to onslare the satisfaction of safety and industrial
sanitation requirements.

_e participation of rany repair enterprises, chast',
)odrazdeeny. and ti'aLnin:- institutions in the competition

rided n econoic effect not . It facilitated
fuztCir introduction of the principles of scientific orj.aniza-
tion of labor, successful cornletion of the planned quotas for
con'bat cui .t, ar--v.-went, and military resources repair, and
the imrovecrt of t'heir rnintenance.
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A SIGiIICAhT EFFECT hAS BEEN OBTAII4D

Zngineer-Captain ist :tank (Reserve) I. Khain

The competition announced in the journal T
Vg1rugheni- by the USSR i',inlstry of Defense Department of In-
ventions, the Central Council of the All-Union Society of In-
ventors and Efficiency Erperts, and the board of the Exhibition
of the Achievements of the USSR National Economy helped us in
starting to design and manufacture various types of equipment
adapted to local needs, and to select it from among enterprises
involved in the same sort of production, as well as from the
Exhibition of the Achievements of the USSR National Economy.

,orkers in navy repair enterprises as well as production
innovators displayed great activity in this work. Thney have
proposed many new types of equipment. For example, semi-enclosed
racks are employed for storing various units and parts at the
enterprise in which Soviet Army employee V. Dolgov is the ef-
ficiency engineer. On two sides they have enclosed sections
in which bins that can rotate 3600 are mounted, used for stor-
Inc fasteners and other small parts. Such a rack of larger
size makes it possible to have a great quantity of spare parts
right at the working place, as a result of which the losses of
working time in trips to the storeroom decrease.

.ork benches for electric motor assembly and disassembly,
based on the standard plans for a ship electrician's working
place, were ranufactured at that same enterprise. They are
furr'shed with special dra;#ers for instruments, fasteners, and
technical documentation, and with racks that have circular
shelves which can turn 3600. Electric machines are placed on
these turntables in positions convenient for assembly and dis-
assembly. The s',clves are fixed in the needed position by a
spring catch.

The working places of the pipe mounting repair fitter
and the refrieration unit repair fitter, which were introduced
at the enterprise where Soviet Army employee !*. Limno is the
efficiency engineer, are also furnished with facilities that
ensure efficient storaze of instruments and technical document-
ation.

.Zxperience confirms that the best results are obtained
if the standard plans foresee not only the most efficient equip-
nent for the working places but also the most convenient lay-
out and advanced servicing procedures. We have developed such
plans for machine tool operators, ship electricians, ship hull
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repairmen (for repair of deck fittings), piping repairmen (for
repair of ship fittings), and diesel engine fitters. We have
also made up Integrated scientific organization of labor plans
to improve labor organization during dock work.

The effect of introducing such standard plans is sig-
nificant. For example, one of the enterprises that used our
pla s to equip the working places of an engine repair fitters'
team and of a ship hull repairmen's team for deck fittirgrepair
$avs several thousands of rubles per year.
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t ME P.OBLEI OF AUTIOUATION OF CON4TlOL

Iigineer-Colonel L. Karnozov

The demands for forces control grow. Auto-
matic machines collect information. The
battlefield is on a screen. A machine pre-
pares recommendations.

Continuity, firmness, flexibility, swiftness in reacting
to chcLnges in a situation. These are the universal demands
made on forces control. It stands to reason that the level of
these demands increases with a rise in the amount of equipment
the troops have, equipment that brings with it profound changes
in the nature of combat operations. It is felt that operations
will distinguish themselves as never before by even greater
decisivenesa of the outcome, affected range, by high dynamism.
and by rapid, sharp chanzes in the situation. Under these con-
ditions thd quantity and rate of receipt of information involved
in forces control will increase immeasurably. But the time
allowed for processing it and making a sound decision will de-
crease significantly. All of this has served as a motivation
for extensive introduction of technical resources into the con-
trol process.

;e can raise control efficiency significantly by auto-
-atin. information collection, employing electronic digital
computers to process it, and using the latest communications
and display systems to transmit control signals and orders.
in this case it is considered possible to delegate only the
functions of Information collection, storage, and processing
to automatic machines. After all, undoubtedly the potentials
of a dig;ital computer are liim.Le.d. Vachines can make mathema-
tical computations, select and classify information, and com-
pare different stages of a situation as it changes. But only
a hunan being can evaluate the information, penetrate into the
thou-hts of the enemy, and correspondingly select the proper
decisions. 'T1his is precisely why the basic purpose of auto-
..ation oL control hinges not upon the exclusion of human beings
but on raising the productivity of their actions.

it has been noted that an automated control systen could
tbe viewed as effective only when it does the jobs of information

collection, transmission, processw-r, and output completely.
The search for technical facilities that are able to fulfill
the enumerated functions in the best way, and their testing
berTan abroad tore than two decades ago. Lut to this day,
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Judging from the foreign literature, the automation problem
has not been solved completely. lhe well-known American sys-
tems SAGh (air defense control), ,:ASS (army and navy supply
system oontrol), FIErDATZ (-round forces control), and others
are recognized to be fea- from perfected. Therefore the devel-
opment of such systems continues.

Presently serious attention is being devoted to devel-
oPinE and introducing technical resources ;'or collecting informa-
tion about the enemy. The construction of Infrared, laser, and
television equipment designed for night work is felt to be
especially important. As is noted, definite successes have been
attained in the creation of infrared (12) instruments. Instr.-
ments with high. sensitivity and resolution aready exist. In-
struments are being developed in which lasers of the sraenide-
galllum group are used to illuminate facilities under observation
and to increase operatin range.

'elevision reconnaissance systems that work at low light
levels are being introduced. The television tubes of such sys-
tems contain photoconductors combined with image amplifiers
for worh with illumination by starlight.

The modern methods of aerial reconnaissance employing
various instruments make it possible to collect a significant
amount of infor-ation. HoTever, for it to bc used as a rale
the aircraft must return to the base where this information is
subjected to initial processincg. A lot of time is spent or
this. 2eports can be transmitted much faster if the data Is
conm-unicated from on board the aircraft.

For example a device that makes it possible to develop
the film 1:'zediatel1 after exposure has been used in aerial
photographic systems. The development, fixinr, and drying
cytcle ta1ces only 20 seconds. Then each ima7ge is sar.ned by
a linear scannin7 device. ',le total cycle of image transmis-
sion by radar ta:es one minute.

.or,. i- being done to design devices that riae it pos-
sible to transmit -raphic information along telegraph communica-
tion chazinels. For exazple equipment is being tested that reads
typewritten texts and transfers them to teletype ribbon for
subsecuent tranamission along, communication channels.

.I ontical pic!:up reads the text, using the reflection
or absorption of 3.ight by specific points on the tent. After
this the symbols are compared with an alphabet stored in the
Memory. 7te equipment can read 370 symbols per second and
record 1,200 words on ta~e per minute. A pa-e of text is proc-
essed in 5 seconds, which means 17,280 pages ner da:-.
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In. one of the on-si,7ht I'l aircraft reconnais-
sance systems radiation 3 coming- from the
ground surface strihes rairror 4 , which scans
through the action of motor 5. '1he scanning
axis coincides with the aircraft's long7itudi-
nal axis. A system of parabolic rirrors 2
directs I-1 radiation corresnondinr to a point
on the -round below the aircraft at each mo-
ment onto a sensitive ele-ment, t.iider the
effect of L! rays the res'Lstance of the sen-
sitive element, located in a coolin 7 liquid 1,
chan.-,es. Volta.-e -:asses from its output to
video-amplifier l , and then to the modulator
of cathode-ray tube 15. '. e tube's horizon-
tal scanning Is synchronized with rotation o:
the mirror, since a si.-nal from motor 5 pas-
ses to the tube throu-gh amnlifier 6.

The Intensity of the inag-e on the tube's
screen Is sufficient to expose filxn 9 ?as-
sinr: across objective 8. '-,he speed of "-he
advancing- necheanisr 10 Is proporticnal to
'the an-ar velocity of the aircraft -- that
Is, It depends on the horizontal flyin c speed
and altitude, data on uhich are transmitted

from ser-vo-arinlifier 12. 'lie exposure Is
varied bur diaphraim 7 moved by device n.

Sig nals from photocel'l 11 on the l11,1t In-
tensity of th e cathode-ray tube and from
servo-amlifier 12 on the aircraft's flyingsieed are transitted to ths device. Atpi-fieo 1P conlrol the cathode-ray tube.
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',le ta,)e Is int-roduced 4nto an electrcnic switchinr sys-
tem, a Wi,h-speed computer controlled by a prograr. stored in
the ncemor:'. One hundred sixty comrun.cation livies, alon - which
Information Is exchar-,ed witi teleFrV-Ph devices great distance."
away, car be hoolted up to It.

Alt firt the stmchec'ls the address code and the Mes-
sa.~e f orn'At. '-,hen It analyzes Its prioriti,. code, after which
if thnere are n~o errors it ilmedlately transmits it to the proper
addressee. if errors are detected the tape Is rejected for
subsequent manual correction. dhen errors are detected on ur-
rent messa-es the latter- are presented on a screen of a di.-play
device, and correctiorn are made with a teletype icey board.

iThere are dozens of various types of display devices
based on thie 7nost diverse nrincioles. in one of them In the
A'POC sy.stemn di.-I~tal informnaton from a computer Is produced
.ith a dra...in-, device for visuol disnla.. Thie machine can.
oroduce two t>osof s1.ides -- r'raphic and tabular. The trano-
q.)arencies are corrected by operators and then. automatically
issued to executives at a )rescrlbed time.

Jeven t,,, 11-eter transparencies of a combat situation
are projected onto D. tono -ranhic nap. Up to four transnarerncies
can be supe-imposed ov'r one z-ap. Data on the combat situation

car e ~esented. on each of them in the form of symbols of dif-
f eren t color2.

!Lc.uinment ir. which Informatiorn Is pcroject-ed off of a
cat' ,ode-ra:P tube onto a larz7e screen Is also used widely. 111h1e
'rinci~le of op2eration of such equipment consists of the fol-
lowin.-. An Ii~zt objective -Drojecto an Inma:-e off" of the screen
of a !it-h resolutior. cathode-ray tube such as a 3:hara'-troia
Ltransliteration1 onto ne'-ative film. Jurn:,; exposure the
shutters of tihe inp.ut objective open and close autor at IccalP-
i-n accordance with a ;,iven nrorram. Th!,e exposed film is adl-
vanced at a constant rate throum7h a procassinr7 chamber, i-
'.ich blac1h-L.e-d-whTite ne.7atives arc obt-ained in 10 seconds.

Thlen the film, Is fed Into a contact printer. 14t, presses
a-alinst positive filn sensitive to-. ultraviolet li,-ht. At
th"is moment an n ltraviolet lam-) flcashes, after v.,hich the e:x-
nosed film io f,,d Into a special device in which the f il1n is
Subjected to hca- treatmen~t for 3seconds, as a result of which
a DosItive Ima-e annears. :,tc- the filmi passes throur!h the
framincr windov': of a projector. :ulticolored im.a7-es are pro-
duced on the sr-een I-), mean:3 of z-uperiTPosition of three
ninar. color ii;-ht bear~S nrojected onto the proper francs of
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of movement. Then this voltare is divided in a synchronous
resolvinp instrument into the voltages of component speeds
alon- north-south and east-west axes. The resolving instrument
is fixed in the necessary position by the two-speed servo-
motor in accordance with information nroduced by the gyrocom-

--

pass.

The Dlottinr table of the navigation-tactical
situation displas syZstem converts information
on the tarzet and the :movement components of
the shi, oassinr from pic)-up units, into
control si.als that are fed into five op-
tical projectors in which lamps 11 are In-
stalled. Four of the..: project yellow 1, red
3, orange 10, and -reen14 tarrcet symbols,
-rhile the fifth 16 nrojects -, compass card
with circular ranc marks. Light -iays from
projectors 4, 5, 6, 12, and 13 pass through
an optical .-raticule and light filters 15
and, bein7 reflected from mirror 2, fall
on objective 7. Te main mirror 9 deflects
the ra.'s onto a horizontal plotting screen
Q, ;here the positionsof the ship and four
t'r'ets are displa.yed as symbols of different
colors.

.Jm'"a devices that include varicus types of cathode-
ray tubes -'ve received wide aonlication. For example, data
are fed int. the input of one display device from an electric
t:crItec., ac well az in the forr. of di.gital or continuous
-i-nals from r,-n etic tanec, discs, drums, perforated tapes,
and rada-r and television eauipment,
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All coded data are converted into analog signals and
recorded on the screen of a cathode-ray tube of high resolution.

Statistical information is projected in the form of
charts or tables onto the same screen from a magazine separately
installed into the tube's rear opening. Urgent information
that is not handled by the program is automatically fed to the
display device. Some messages are fed to recording equipment.
-Lrinting is done by machines at speeds of 1,000 lines per
rinute.

Specialists note that such a system allows a commander
to receive data on the true situation of subordinated forces
asnd cquipment in the course of sever-al minutes.

Inasuir, .s the production of display equipment involves
-zeat expense, it is not always considered justified to im.prove
existing systems. Frequently the improvements affect only an
increase in speed. It is felt to be more expedient to seek
h w approaches to the problem. They can be summarized as the
creation of displa,, equipment that works at slower speed, per-
haps, but which display data in a form more convenient for
Individuals. This iTould allow them to react to changes in a
situation more efficiently.

'b,'ether with recording tools the electronic digital
corruter is the nucleus of any automated control system. It
should be noted that computers designed for operation in head-
quarters' and co=Enand posts must satisfy special demands in
re-,ard to their mobility, overall dimensions, weight, relia-
bility, productivity, servicing convenience, and stability
a-ainst the affects of high and low temperatures and vibration.

lhe basic directions in the development of nilitary com-
puters are felt to be the use of solid state components and
printed circuits, as well as the employment of the most diverse
r. enory components (semiconductors for example). 2eports have
it that we can e:mect a siprificant reduction of the volume of
cormputers in the near future. .achines that presently occupy
a volume of 20 liters car, be Installed in a space of 3-5 liters.

Let us examine as an example the high-speed multipurpose
VIC computer, which is a component of an automated system
desi-ned for a flying cormind post. It has two memory units
on :-anetic drumis and two on mag-netic tapes, five cathode-ray
tube displays, and t,o printin devices -- one employed when
the equipn:ent is being serviced and another used to obtain
copies of the display screens.

'Zhis computer is compatible with other -machines because
its control memory can store specific micropro-raZ.

i
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A zeia mqunoyholographic camera can talte
phoo~rphzi-nthedarl:. The camera employs
a pltie4 nnsiiveto radio waves, an which
;a hlogaphc IaneIs formed as a result of

ObJmt am areference wave 5 from refleo-
tcor 2 strVinr the plate.

The holorm imae Is reduced anproximtely
500 times by an o-rtizai system 7. Then It

.Lye r- eted onto Pr'crture 10 through which
a colocr p~hotor-'nrhic film 1 Is advanced.
Sti!-inr- the aper-ture, a laser beam 6 rec-
titiee the iinae of the object.

rThe lzeybord for data in'nut and incuiry output Is sim-
iJ1ar to thamt of a typevmiter. '-here are an additional nine
lze.,s for erwi.7 i-ndividual symbolis, Individual lines, or
I.. whole 1;M. obtainn-, copies of a screen, and frtrir
of'f the dinla7 when cc-osin,- me ssru-es and during, edItin.

.-be "prirter en-ploys hea 1r-ensitive 'paper onto which
~boar e applied b7 a s'necial heat-emittinr smemcnductor

mxatrixz with a 71)ass mrzface and havin- a_ lor excitation volt-

Thie elaztr-onic dirital aorniuter is cilo tnhe basin- for
07of the aixtamited shirn zystens. information stored In the

: mor = nn it i=C:ez It roriible foz: the senior sume=rV sor and
the stf to obtain a- c m--letLe nicture of the acetions of' 4their
am fora~s and those o;L the en--,,. '-be comnuterz autontically
fu1.2IJs the function nf r-eco -nition, clasel'iicatio 1 and

-of' tar- t3 (ai-rcraft. ships, 7uided missilev) on the
bMIi of 1nfor. tion fedi fro-7 on-boar-d P-nd remote cormmunica-
tiin= anc observnti~on equl-nnt, as -vell as on the basis of"
4;at~ fred f!-rm u cotr~-ol boar!d.



-Al1ns a quantitative analysis of data on the situation,
the computer evaluates the effeotiveness of the weapons and
generates recom endations on the suitability of a particular
action on the basis of criteria in its program. It feed inform-
ation to plottin1 boards and screens in combat information

posts and main command posts, as well as in fire control posts.
After evaluating the recommendations of the machine and consider-
Inir, the factors not subjected to muchine processing, the com-
mander ma':es the final decision.

After the proper commands or signals are fed into the

system it automatically issues orders and instructions involved
In carryl. out the decision made.

S3oedLneni e and individual fighting ships that are oper-
ating at t-reat distances from one another can employ this sys-
te" to continuously echan.e automatically coded Information
and to coordinate the use of forces and equipment in carrying
out -iany t--es of combat missions.

resently the wor!: on automating the control of forces
is pro-7ressiv7, on a .;ide front. However, no technical improve-
.ents, even the latest ones, can replace the huan= beinrg. _hey

cannot reduce his decisive role in the control of forces.
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WE ARE ANSWEED

(Unattributed Article)

Using the experience of one of the repair enterprises
of the USSR Ministry of Defense, the article by Engineer-Lieu-
tenant Colinel I. Maaktrenko "To Reduce losses of Working Time"
published In Journel No 7, 1971 discussed the most efficient
paths and directions of work on disclosing and eliminating the
causes for nonproductive expenditures and losses of working
time. In this regard, in particular, public Inspections of
the use of production reserves were also discussed.

We received a report from the USSR Ministry of Defense
Administration for Labor and Wages of Laborers and Office
Workers that such public inspections produce most significant
results. A

Inspections basically consist of a scientific and tech-
nical-economlc analysis of the activity of collectives, sec-
tions, shops, and of the enterprise as a wtole. Engineering
and technical workers, the managerial staff, the best workers
and production innovators, shop laborers, and representatives
of public and people's control organizations are encouraged to
participate in them.

During the course of inspections studies and analyses
are made of the state of labor organization or a great quan-
tity of people and, in particular, the degree to which they
employ working time is established, as are the level of or-
ganization of working places and of their maintenance, the
correspondence between established standards and the psycho-
physiological, sanitation, and hygienic conditions of labor,
and the state of labor discipline. A study of the degree to
which working time Is employed through spot observations makes a
it possible for one observer to efficiently determine the
labor expenditures of large groups of workers. And their mas-
wive participation in time-and-motion studies provides a pos- I
sibility for revealing more fully the deficiencies in the
preparations for and organization of production, mainter ance
of working places, and in their supply of materials and equip-
ment.

In light of the requirements of the USSR Ministry of
Defense, fortification of labor discipline and an uplift of
labor productivity are presently the most important tasks of
the USSR Ministry of Defense's repair enterprises. And public
inspections, which should be conducted everywhere, play a great
role in fulfilling these tasks.
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The decree of the Presidium of the All-Union Central
Trade Union Council and the Bureau of the Al1-thion Lenin
Communist Youth Lgue Central Committee Is a oonfirmation of
the Importance of such a measure. According to the decree
an All-Vion Public Inspection on employment of production
reserves and on saving practices is being held from November
1970 to the end of 1971. The repair enterprises of the USSR
Ministry of Defense are participating in It actively.

i
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THE TELWmOWN

xetend. Servioe lMaster Sergeant K. Aralov

The telephone Is the most wldely used commlations
resource. This Is wty a wide range of specialists must knw
Ito str re and principles of operation.

Ati-sldetone telephone circuit: a - bridge
type; b -- compensating type.

At this time telephones with anti-sidetone circuits of
the bridge or compensating type, such as the UA-6O and TAL-65
(see figure) are used extensively. With respect to structure.
all of Its electric components are located in a rigid housing.
Electroacoustie converters are mounted in the microphone.

In telephone equipment we distinguish between calli.ng
components, which include condenser Cl and bell 3B. and the
speaking couocnents -- miorophone M, telephone To transforuer
Tp. and bala cIng Z, and compensating ZK circuits. The speak-
Ing or calling components are switched Into the line thrvuh
output terminals Pl and 12 by lever-operated switch PMl,

"he telephone Is rwg by a 15 50 ops altrnating cur-
rent Which passes through circuit .l-P-Cl-3B-J12. An alterna-
tIng current bell, which converts a calling signal into an
aconstic signal se res as the call reeiver. Mhen the tele-
phone un% Is switched Into the commlation line oiouit a
constant voltage is fed to Its Input terminals. When the
lever-operated writch Pn is I its resting state the direct
current does wot flow through the unit's circult, since con-
denser Cl Is in the circuit. When the telephone receiver is
ralsed the direct current flows through coil I of the trans-
former and the microphone. In this case the telephone station
receives a calling signal.

Lat us examine the circuit's operation when a call is
received and tran mtted. When speech Is transmitted the
microphonee' electromotive force generates a direct current,
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part of which passes Into the communication line. When speech

Is received the speaking current In a bridge-type circuit pas-
sos from the line through connected matched coils I and III
of the transformer. An electromotive force which generates A
the current pasing through the telephone Is Induced In coil
II, When speech Is received in a co mating circuit the
principal component of the speaking current passes through
coil I of the transformer and the microphone. The ele.tronotive
fore induced In the conneoted matched coils III and II genor-
ares a current that passes through the telephone.

In a bridge circuit the microphone and telephone are
connected through the transformer in the diagonal of the bridge,
the arms of which are coils I and III of transformer Tp, bal-
anoing circuit resistor ZC, and the communication line. In
this case the condition Z .Z 6 - Z4. Z, for bridge equilibrium
must be observed, where Z and Z are the resistances of coils
Ihand III of transformer ip, and is the input resistance of
the communication line into which the unit is connected. The
equality Is attained for a given value of Za by selection of
values for Z6 0 Z,O and Z .

In a compensating circuit all transformer coils are
matched when they are switched on. When speech is transmitted
a speaking current passes from the microphone through coils I
and II In opposite directions. The difference In the magnetic
currents created in the core induces an electromotive force in
coil III which provides equal potentials to the connecting
points of the telephone.

The requirements placed on telephone units are separated
Into telephonometric, electroacoustic, electric, mechanical.
and climatic. Telephonometric requirements establish certain
values for the equivalents of attenuation and intelligibility
that a telephone umit must satisfy for a particular transmis-
sion channel. Electroacoustic requirements set standards for
amplitude and frequency distortions introduced into the com-
muniloation line by electroacoustic converters and the tele-
phone unit circuit, as well as for the quality of the unit's
bell. Mechanical requirements determine the life of indivi-
dual parts of the unit, and the mechanical stability and vibra-
tion resistance. Climatic requirements set the range of tem-
peratures, hum1dity, and pressure in which a given telephone
unit can work reliably.

k
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SC INTILLTION COUNTER

Ahgineer-Senior Lieutenant G. Odzhsgov

Scintillation (luminescence) coters are employed wide-
ly In dosie~tic equipment. Halng approximately the sme
feature* as Sa-4isohmrge cunters, they are dependable in their
operation and quite 81mle in construction. Their basic com-
ponenta are scintillators, photomultipliers, nd electronic
pulse aMlifyIng and counting devices.

The word scintillation is of Latin origin. In trans-
lation it means sparkling, sparking. This is the origin for
the name of the physical phenomenon of luminescence n the form
of spW k flashes, observed, for ezample, on a screen made of
zinc sulfide bombarded by alpha-partioles. Both crystalline
and amorphose, and liquid and gaseou substanoes are used as
scintillators In counters. Scintillators can be employed to
record alpha- and beta-charged particles, gamm-quanta, x-rays,
and neutron currents.

Sointillators are separated into two groups by nature
of the substance: Organic and Inorganic. All of them have
high "transparency" for emitted light. This is one of the most
important features of scintillators. The greater the amount of
light coming from them, the more electrons are pulled from the
counter's cathode, which at the same time is also the cathode
of the most critical component of the instrument, the photo-
multiplier.

This component is an electronic tube in which electrons,
one or several, which are hit out of the surface of the photo-
cathode by a quantum of light, are multiplied by a number of
serially positioned secondary electron emitters called dynodes.
The voltage Increases by approximately 100 volts at each sub-
sequent dynode. The anode has the highest potential. The
difference In potential between the anode and cathode attains
1,500-2,500 volts.

The quantity of multiplying cascades is determined by
the needed magnitude of the electron current flowing through
the load connected to the photomultiplier's anode. The see-
ondary emitters can be either the reflecting type or those
that operate "na prostrel" [translation unknownJ. Very thin
layers of materials that emit electrons are used In them.

The effectiveness of employment of a particular type of
scintillation counter depends in many ways on the type of
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sointillator used in it. For example, a zinc sulfide sointil-
lator is distinguished by high sensitivity to alpha-partioles
emitted by radioactive substances. Sodium Iodide cryntals are
g.od sointillators for registering gamma-quanta. The presence
of iodine In the crystal raises the effectiveness of gamma-
quanta detection up to 60 percent (the Geiger counter's sensi-
tivity to them Is 1-2 percent). The discrimination t me of
scintillation counters used presently varies from lOOto 105
seconds. This simnifioantly raises the rate of emission count-
Ing in comparison with that of gas-filled counters.

Connection Circuit of A Scintillation Counter

Key:
1. Radioactive radiation 5. Dynodes
2, Photocathode 6. Anode
3. Scintillator 7. Output
4. Focusing electrode 8. Voltage divider

4
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ANTITANK GUNS

(LUnattributed. Article)

A teneOW for noticeable Increase in the proportion of
armm'd s tank forces in the armed forces was sen in the
b3Uu=iU of the 1930's. At that same time the problem of
oasa*4mg eatitsak weapons for .Ien atry _- arose.

In ou country in 1932 the KurohevakiY 37-mm dinamo-re-
aktIwiye [traslation, .vmlow1 antitank gun was developed and
&,*eGte Into the armory. DefoIcielee -- low maneuverability
and low ar Penetrability -- we e disclosed during its use.
The Kurmhevskly PTR [antitank 9un had to be removed from the
armory.

In March 1936 the Soviet Government adopted a decree on
des'' a more effective antitank gun. The well-kown in-
fantry weapon designers M.N. Blyum, S.V. Vladimirov, S.A. Ko-
rovin, and others were recruited to design PTR. In two years
they faotured 15 models. However, not one of them passed
the tests. The weapons were found to be heavy, cumbersome,
and had low armor penetrability.

The need arose for developing more rigid tactical and
technical requirements with special emphasis or. the followIng:
The guns had to be light, convenient to handle, and penetrate
20 mm armor at a range of up to 500 meters snd at an incidence
angle of 300. Design studies indicated that these require-
ments could be satisfied by a 14.5-mm caliber weapon under the
condition that a 64 gram bullet would have an initial speed of
1.000 meters per second.

N.V. Rukavshnikov, S.V. Vladimirov, and B.G. ShpitaVl-
nyy developed such guns in 1939. The 14.5-mm semiautomatic
RukavishnikoTv gun ave the beat results. Comfortable and re-
liable in operation, it had a sufficient firing rate (up to
15 ro=.s per mite). Two persons could easily carry it with
shoulder belts. In Ootober 1939 the gun was accepted into the
armory under the title "1939 mod.l 14.5-m= antitank gun."

However, production of Rukavishnikov antitank guns had
not started by the beginning of the Great Fatherland War, and
extensive use of t by the enea demended that the infantry
be provided with mobile, substantial antitank weapons as
quickly as possible.
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The well-known weapons designers V.A. Degtyarev and S.G.
Simonov joined the work of creating a simple and effective PTR.
As early as the end of July V.A. Degtyarev submitted two models
of 14.5-mm magazine PTR for testing that were simple in con-
atruotion and easy to build. However, sometimes they jammed
during firing. Thus it was proposed to the designer that he
quickly improve one of the models and make it a single-action
type.

Above: 14.5-mm Degtyarev single-action anti-
tank gun; below: 14.5-mm Simonov magazine
semiautomatic antitank gun.

S.G. Simonov employed the design features embodied In
the 7.62-mm single-action rifle in creating a model of a PTR.
Only the triggering mechanism and the ammunition feed were sub-
jected to changes. After a number of tests on 29 August 1941
the State Committee for Defense adopted a decree on the ac-
ceptance of the 14.5-mm Simonov magazine semiautomatic anti-
tank gun and the 14.5-mm Degtyarev single-action antitank gun
Into the armory and on commencing their production.

Simonov's antitank gun works on the principle of the
removal of powder gas through a transverse opening in the bar-
rel. The barrel tube Is closed off by angular deflection of
the breech mechanism. In this case when it lowers, the rear
part of the breech mechanism's frame contacts its bearing
surface against that of the breech bushing. A flag-type safety
catch is situated on the right side of the breech. The trig-
ger-type firing mechanism allows single-action firing only,
and the quadrant sight allows firing at a range of up to 1,500
meters.

The Degtyarev gun worked on the barrel recoil principle.
Locking was accomplished by arming projections on the breech
which enter, when the breech turns, into the bearing shoulders
of the breech. The breech mechanism is unlocked automatically.
Breech ramming and bar7el tube locking was done manually. The
sight had a collaprible back-sight with two positions for
firing at 400 and 1,000 meters.

t
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The structural simplicity and ease of manufacture of
these PTR, especially the Degtyarev single-action gun, made it
possible for plants to start production quickly. The need for
,hem was rjo great that sometimes they were shipped to the front
strit.it from the shops.

The Soviet antitank guns were used successfully against
the enemy's light and medium tanks. They were usually fired
at a range of 250-300 meters. Individual deficiencies that
were revealed during battles were quickly eliminated, and the
PTR became fully reliable weapons.

The number of guns shipped to the troops grew continu-
ally. While on 1 January 1942 there were only 8,116 guns in
the Red Army chast' part-cipating directly In combat operations,
by 1 July 194T their number increased to 65,365, and to 145.861
by I January 1944.

During the course of the Great Fatherland War Soviet
designers tirelessly improved the antitank guns, devoting their
principal attention to increasing their armor penetrability.
In 1942 a 20-mm antitank gun with a horizontally shifting breech
block was being developed by F.I. Rashkov, S.I. Yermolayev,
and V.Ye. Slukhotskiy. In the wame year M.N. Blyum desiged
a PTR for a special 14.5-mm round that had a great initial
bullet speed.

Beginning with the second half of 1943, with the ap-
pearance of heavy tanks and self-powered weapons with strong
armor protection in the German fascist army the effectiveness
of the PTR started to decrease, and the main role in the fight
against tanks passed to artillery.
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The blade is c- %rolled (raised, lowered, tilted vert-
ically) by double-act-on hydraulic cylinders. The bulldozer' s
good passability and mmneuverability make it possible to use
%t effectively for a number of excavation operations. The
.chine hss a diesel engine that generates 184 horsepower atI 1<00 rpm. It travels at up to 13 km per hour and weighs
l',200 kg.

The DS-39A (D-640A) motor bitumen sprayer deminstrateddt the ehilbition spreras hot or cold bitumenous substances

t! ..aaw of in)regAAticn. partlal Impregnation, or surface
treatmet of gravel and metalled surfaces. It will find ap-
p11catice. erever the construction of expensive highways or
aaphalt road Is not always expedient, or where improved dirt
roads must be built quickly. Mie motor bitumen sprayer is
also uasel o oil and stabilize dirt during airfield construc-
tion.

Itr design makes it possible to maintain the bitumen
at the needed temperature while it is transported in the tank,
asd to heat it when necessary.

The All-Union Scientific Research Institute of Construc-
tion and Road Nchinery is displaying the Avtoplan-I and Avto-
plen-!i systems at the exhibition. They provide automatic
control of a bulldozer and stabilization of the position of
its working element.

The Avtoplan-Il system is designed for a bulldozer
weighing over 5 tons with hydraulic control of the working
element. It prvuides stabilization of the position of the
pushing frame of the blade relative to the horizontal within
a .:.vne of L3O9, it allows the driver to change the blade
angle within .50 by remote control from his cab, it auto-
matically pulls tke blade out of the ground when the speed of
engine shft rotation drops and returns the irame to the
prescribed povitian.

The employment of this system significantly increases
the machino's productivity, makes a reduction of time spent
on layout operatIons possible, and eases the work of the bull-
dozer operator.

A contactless electronic roll alarm for bulldozers,
scrapers, and other construction machines is of interest. It
automatically warns the driver when working on slopes and hill-
sides that its bank Is approaching a critical point. he in-
strument cons.sts of a pickup urit and a signal panel wi*i
two lamps: The green lamp lights when the bank is within al-
lwAnbla limits, and the red one lights when the machine tilts
270.
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The RS-66 snow blower is designed for m-Intaining roads.
Mounted on a GAZ-66 motor vehicle chassis, it piles the m.ow,
carries it to transport resources, and it can dump it to the
side. Owing to sprinkling equipment mounted on it, during
the warm period of the year the machine can be used to wash
improved road surfaces. The tank capacity is 4,000 liters.

I
D-9043 Scarifying Snow Blower

Th more powerful D-904S snow blower is used for strip
working of snow deposits at any height and density of snow.
It is mounted on a TDT-55 tractor with a scarifying rotary
working element that has an independent power supply. It is
driven by a 170 horsepower YaMZ-238G diesel engine. The
tracks are driven by an SID-14B tractor engine. Both engines
are equipped with heaters. All control instruments are cen-
tralized in the driver's cab. The snow blower's productivity
>4s up to 700 tons per hour, and it moves at speeds of up to
11 km per hour.

Scrapers and excavators, all sorts of lifting cranes,
and various rollers and machines for road surfacing are also
widely represented at the exhibition. Their introduction into
operation will ensure a faster development of the operating
and repair base of construction and heighten its technical
quality.
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YEARS, EVENTS, PEOPLE: THE FIRST SCHOLAR

(Whattributed Article)

Mikhall Vasil'yevich Lomonosov, who was born an 19
November 260 years ago, Is not only a true scholar and poet.
He is, according to V.G. Belinskiy's definition, a great per-
eonality, a phenomenon that imparts honor to human nature and
the Russian heritage.

The tremendous, truly encyclopedic activity of the
great scholar was distinguished by diversity, and at the same
time by a remarkable wholeness. Working In various fields of
science he tried to comprehend the unity of the laws of nature,
the universal connection and interrelationship of its phenomena.
He outstripped his educated contemporaries by a whole century
in solving many scientific problems. The most important prob-
la of natural history, chiefly physics, chemistry, geology,
and astronomy, were illuminated in his works. The contribu-
tion he provided to the development of mining and metallurgy,
history, philosophy, and philology was not small.

One of the greatest scientific breakthroughs of Lomonosov
Is the discovery of a "general law of natural science," the con-
noration of matter and motion, of its theoretical and experi-
mental foundation. The concept of the indivisibility of mat-
ter and motion is at the basis of this law.

Lomonosov was not only a theoretician but also a major
practical scientist. For example during his research on the
upper layers of the atmosphere he invented and manufactured a
working model of a small "flying machine" for raising meteoro-
logloal instruments to significant altitudes. He is also the
first to be credited with sounding the upper layers of the at-
mosphere with automatic recording instruments launched into it.

The problems of optics, chiefly its practical aspect --
the design and usnufacture of various optical instruments and
devices -- occupied a large place in the scientist's work.

A "catoptric-dioptric igniting instrument," an ingenious
combination of flat mirrors and double convey lenses, was
designed by Lomonosov in 1741. Mploying the rays of the sun
to get high temperatures the scientist used this instrument to
melt crystals. By its igniting power it surpassed similar
instruments known to that time by many times. Later Lomonosov
invented a "horizontoscope," a periscope with a mechanism for
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local panoramic observation. In 1762 he built a telescope
consisting solely of one concave mirror and an ocular. In
1756 LomonosoT demonstrated at the Academy a "night scope" with
which one could "distinguish rocks and ships in twilight and
at night." Such scopes were used on the vessels of V.Ya. Chi-
chagov's Russian polar expedition (1765), organized on Lomono-
sov's initiative. After the death of the scientist this in-
vention was forgotten, and the concept of an Instrument for
night observation came to be considered erroneous. It was
two centuries later that the concept was employed In the crea-
tion of night viewing Instruments.

7he depths of uhe content of most of Lomonosov's work
came to be recognized only as a particular science developed.
The more time passed, the more obvious his superiority in many
fieldsof science and engineering became.

There was the development of the principles of physical
chemistry and of the molecular-kinetic theory of heat and the
kinetic gas theory, research on electric phenomena, the dis-
covery of the atmosphere of Venus, and the Invention and design
of a recording compass, a mechanical log, and other instruments
for sea navigation. This is far from all that the great Rus-
sian scientist -- the first Russian scholar, a member of the
Swedish Academy of Scienoes, and an honorary member of the
Bologna Academy of Sciences -- did for the development of science.

No matter what Lomonosov studied, no matter which natural
phenomona he Investigated, no matter what discoveries he made,
his foremost goal n all endeavors was to benefit the Mother-
land!
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SHIP =ECTRICAL ENGINMEING

N. Koneyev0 hater Bnginee of the A1l-tkion
Slent flo Reaearoh Tmatitute of leotroamohanios

The Soviet Marltite Fleet Is developin vigorously on
-the powrft base provided by the socialist eoonom. As of
the beginming of 1971 it already posessed an Inventory of
6,612 cargo, passen, Commeorial, aullilia, and other types
of vessels with a total capacity of close to 15.2 million
-registered tons. The high level of development In dostic
science srd aug1neering enaurd not only quatitative but also
qualtative growt for the fleet. In the last few years the
cargo ad passenger capacity of transport veasels Increased
significantly. The speed of all types of vessels and their
isage without refueling also Increased, and the output of
power facilities has been raised.

Tchnical progress In the ritiae fleet, as In true
for many other sectors of the national econoy, found obvious
Ge salm In the high r '%e of electrification. The output of
electric pourer facilities on ships Increased, and new, Improved
electric equipment appored. New generators, electric motors,
converters, and other electric mchines and Instruments put
Into pr n1tion by the domestic electrical industry are employed
extensively an maritime vessela.

In particular, ship electric power sources experienoed
great changes. Naval synchronous generators equipp"d with
excitora and built In the form of Individual direct current
comutting machines gave wy to generators with self-exoita-
tion and autoatic voltage regulating systems. The desire to
increase the output of generators, improve their weight and
size Lndcles to the iaxmum, and to Inorease the reliability
and life of the machlnes produced a need for employing new
eleotrotechnioal materials, such as silicone insulation. Water
cooling and ffored bearing lubrication fomd wide application,
and a number of new design concepts were formulated that im-
proved the uperating qualities and economic Indices of the
machines.

The unit output of ship alternating current synchronous
generators with air cooling now reaches 1,500 kw, and 3,000 kw
with uater cooling at 380 volts and 50 Op. Owing to the
eMloyment of heat-resistant insulation and the maer cooling
syatem it became possible to greatly reduce the weight and
overall dimensions of synohronous generators. For example, an
air-cooled 1,500 kw generator has overall dimensions of
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2,415xl,408xlt805 mm and weighs ,7080 kgo while a water-cooledi 6generator with almost the am* dUmensions wid weight has an
output of 2,000 kv. Direct current generators also experienced
design changes. Presently their unit output attains 1,500 kc
at 220 volts.

In the last few years complicated navigation systems,
radio and hydroacoustic equipment, and automated and remote
control systems have attained extensive employment on maritime
vessels. Alternating current of the most diverse voltages
(110. 115. 127. 133. 230, and 380 volts) and frequenoles (50.
400, 470. 485, 500, 975, and 1,000 cps) are required to power
such systems. The quantity of independent current converters
has increased on modern vessels because of this bV two to three
times in comparison with vessels of prewar design. There has
also been a significant rise in the demands on converters with
respect to both the precision of output parameter maintenance
and the length, reliability, and noiselessness of operation.

Presently the domestic industry has started production
of large series of marine converters that are to be installed
on domestic and foreign vessels. The output of such machine
units attains 75 kw. They convert direct current of one volt-
age to direct current of another voltage (series APP), to
monophase (series APO), or triphase (series APT) alternating
current. With other machine units triphase current is con-
verted into direct current (series ATP), or into monophase
alternating current of another voltage and frequency (series
ATO). Finally, there are machine units that convert triphase
alternating current of one voltage and frequency to an identical
current of another voltage and frequency (series ATT).

V\

Figure 1. One of a multitude of dynamoelectric convert-
ers produced by the Soviet electrical indus-
try, the series APO machine unit, which con-
verts direct current to triphase alternating
current.
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In design, such a converter is a machine in a single
housing (Figure 1) with two or three armatures, one of which
1s the driving electric motor armature, and the other or the
other two are direct or alternating current generator armatures.
VWrous types of alternating current generators are used -- In-
ductor, salient-pole and nonsynch-'onous, and claw-shaped and
rostrate. As a rule all of then have a self-ezcitation system.
Inductor, claw-shaped, and rostrate generators do not have
windings about the armature. 'These are contactless msohinest
their excitation coils are located on the stator, iMparting to
then a great operating advantage over other designs.

Converter control equipment is outfitted as a rule in
separate ases. It consists of an automatic circuit (or power)
switch a starter, control units (for speed, voltage, and fre-
quency), and protection units.

An important feature of modern converters is that all
problems involving design, the electric and mechanical Indices
of both the machine unit itself and the equipment for the
start-up of the machine unit and for automatic output parameter
control have been solved integrally. In this case the modern
demands upon converters with respect to all electric and mech-
anical indices (this should be taken into account) have bocome
significantly higher and more rigid than before.

The most complicated problems in developing dynamelec-
tric converters with high technical specifications are being
solved successfully by Soviet scientistz, enginuers, fnd design-
ers. For example, the power supply units for navigation sys-
tems -- series AMG machine units -- are now boing operated on
almost all vessels in the maritime fleet of both domestic and
foreign construction, and they have acquired a reputation as
being very reliable machines. The inventors were awarded the
State Prize for the development of this series of machine units.

Semiconductor technology has taken a firm foothold in
the composition of ship electric equipment. Using silicon
cont-ol valves -- thyristors (?igure 2).-- as a basis, series
production has been started for a number of mcnine units of
different purposes -- static semiconductor frequency convert-
ers, nverters, and reversible converters. The creation of
diffusion silicon valves was marked by a high honor: Their
inventors were awarded the Lenin Prize.

Today our industry is producing a series of rectifying
machine units (Figure 3) designed for different purposes --
power (VAKS), charging (VAKZ2), starting (VAKST), electrolytic
(VAKEL), welding (VAKSV), synchronous generator excitation
coil power supplying machine units (VUKV), and electric drive
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powering mchine units (VAKEP). This series is widely employed
In transport, in the national economy, and on vessels both in
our country and abroad.

I

Figure 2. The creation of thyrlstor power control valves
was an outstanding achievement of domestic
electronics. 7hey have found wide applicp,-
tion an the maritime fleet' s vessels.

V A

The output capacity of the machine units attains 585 kw,and the voltage of the rectified current attained Is 380. Thelr

efficiency fluctuates between 0.77 and 0.89, and their unit
weight varies from 1.59 to 37.0 kg/kw. For most machine units
it is 8.5-12.5 k/k!.

In comparison with dynamoelectric converters, the static
semiconductor type have lower weight and smaller dimensions
;see Table). They are noiseless, require less service, and are
simpler to maintain. Having invaded the electronics of power-ful currents so decisively, semiconductor Instruments continue
to occupy the foremost position In radio engineering, radio
electronics, and automation.

It is impossible for us to imagine a modern vessel with-
out electric drive for a multitude of mechanisms. From power-
ful electric propeller motors with an output of several thou-
sand kilowatts to galley machines and personal instruments with
an output of several watts: This is the range for the employ-
ment of electric driving motors. The modern series of Soviet
electric direct current motors are most highly perfected in
design. They are installed on various types of vessels and
compose a share of our export volume that is not small. New
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i ot starting devices sr also being supplied In the
ntrits for direot o=2-?it eleatric motorE.

r,

l- '

Figure 3. The powerful static semioonductor rectifier
with automatic output parameter control works
reliably and noiselessly.
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10. Frequency, cps 13. Weight without Instrumen-
11. Output data tation. kg
12. Power, kw 14. Machine unit's overall

dimensions, mm

Figure 4. The vertically or horizontally built series
AMI asynchronous electric motor with short
circuited rotor can be encountered on ships
and boats of various displacement and purpose.

With the introduction of alternating current to vessels,
the need arose for developing several series of asynchronous
electric motors for maritime purposes employing a shor, cir-
cuited rotor in a comparatively short time interval. Such
asynchronous maritime electric motors as the I'AP, MAF., VRZ,
AN,. and A.Sh, as well as the high-frequency AO-,. DMV0, AOMSh,
and DFV. which are employed on maritime vessels and In the
national economy, are earnings high evaluation (Figure 4). A
number of changes that significantly increase reliability, con-
venience and simplicity of operation, working life, and noise-
lessness of operation, and which improve the weight and size
indices have been i.ntroduced into the design of modern a-yn
chronous electric motors.

As an example, here is the system for starting and con-
trolling a three-speed electric motor. In the course of proj-
ects on the unification of vessel deck mechanisms being con-
ducted by CEIA member countries, a number of standard capstains
as well as the electric driving motor for them and the control
equipment have been developed. This new drive, created on the
basis of a triphase current asynchronous electric motor with
short circuited rotor, replaces the previously employed elec-
tric motor with a phase rotor (with rings). It is controlled
by a controller and a contactor station. When the controller
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THE HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSION

EngLneer-Lieutenant Colonel Ye. Aleksandrov

One of the distinguishing features of the PKT track
layer and the BKT bulldozer is that their design employs an
hydraulic transmission, a machine unit that Includes a stepless
torque converter and a two-row planetary gear-box. It is
designed for changing the traction force and moving speed of
the machines, engagement of reverse, and disengagement of the
engina from the power transmission. In order to get a clearer
impression of the operation of this quite complicated machine
unit, we will examine its structural and dynamic plans at the
same time (see Figure).

Torque is varied without stages by moans of a torque
converter. Its driving component, pumping wheel 10, is con-
nected right with the input (drive) shaft 1 of the transmission
through casing 9 and housing 3 of the looking clutch. The
wheel, casing, and housing of the locking clutch form a hermetic
cavity into which the working fluid -- a mixture of spindle and
motor oil with a special additive -- is introduced.

The driven component of the torque converter -- turbine
wheel 6 -- is connected by hub 2 to the turbine shaft 11, which
at the same time is the drive shaft for the planetary gear-box.
The hub of the locking clutch, on the spline of which a driven
powder metal disk is fastened, is rigidly connected with the
hub of the turbine wheel. Piston 1: and a gasket are situated
in the clutch housing.

'Io reactors 5, which increase the torque transmitted to
the turbine wheel, rotate between the pumping and turbine wheels
on free-running couplings. The internal band of the coupling
is connected to the reduction gear housing. The coupling3
allow the reactors to rotate% only in one direction.

The gear-box contains two planetary rows with a common
sun wheel 19 and four control clutches. Each planetary row
consists of a sun and corona gear and three satellites. The
sun gear 21 of the first row and the intermediate shaft are
built as a unit. The hubs of the direct and intermediate drive
clutches are mounted on the sp!ines of this shaft. Coronal
gear 15 simultaneously serves as a cover for the direct drive
clutch 13, to the housing of which it is rigidly connected.
Sun gear 20 of the second planetary row is mounted on the tur-
bine shaft and is the drive gear for the gear-box. Coronal
gear 18 of this row freely rotates on satellites 22.
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engaged bmt -.no li standing still), maximum transforma-
tion (cornv j of torque occurs. Entrapping oil, the vanes
of the worklS nheel twirl it and forcefully dump it onto the
turbine vwns. Emerging from the turbiLe, the streams of oil
fall onto the reactors, trying to turn them in a direction
r-ewre of that in which the working wheel is rotating. But
th#- free-rwming clutches prevent this. The flow of oil accumu-
lates in the direction of rotation of the pumping wheel. Be-
cause of thb remotion forces arising the torque on the driven
shaft increases to Its maximum value.

The nature of intcraction bctween the hydraulic flow and
the convrterts parts changes as the load on the driven shaft
decreases (the machine has started moving, and the turbine has
begun rotating). At a certain rpm thie oil streams emerging from
the turbine act on the vanes of a close reactor in such a way
that it starts to turn in the same direction as the working
wheel. The clutch unlocks, and the reactor begins to rotate
freely. As the turbim rpm increases the second reactor also
unlocks. The converter shifts tu t!ae hydraulic coupling mode.
The speed of rotation of the turbine wheel starts to approximate
that of the working wheel, but it does not equal it. The
relative slippage of the wlhccl_ increases sharply when unexpected
loadsar'.sm (for example when the vehicle's wheels hit rough
spots).

Thus the torque converter also fulfills the function of
a device that protects the engine from overloads. In order to
eliminate slippage completely, if this is neces:,akr and pos-
sible in regard to the road conditions, the locking clutch is
engaged. To do thiu, oil is fed into the booster at a pres-
sure 5-10 kg/cm2 greater than that which arises in the con-
verter's cavity. Piston 4 presses disk 7 against stop 8. Both
wheels of the converrer rotate as a vingle unit, a'-1 the en-
gine is rigidly connected to the power transm-issi(

An hydraulic transmission operates trouble-free if main-
tenance is conducted when required, and if the established
operating conditions are observed. Detailed descriptions of
adjustment operations, as well as of the possible malfunctions
of the tmsmission and the means for eliminating them, are
contained in w=uals dealing with these subjects. We should
note that the overwhelming majority of thece malfunctions arises
as a result of contamination of the workin; fluid or violation
of the optimum working conditions for hyd-riullc systems. There-
fora when a track layer is being used care must be taken to
ensure that the temperature and pressure in t, nsmission hy-
drsulic systems do not exceed values prescribt by the instruc-
tions, and that working fluid be carefully cleaned before being
poured in. Oil temperature in the reductiun gear of the plan-
etary transmissions is considered to be normal if it is within
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the range 60-950C. In torque converterG it should be main-
talned within 70-115 0 C (its reduction to 400 and short-term[increase to 1250C is allowable, but not recommended).

Temperature inoreuse is caused primarily by heightened
slipping in the torque converter. It arises in cases when a
higher gear is engaged before the proper time or, on the other
hand, when shifting from a higher gear to a lower one is done
at great speed without engagement of an intermediate gear.
A sttll greater load and, consequently, a sharper rise in tem-
perature of the oil is caused by engagement of reverse gear
before the machine has had time to come to a complete stop.
Another cause for overheating could be prolonged operation of
the converter while the vehicle is standing still or is moving
at speeds beyond those recommended by the instructions for a
particular gear.

At the same time, locking of the converter before it
begins to operate in the hydraulic coupling mode is totaLly
prohibited. Otherwise the loads on the transmissions could
exceed the rated ones, resulting in heightened wear or even
breaking of transmission parts. 7herefore the locking clutch
can b engaged only after the vehicle attains the speed es-
tabli .ed by the instructions for a particular gear. An ex-
ceptlen is the descent of the vehicle down a steep incline,
when it is necessary to brake with the engine.

The standard pressure for the lubrication system is
1-1.5 kg/cm2 , 3-4 kg/cm2 for the torque converter, and 9-13
kg/cma for the clutch boosters. When the oil pumps are working
properly, sharp jumps in pressure or a reduction of pressure
are mo3t frequently symptoms of the fact that air or water has
gotten into the oil. An emulsion forms as a result of its
vigorous mixing with the oil. The working fluid in the con-
verter foams up, the conversion coefficient decreases, and
the parts overheat. Therefore if water is detected in the
system the oil must be changed completely.

We remind the reader that hydraulic transmission systems
are filled with a mixture of AT spindle oil (GOST CAll-hnilon
State Standard] 1642-50) and ?T-17P oil (GOST 6360-58), with
obligatory addition 6f AKO-1 anticorrosive dope (Soviet Na-
tional Economic Technical Spe:ification 36-13-15-64). Oil
temperature must not be lovier than 10 0 C (not lower than 20 0 C
in the cold part of the year). After the oils are carefully
mixed at a ratio of 7:3 (by volume), dope is added in a quan-
tity 10 percent of the total weight of the mixture.

The oil filters must be cleaned and rinsed strictly by
the schedules prescribed by instructions. Here the nature of
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the sediMent In the hydraulic oyclone bunker should be ob-
lerved. If there are xny aluminu=i shavings snd much powder
metal dust In Itt the trenhmission hould be disassembled and
repaired.
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FRONT AVIATION REPAIR WORKSHOPS

S. Pilipovioh

October 1941. The front approached all the way to Mos-
cow. Our aircraft suffered great losses in constant battles.
A decision was made to crete front aviation repair workshops
(FAI) in order that damaged aircraft could be returned to ac-
tion as quickly as possible. We were posed the task of repair-
ing the machines not just in stationary conditions alone, but
right at the air bases. In addition the workshops were faced
with ensuring combat readiness for a an air defense fighter
regiment, and servicing squadrons of Po-2 night bombers.

The organization of repair had to be simplified to the
limit because of a shortage of labor. When a damaged aircraft
arrived a trouble statement was compiled with the assistance
of the crew, and integrated brigades consisting of laborers,
skilled workmen, technologists, and designers, guiding them-
selves by the statement, carried out the repairs, sometimes
under the open sky. The massiveness of the work volume can
be judged at least by the fact that one Pe-2 had 564 bullet
holes when it returned from its combat mission. And the
trouble statement was essentially the sole design and procedural
document. It was what was used in case of serious damage to
indicate what had to be done and how, and sketches were drawn
in by hand.

Employing their knowledge and experience and caught up
in a patriotic desire to preserve their own Moscow, the work-
shop laborers made irreproachable repairs. Skilled workmen
V. V. Plenidin and L.P. Kozlovskaya, process engineer D.M. Ver-
shinkin, workers G.K. Ulanov, I.S. Dukhov, and many others
dcmonstrated true labor heroism. The repaired aircraft went to
action one after the other right on schedule.

Somewhat later we were given the chance to reorganize the
industrial repair process. Production sections and departments
were distributed in buildings and between them. Specialization
was employed: Each department was given responsibility for a
certain aircraft type. Thus the first department, the largest
and the principal one, repaired Pe-2 aircraft, the second re-
paired less known machines removed from production back in the
prewar period (DB-3, DB-3F, VULTI), and the third repaired the
TB-3. The fourth department involved itself with mechanical
working of parts, and repair of hydropneumatic machine units
and mechanisms in the control and landing systems. The staff
of each department contained up to 10 production groups which
repaired specific units and systems.
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Aircraft that were flown to the FARN, were directed to
the proper department, where intermediate repairs were made.
But those that arrived by train and required major overhaul
were initially disassembled and subjected to fault detection.
They were unpacked, and the volume of work was determined with 2

the participation of the process engineer and a designer. First
the parts, units, and machine units were restored, and then
assembly, adjustment, and testing of the systems was conducted.
On the flight strip the aircraft was subjected only to ground
tests and preparations for return to the chast': While the
front was nearby we could not test the aircraft in the air.
Later, after the enemy was thrown back from Moscow, a flight
was made after completion of repairs.

The collective that maintained the flight strip worked
harmoniously. Flight leader S.T. Petrov, mechanic N.V. Belov,
motor mechanics P.D. Zadachin and K.N. Stakhanov, master en-
gineer P.A. Popov, and pilots A.N. Gratsianskly and P.A. Soko-
love had the deep respect of the aviation soldiers.

The motor vehicle transport shop deserves a good word.
it helped out especially in the initial period of the operation
of the workshops. Risking their lives, the energetic and per-
sistent motor vehicle engineer-mechanic A.M. Valikov and a
group of stalwarts picked up captured motor vehicles from the
front lines and repaired them. Our drivers and suppliers made
long trips, even all the way to the Volga, in search of spare
parts for the aircraft on these vehicles. There they removed
equipment and machine units from Pe-2 aircraft, which were
loaded on barges and encrusted with ice.

The front aviation workshops returned close to 280 air-
craft of different types -- Po-2, Pe-2, SB. Ii-4, and VULTI --
to action. Up to 15 brigades that worked in combat chast'
gave a second life to a great number of aircraft damaged in
aerial battles.

The report signed by the commander and commissar of one
of the aviation squadrons is a memorable, exciting document of
those threatening, glorious years. The report discussed the
irreproachable work of the FARTM, and in particular of the group
led by Senior Foreman M.A. Ovechkin. TB-3 aircraft No 2229,
which was repaired by this group, made 274 landings without
any sort of faults arising.

We are prideful in that our collective contributed its
imprint into the destruction of the enemy.
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DIVING EQUIPMET

&ineer-Senior Lieutenant A. SmIrnov

The AKA-60 one-man self-contained apparatus Is designed
to allow a diver to breath while working under water. The
apparatus is built from nonmagnetic materials and can be used
with GK-2, GK-6, and GK-SVU-A nonmagnetic diving suits.

S 2

8L

* 8 ___5

Figure 1

The apparatus consists of a valve box 1, inhalant hose
2, breathing sac 3, regenerative cartridge 5, two tanks with
valves 4, connection fittings 6, regulator 7 with a gas feed
mechan1am and switch, housing 8, cover 9, harness 10, portable
pressure gage 11, and exhalant hose 12 (Figure 1). With the
exception of the portable pressure gage, harness, and valve box
together with the inhalant and exhalant hoses, all of the units
of the apparatus are in a rigid housing with a cover.
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The AKA-60 oprates with a nitroen-oxygen mixture
(lth an ozSgen cmtt of 50*1 perocet) and the .hal ed ass
Is vegamsted. With It a diver can breath by a closed (cyclic)
vst o 4eptke of O mters.

F, 17i
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A

A

Figure 2 ]
The gases move in the following wy (Figure 2). The gas

mixture exhaled by the diver moves through exhaust valve 1
located In valve box 2, and through goffered exhalant hose 19
to the regenerating cartridge 8 where carbon dioxide Is &b-
sobed. The purified gas mixture passes Into breathing sac
6, and here It Is enriched with oxygen by means of a constant
supply of the nitrogen-oxygen mixture from tanks 11 and 16
through the gas feed mechanism 12. When the diver Inhales,
the mixture passes to his lungs from the breathing sac through
the goff6ered Inhalsnt hose 4, Inhalant valve 3, ar d the valve
box.

When the diver submerges the hydrostatic pressure on the
thng sac Increases, as a result of which the volume of gs
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mixture contained in it decreases, since the sac is elastic.
A meochan ioal lung 18 replenishes the "lost" gas volume. It Is
adjusted in such a way that gas begins to flow into the ac
when a negative pressure equal to 90-120 mm Hg (with respect to
external pressure) In generated in the lung. When a negative
pressure arises in the breathing sac a membrane in the meohani-

Lcal lung bends and, acting on a valve through a system of levers,
causes the gas mixture to flow from the tanks through regulator
15 and hose 17 into the breathing sac.

When the diver begins to surface the hydrostatic water
pressure on the breathing sac falls, as a consequence of which
the gas volume within it ncreases. Safety valve 5 operates
to remove excess gas from the sac.

An emergency acoustic alarm (a whistle), which oerates
when the pressure in the tanks decreases to 40-20 kg/cm , is
installed In the breathing sac, When tank gas pressure falls
to 40-20 kg/cm3 the gas feed mechanism, which provides a con-
stant supply of nitrogen-oxygen mixture to the breathing sac,
switches the feed from channel 10 to the emergency acoustic
alarm through channel 9. Once he hears the emergency signal
the diver must stop work immediately and surface, following
the decompression procedures.

The portable pressure gage 14 assists in determining
the tank pressure and in providing constant visual control
over the pressure when the diver is under water. It is fas-
tened to the left shoulder strap of the harness. The portable
pressure gage Is fed with high pressure through hose 13.

The table below gives the working time of the AKA-60
apparatus with respect to depth. Time for diver decompression
is not Included.

Depth, Pressure (atmos- Working time,
meters pheres) on diver minutes

10 2 120
20 3 120
30 4 90
40 5 60

rte AKA-60 apparatus weighs 29 kg when the regenerating
cartridge is uncharged (it holds 2-2.2 kg of absorbent chemical)
and the tanks are charged to a pressure of 40 kg/cm2. Its
dimensions are 620x 400x195 mm.
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The diving outfit includes the AKA-60 apparatus, spare
parts and Instruments In bag, a 15 kg breast weight, left
and right counter weights 3.3-4 kg each, two weighted Inner
soles 1.6 kg each, a 9.5 k8 weight belt, a device for tams-
ferring nitrogen-oxygen mixture from supply tanks to the tanks
of the apparatus, and a spiral tube for charging the tanks of
the apparmtus with a compressor.

The AYA-60 apparatus is fastened over the diver's suit
on his back with the harness. Before eash dive the diver must
perform a working test of the apparatus. To begin breathing
from the apparatus he opens the tank valves and purges the
"apparatus-lungs" system three time, as is done when an oxy-
ge= apparatus is engaged. Dives are made in accordance with
working tables compiled for a 25 percent air-oxyg n mixture.

When diving is finished the apparatus must be rinsed
with fresh water, dried, and recharged. Proper employment of
the apparatus, and the diver's sound knowledge of the devices
and of the rules for equipment care are indispensable condi-
tions for reliable operation.

The AKA-60 apparatus is safer to use than oxygen-using
apparatus. It can be used to a depth of 40 meters, while gas-
charged apparatus can be employed only to depths of 20 meters.
7he now apparatus also has advantages when compared to air
tank eatliing apparatus. The continuous operating time is
much great. . , and the time spent on decompression Is signifi-
cantly lower.
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FULLY EQUIPPED TEACHING METHODS

Engineer-Captain 3d 1ank Yu. Osetsimskly

We were able to significantly intensify cadet training
at the Red Banner Submarine Training Detachment Imeni S.M. Ki-
roy owing to such diverse technical resources as electrified
diagrams, small and large training machines, working mockups,
trainers, simulators, and slide projectors.

Electrified diagrams are an aid for deeper understanding
of the theoretical foundations of equipment operation, and the
structure and principles of operation of mechanisms and systems.
Taching machines, which are used in the stage of preparation
for work on materiel, allow cadets to independently assimilate
the instructions for switching nstruments and machinery on
and off. The small machine is designed for training by one
cadet on the rules for employing individual charnels or units,
for example the transmitter or receiver of a radio station.
We furnishod classrooms with large machines at a rate of one
for each training shift that was studying a particular model
of equipment.

One of the large machines, which is Installed in the
office of the hydroacoustlc station, has six programs on mag-
netic tape and allows a possibility for cadets to study the
rules for operating both individual charnels and the hydro-
acoustic station as a whole. If the cadet makes an error in
turning on the station, the machine indicates to him which
item of the instructions was violated and what action should be
taken.

Working mockups help cadets to quickly gain facility in
the features of operation of hard-to-get, remote, and hidden
units. In order to teach cadets electromechanical specialties
in remote control of the main submarine engines and of the
propeller shaft line, Captain Lieutenant Ye. Solomatin created
a working mockup of a submarine's propeller shaft line connected
with engines and possessing a remote control system. Working
permanent remote control equipment for the main engine, cadets
employed the mockup to follow the whole course of switching
operations for the propeller shaft line.

A submarine model situated in a translucent tank demon-
strates surfacing, trimming, and careening in lessons on the
control of submarines. The -ode! is controlled simply and con-
veniently from a se ,rate panel with the aid of a pneumatic
system.
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We have a very wide array of trainers. They are de-
signed to impart cadets with the habits for controlling the
equipment and using it in combat, A high-output radio trans-
mitter trainer created by Warrant Officer F. Fedulov can be
used to perform all operations foreseen by a program involving
the switching on , alignment, and employment of the particular
type of transmitter. It completely resembles a working modelb~oth with respect to its external appearance anid the way the
pointers of the monitoring and maasuring instruments behave
when aligning knobs are turned.

The great advantage of trainers that we see is that we
can build as many as necessary, depending on the number of
cadets. Besides, owing to the use of trainers we saved close
to 15,000 kilowatt-hours of electric power in just 1969 alone.

Simulators are widely used to approximate the training
conditions to those met on a ship. We divide them into two
types, target simulators and noise simulators. The first makeIt possible to acquire skills without having to turn emitters

on. The second allows cadets to assimilate the procedures and
methods for worktng in the presence of active and passive noise.

Warrant Officer N. Semenov created an integrated simu-
lator for a radar station. A signal resembling a real one is
produced on the station's screen. At the same time two tar-
gets appear, which move across the screen in response to a
programming device. The target images are produced in the
presence of strong jamming conditions.

Automated mass training rooms help to save training time.
The effectiveness of learning the block and functional diag-
rams of equipment, as well as the rules for its use and combat
operation, has risen significantly. Thirty cadets, future
radio operators, study together in one of the automated rooms.
An instructor's control panel and 30 working places furnished
with search display devices resembling real ones are situated
in the room.

In the training mode, signals simulating radar operation
are fed sequentially from the instructor' s panel to the working
places. The transmission of a signal is accompanied by an
instru-toits explanation recorded on tape. In the control mode
the cadets are required to determine the parameters of several
signals sequentially reproduced by the simulator. With the
aid of a system of switches each cadet submits his answers into
a memory, making it possible for the Instructor to conduct an
objective critique and assign grades at the end of the lessons.

Telegraph operators acquire the skills for working type-
writers by the blind method in an extremely short time in the
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mass training rooms developed by Warrant Officer Zh. Polykovskly.
Ach working place has a trainer that is connected electrically
to an instructor's panel and to a signal display panel on which
letters or digits alight. From the control panel the instruc-
tor manually or with automatic machines lights up digital and
literal symbols on the display panel at a certain rate. In a
darkened place the cadet reproduces the symbol by pressing the
proper key on the trainer.

Lass training rooms make it possible to diversify the
form of exercises. This raises the interest of the students
toward the exercises and promotes the fastest acquisition of
firm skills. They make it possible to program the process of
skill development, and to attain step-by-step control --that is,
to have flexible control over the course of training. The in-
structors receive extensive possibilities for analyzing thecourse of training thoroughly and to constantly improve their
methods.

n !I
I@I

4-4

!iot everyone can become a good sonar operator.
Warrant Officer A. Gritsayuk, the senior in-
structor of the occupational. selection office,
helps to find the most suitable candidates.

'We see qreat promise in the creation of rooms In which
various technical traininr resources are centralized. They
can be used for practical lessons on particular equipment with-
in an inte.7rated system. 'T-e study can shift gradually from
the simplest problems to the more complicated ones.
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where t1 is the mean time spent by a t-.det to perform all oper-
ations on the trainer, minutes, t 2 is "he time needed to reset
the trainer in its initial position, minutes, a is the number
of repetitions until the operations are fully assimilated, T
is the time alloweci by the program for working out practical
problems on a particular type of equipment, minutes, and n Is
the number of cadets being trained at the same time.

In this formula tj and t2 are determined by selective
statistical analysis. We selected several persons from each
shift and did time-and-motion studies on their work. For this
ex.eriment it is best to use not less than. one third of the
cadets studying a particular specialty.

In our opinion an important condition for further devel-
opment of the training base is the unification of parts, units,
and power supplies for all technical training resources. This
would not only simplify their operation significantly. It would
also assure a sharp drop in time and expenses on material re-
sources, spent in repair, since the assortment of the needed
parts and units would be reduced sharply,

We consider its structural concepts and correspondence
to esthetic requirements as the essential indices of the quali-
ty of any new technical training resource. A comfortably em-
ployed and handsomely structured trainer attracts greater at-
tention from the students and helps them to study more diligent-
ly. '-his is why in the last few years in our training detach-
ment before any sort of technical training resource is manu-
factured its sketches are evaluated at a meeting of efficiency
experts. Permission for its manufacture is given only after
all critical comments are considered.

;Any years of experience in our collective convinces us
that .ie should not interest ourselves in the creation of machines
and devices designed solely for the control of kInowledge. They
can be used suitably, for example, for quickly testing the
readiness of the whole group for practical lessons. The use
of complicated technical training resources is Justified only
when large groups of specialists are bein, trained. If the
group nf trainees is small and they must assimilate many- models
of equipment, then the efforts and cxpenscs for creating com-
plicateC trainers sometimes sinificantly exceed the useful
return. The designing of all types of technical training re-
sources and their manufacture must imperatively begin with a
study of scientifically based methods for their employment.
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There Is yet another important principle: A developed, per-
fected techntoal training bac* hardly reduces but actually
stnificantly increases thedemands for theoretical, speciLl,
and methodological training for instructors.
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A PORTABLE DEVICE

Technical-Senior Lieutenant Z. Khuzin

We employ a portable device that operates from a 220 or
127 volt ac circuit in teaching the principles of operation of
complicated circuits. Its electric circuit (see Figure) con-
sists of a power pack, an answer unit, a code setting mechanism,
a question unit, and an error summator. The power pack recti-
fier is assembled as a bridge circuit, in which semiconductor
Junction-type dioavs D305 are used as the rectifiers. The an-
swer unit includer 10 electric incandescent commutator switch
lamps f4-J113, 10 b '.tns Kl-K1O, and D226 diodes Al-A6, A19-A23.

The code setL!:i mechanism is a common single-row plug
connection with identical distances between the sockets and pins.
All pins, from the first to the tenth, are connected with an-
swer buttons Kl-UlO, while sockets 1-18 are connected with
question buttons Kll-Y*20. A conncct4on of this desin makes it
possible to change the order of answer and question button hook-
up for each card, and it provides a possibility for getting
different variations of card programming.

Variation No 1 is set by means of connecting the first
pin with th, first socket, the second pin with the second sock-
et, and so on. Each subsequent variation up to the ninth in-
clusively can be obtained by moving the plugs and pins an
identical distance. For example a connection of the first pin
with the second socket, the second pin with the third socket,
and so on produces the second variation. For variations la-9a
the plug must be turned 1800 such that the first pin coincides
with the tenth socket.

The question unit is assembled from 10 lamps Al4-A23 and
10 RP electromagnetic relays. The correct answers are regis-
tered by 10 buttons Kl-K20.

The s.w.';or records the errors, adding the stgn&is
coming fron *i buttons through L lode3 A7-A18 into the coil of
an ShI-lla zteo-by-step selector, and produces an eva)uatl: n of
knowledge. Switch 12 has seven positions, each of which cor-
responds to the '.umber of questions asked on a card. Relay
F16 and diodes 4;24-A27 switch the steo-by-step selector WA into
the position corresponding to evaluation "5" in the question
mode. Sielay P10, capacitor Cl, and resistor :1 stop and start
the step-by-step .elector LI, providing the necessary time
delay when one of the answer buttons is pressed (a continuous
sirnal is tra~rforrned into a pulse). Relays P1-P4 switch the
circuit to one of the rodes of operation.
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To operate the device in the teaching mode, switch n1
is set at poslt.on 110,: Lamp J13 lights, and relays P1, P3,
and P4 activate. When one of the question buttons is pressed
the lamp of the proper answer lights. Let us assume that but-
ton Kll is pressed, corresponding to the fifth variation of
the first question. In the case the current will pass through
cir'cult contacts fll, diode Al, lamp J4, button Ki, plug con-
tactL 1-5, button KI., diode A2. break contacts P5-2 of relay
P5, -losing contacts P-I of relay P. negative pole of power
supply. Lamp J14 illuminates the answer for the given question.
Answers are given to the other questions in the same way.

When switch ni is in the neutral position, the current
passes through closing contacts P4-2 of relay P4, break con-
tacts P10-1 of relay P10, any one of the contacts of the first
section of step-by-step selector WO, and diode A9, to the coil
of the step-by-step selector W14. Activating, it switches on
it closing contacts W0l-1. Current from the power supply bus
passes through contacts W)14l-1 and resistor R to the coil of
relay P10, which ectivates after a time delay. After this,
contacts P10-1 break and the coil of step-by-step selector WO
de-energizes, bieaking contacts Wi1-1. Current disappears from
the toll of relay Pl0. The cycle continues until the brushes
of the first group in the step-by-step selector assume the
zero position and break the coil supplying circuit in the teach-
ing mode.

in the control mode, switch MI is set at position "K",
signal lampli2 lights, relay P2 activates and closes its con-
tacts F2-1. Current passes to the coil of the step-by-step
selector WO through contacts P3-1, F2-1, and P16-1, and diode
48. T'he selector's brushes assume the first position. Current
from the power supply bus passes to lamp Jl5 through any of the
contacts of switch 12 and the first brush of Wi. l4 The lamp il-
luminates the answer of the respondent. Simultaneously a nur-
rent passes through diode A24 to the coil of relay P16. Thecontacts P16-1 break, and the coil of step-by-step selector WOswitches off. The circuit is ready for questioning.

The student feeds the answer in as follows. First he
presses the button for which the number corresponds to the
number of the question, Kll for example. Then, selecting the
correct answer in the left colum of the card, he presses the
answer button (button U). in this circuit). Current from the
power supply bus passes through conr-.ction terminals 1-5 and
buttor. !.ll to lamp A14 and the col' of relay 15, which self-
locks with closing contacts P5-1, When button ':U is released
lmp J74 flashes (the question bucton should be released only
after the answer button is switched off). If the wrong answer
in given -- for example if button E2 wac pressed nstead of LI,
then the current passes through this button, connection
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,t-mL;av 4-6, tusm 120, dod.e A18, olosing eontas' P4-1.
Mud %a 'the %"I ?o t k wbep-bt..atmp selector UJm. Activatings
'It migz ethe tr: The brushes move to the second pool-

h Urn r %o repmt the nextioning for this or another
card Um V~ m M e ith 1! 1 R uxt be sh;ted to the neu-
%Za p%. M fte Uzor sui r m n axmmems the Ini-

-2m w s m~m AMe from blanks of idmtical diumnsions.
7Tbae -U "ed th quustlesn and mnawers In accordance

1r"th A M g %ible. 'The sequioe for filling out the cards
-oana2.vy e *mtzu1.ned w1th the help of the devioe Itself.

It 4x tal e -InZo the bohlzg mode. By pressing the ques-
m xtmis mme-an damttrzne the oolumn In which the onmer

'to -the .glm 4ustion should be enmmerd.

t bard has 4n opening Ltht fIts over a pin on the
:PPgr Vimul bf I1e 3achine, and a zoding legend 'In the mpper

S. Ths lagend is used to set the coding block of the
code mttng muchmmam. The lower part of 'the card can be
used to d OIgMte the subject belng studied, the naze of the
part. Viaftor, Ad article. Such a designation 'facilitates
the cholbe of the needed cards.

The student is given a '"T grade if he has made one
error, a "4" for two errors, and a "3" for four orro s. if
the mm.ooses contaLn five or more errors he Is given a "2"
grade.
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COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST TRAINER

Lieutenant Colonel A. Pavlovich

A special trainer employing programmed training has been
developed and is being employed successfully at the Novocher-
kassk Higher Military Communications Academy. Its purpose is
to raise the effectiveness of training long-distance communica-
tion mechanics and to give them firm practical skills, in the
shortest possible time, in establishing and ganging communica-
tion channels.

It consists of a control panel and 6-18 student stations
(see Figure). The control panel is a compact unit, on the front
of which switches nl for posing assignments involving the estab-
lishment of communication channels and n2 for posing assignments
on changing line resistance and the resistance of its insula-
tion are positioned. Installed in the same place are a signal
panel that lights up the conditions of assignments transmitted
to the stations, tumbler switches for turning power on, and
lamps that automatically signal the fulfillment of an assign-
ment to establish communication channels.

(1) )
flvybm vnpoademup c iUL Pooovec AtO OdVVoCM#Qe

I / ; ' ", P-2 12F!F

Key :
1. Control panel 4. Instruments and parts for
2. Connecting cable establishing one comnmunica-I
3. Student station tion channel

5. L xoansion unknown]j
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The student station includes two working models of
BKRP-ll units connected together by communication lines. Be-
sides plugs and instruments, a signal panel that illuminates
the names of the assignments that the student must fulfill is
mounted on the front panels on the unit mockups.

In order to pose an assignment at the student station
to establish a communication line, the instructor moves switch
rTl to one of Its fixed positions. At this momerLt the assivn
ment name is illuminated at the student station by lamp J)
and lamp l2 lights up at the instructor's control panel. Using
cross-cony. tion cords the student makes the necessary con-
nections. If they are made correctly, relay P2 at the student
station triggers, closing the circuit of lamp Il on the control
panel, which signals the fulfillment of the assignment. The
instructor moves tumbler switch T2 to the "ON" position, and
the word "COR.RECT" (lampX6) lights up at the student station.
If the connection is made incorrectly at the student station
the instructor sets tumbler switch T2 at the "OFF" position,
and the word "INCORRECT" (lamp _n5) lights up at the student
station.

Similar operations are carried out to pose assignments
on measuring line resistance and the resistance of its insul-
ation. The conditions of these assignments are illuminated at
the stud-nt station by lamp J7. and by lamp A3 at the control
panel.
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THE ABILITY OF A SHIP TO REAIN AFLOAT DURING A CRUISE

Engineer-Captain lst Rank V. Polyakov,
Engineer-Captain 2d Rank M. Tsiporukha

The navy's ships demand the maintenance of a high ability
to float under any sailing conditions and under any sort of
c ircumstances.

The basic elements of a ship's ability to remain afloat
are, as is Xnown, unsinkability, explosion and fire resistance,
viability of weapons and machinery on the ship and, finally,
the ability of the personnel to overcome damage. An ability
to remain afloat is ensured not only by the design of the hull,
armament, and machinery, but also by a whole system of organi-
zational and technical measures. It is especially important
to have distinct organization of service on the ship, to sys-
tematically monitor the condition of the ship's hull and its
water-tight bulkheads, dcors, and portholes, as well as the
condition of technical resources employed to keep the ship
afloat and their constant readiness for action.

I,, the period of preparation of a ship for sailing out
to sea, the personnel make a careful inspection of the hull,
and they eliminate the problems disclosed. And during the
whole sailing period the personnel systematically monitor the
hull's condition and take immediate steps to eliminate the
problems that arise. Neither bends in the water-tight bulk-
heads, nor deterioration of the water tightness of a bulkhead's
stuffLng box, nor a malfunction of any one of the battening
devices must escape the attention of co.,artment supervisors.
Repair or replacement of parts must immediately follow the
detection of a broken hatch cover, damage to its threads, and
deterioration of the gasket. Those engineer-mechanics that
take along several spare outfits of battening devices for
portholes and doors when going to sea are doing the right thing.
We must not forget the concepts promoted by S.O. Makarov:
"During peacetime proper condition of bulkheads is most import-
ant, but during wartime it is of extreme necessity, and he
who blurs his vision to malfunctions in his bulkheads, let him
at least open his eyes before a war begins. It would be too
late to open them when the ship begins to sink."

On long cruises systematic monitoring of the condition
of valves, sluice valves, actuators, and couplings of water-
pumping, drying, and other systems that guarantee unsinkability
is of no lesser Impor-ance. During the cruise the hinges and
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and threading of valve rods must be tested and lubricated daily,
and they should be turned in accordance with all the require-
merts In the instructions, since improper rotation of valves
and sluice valves within systems Involving outside openings
could lead to flooding of the compartment.

The readiness of portable water-pumping resources --
motorized pumps, electric pumps, and water-jet ejectors -- must
also be tested systematically by aotually turning them on.
Careful attention must also be turned to whether or not gaskets
are present in all removable connections of pumps and hoses,
and to the condition of power cables, plugs, sockets, and June-
tion boxes.

During a cruise a great number of exercises and lessons
on maintaining unsinkability are held on ships with the parti-
cipation of the personnel. When hey &re conducted the sailors
fasten bulkheads and patch punctures, as a result of wt.ch
their skills are maintained at a high level. However, it
should not be forgotten that emergency lumber is used up in
these exercises. Terefore an additional reserve of such mater-
ial should be taken along when a ship goes to sea. This would
make it possible to constantly maintain the outfit of beams,
wedges, and plugs designated for use in emergency situations.

An ebject of constant concern on the part of officers
during a cruise is the whole crew' s strict observance of the
rules for opening and closing hatches marked by the letters
"Z" and "P". A hatch with the letter Z is opened only with
the permission of the commander of the electromechanical com-
bat chast', and after a report is made to the duty officer
and the duty mechanic, who is obligated to make noteof this in
his log. An individual must be deta.led to stand by an opened
hatcK,. This would seem quite evident. But once on one of the
ships the hold mechanics who opened a hatch leading to the
coffir-dam and removed a portion of a pipeline that needed
repair left the compartment without posting a guard at the
open hatch. After a certain amount of time water began to
come through it from the outside. It was only timely measures
that prevented flooding of the compartment. When the ship
returned to home port it was disclosed that the water had
come throt'gh an air hole in the flap valve of the drying ejec-
tor installeid !n the coffer-dam.

iLor can any laxity be tolerated in regard to the timely
closing of hatches with the letter P. It is locked at the
commands "Prepare the ship for battle and for cruising,"
"Fasten the water-tight bulkheads," and when alarms are sounded.
During cruising all of the ship's portholes, without exception,
must be t4ghtly sealed, and open doors and hatches must be
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ready for immediate closure. Therefore air and welding hoses
and cables from portable electric instruments and ropes must
not be fed through them without permission from the commander
of the electromechanical combat chast'. Hatches should not
be blocked up by any sort of implements.

Fire, especially in the munitions hold, the fuel com-
partments, or the power compartments, is obviously the most
dangerous emergency on a ship. The high heat conductivity of
a ship's metal structures, the limited size of compartments,
encumbered access to some of them, and a relatively high air
temperature in some compartments promote the spread of fire and
make putting it out difficult.

Mhe most probable causes of fire are clumsy and careless
handling of flet-nables, violation of the rules for operating
machinery and electric equipment, and viclation of fire :afety
rules.

The ship's cook on one of the trawlers was filling the
tank of a galley range with fuel. The tank flowed over, and
the fuel ran onto a ventillation pipe and then fell on the
heated grill. As a result there was a fire, and the galley
equipment was damaged. Here the cause of the fire lay in the
cook's carelessness, in his blatant violation of instructions.

It is rare, though it has occurred, that unintelligent
slwulation of a fire during exercises leads to a real fire.
Therefore such simulating resources as a tray with tow and rags
saturated with fuel can be used only on the upper deck in
specially designated places approved by an order from the
soiedinenlye commander, but in no case can they be used within
the shiP's compartments. Fires must not be simulated near
ventilation openings, munitions holds, ready-use ammunition
lockers, next to fuel tank ventilation pipes, nor at the
only exits from compartments. And, finally, in all cases fire
fighting equipment (one or two monitors connected to hydrants
and three or four fire extinguishers) must be held in readiness
near the place where a fire is being simulated.

Faulty electric equipment is a dangerous source of fire.
.iost frequently fires arise due to the installation of non-
standard fuses into distribution boards. When moisture gets
into lighting and switching equipment (lamp sockets, junction
boxes, switches, and so on' the resistance of insulation de-
creases, and short circuits result. Mechanical damage to in-
sulation or disintegration of rubber insulation on cables by
fuel and oils car. also lead to short circuiting ard ignition.
Therefore the monitoring of the condition of electric equip-
ment on a cruise should be looked at not only as an important
measure for maintaining equipment reliability, but also as Mn
*ffectiv, fire safety measure.
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With repect to fire, operating boiler sections are
spec .lly damaerous. When boilers operate for a long time,
the condition of their setting, especially the hearth, must
be wthed attentively and protected from damsae. It is no
less Important to monitor the condition of the insulation of
boilers, pipelines, and machinery operating off superheated
steam. 76v, rags,. wood, and other combustibles must not be
allowed to touch Intensely heated parts of boilers and steam
pipes. When fuel pipes and pumps are being dismantled, con-
tainers or ramp must be placed underneath them to collect
esoaping fuel. since accumulation o.r fuel in the hold cannot
be tolerated.

Welding work is sometimes done during cruises. It car,
be started only after tha workers themselves and those involved
with safety are carefully instructed. If cork insulation is
present an the other side of a bulkhead to which something must
be welded, the welding should not begin until the insulation is
removed. Electric power lines in the vicinity must be discon- A
nected and moved away. Although the melting temperature of
lead Is 327 degrees, rubber cable insulation covered by lead
sheathing can become damaged at a temperature of 70-800C.

All fire extinguishing systems -- carbon dioxide, liquid,
and vaporous -- must be in complete readiness when a ship
goes out to sea. Care should be taken beforehand about a suf-
ficient supply of foam generator, and all foam and carbon di-
oxide fire extinguishers should be tested and loaded. Carbon
dioxide Isolating equipment and portable fans designed for
smoke removal must be checked for proper operation.

In a cruise the personnel bear especirlly high respon-
sibility for ensuring high readiness of technical resources,
including spares.

The central bearing of an operating turbine-driven feed
pump overheated during the cruising of one of the patrol ships.
Me shift was not able to convert to the reserve pump
immediately because there was no lubricant in its bearing
housings: It had to be fixed. The speed of the ship had to
be reduced while the reserve pump was being prepared for start-
up. This incident shows how important It is for engineor-
mechanics to organize efficient monitoring of the condition of
spares.

We should always strive to see that all technical re-
sources being employed, Including piping, are hooked up In
acoordance with the manuals for combat use of tecnnical re-
sources, and that the on-duty personnel know precisely the
sequence for engaging and disengaging the equipment.



If these points are not observed, it would hardly be possible
to avoid a serious break In the work of the power system. When
time is lacking it is very difficult to deal w4.th the numerous
interweavings of piping and cables, find and close the proper
valve, turn 3ff the knife switch that shuts off the damaged

section of electric cable, and then put the machinery back to
normal operation. This is why it is so Important that care be
taken to see that metal templates be preuent or all sluice valves
and valves, indicating the function of the fittings and the
sequence for turning them off.

All pipes must have distinguishing colors and markings,
and cables should be tagged properly. Naturally, successful
use of all of these arbitrary symbols is possible only if the
personnel are thoroughly familiar with them,

An important responsibility of the crew is to maintain
emergency materials and instruments prescribed for repair of
piping and cables in full readiness, ,d to know how to use
them.

The history of the Great Fatherland War harbors numerous
examples of personnel's successful struggles for the viability
of technical resources. For example, on one of the destroyers
the oil lines for the main geared-turb.ne uniks and the cables
leading to fire control instruments were broker by the explosion
of a shell during an artillery exchange with an enemy shore
battery. The ship slowed sharply, and target indication for
the weapons ceased.

he personnel begzan correctin- the damaze without delay.
The turbine mechanics r-nnlied yok:es and lar'ging to the .amaged
sections of the oil lines, they replaced part of the piping
with a hirth-pressure fire hose, ana the turbines regained full
rpm. 'The electricians found the proper cables in the damaged
section usinz the narkln.s on the bulkhead and spliced them with
Junction boxes and cable lengths. The fire control instruments
beran workinr a.-ain, and the ship fulfilled its mission success-
fully.

In order to ma-ke w;or,: aster ar. to prevent errors in
connecting extensions, the en-z of the vtra -dd should be marked
with colored thread -- red fo' clus strands, 2lue for minus
strands, violet for fir:t ,hase strav:bz, yellow for second phase,
and g-reen for third phase. T-e r:n.- can be done with tags.
There should be descriptions at cozbat poets that indicate the
strand number, the electronic eOuiD-ment to which it belor.s,
the place of storage, its leni:th, crocs section, and the number
of the combat strands by which it can be reolaced.



PR1OPER Sr-FL7-AGE -- A GUA.RA'TE OF CO"!hAF p HEDINESS

Mngineer-Colonel .Piak

The high combat readiness of ar.-norefi equloment that nas
been packed for storage and fur-nished iatn doca,.ting material
can be ensured, as i. ow'n. oflLV, if th~e r'roer tpes of tech-
nical maintenance are conducted on the machires at the right
t ime.

in our unit theieso tcncl:ltn::e are
satisfied strictly according to the rima . Basin; oiurselves on
the results of annual inspections carried out by technical

co~islon uner te o

techlnical chast' , we ascertain the vo2 'un:.e oil work necessary
for each vehicle bef'ore rouitine mrtoaceberzx',s.

Just before the annual techn-rfl u-FIntenance, repackr'Ing,
and test runs, we holfd lesson.:; for tcc c:ziulnimovers, in
which they study the technical- srecif:~nt~ons and learn how to
comopile repair notes properly1 for x-sovba.sof t-ehicles.
At the same tine the chairmnan 7:-v.1: es the r esOl o i )II I t iez o f
each cor-isslon 7inenb.er i'a~owr.:rcsl.h :'c1tl

assignments as to wh-lch ot t'o is- to -cnltor thie condJirior. of
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valves are inspected and adjusted at the second station. Air
cleaners and various system filters are rinsed out at the third
station. The main clutches are overhauled at the fourth. At
the fifth, the stud bolts of the engine's cylinder block heads
are tightened. At the sixth the sealing materials are cut
open, and the silica gel is dried and repacked, and at the
seventh the tarpaulin articles are washed, repaired, and marked.
Vehicle kits of spare parts, tools, and accessories are worked
on at the eighth station. At the ninth station the monitoring
and measurin instruments and the infrared equipment are in-
spected. Cooling fluid is prepared and supplied at the 10th
station. And, finally, sheet metal o..orkr and coppersmithing are
done at the llth station.

A schedule is compiled for all stations, and each station
is given industrial procedure cards in order to ensure smooth
operation of the brigades, which are composed of repair special-
ists and crew members. '1he industrial procedure cards provide
a list of operations and of the instruments and equipment that
are to be used, and the specifications to be followed In com-
pleting the operations.

After the work on the vehicles is finished the cormission
members inspect the completeness and quality of the work, they
make the necessary coraments on cards destined for long-term
storage, and they make notes on the plan for future vehicle
maintenance. Then once again the cond 4 tion of electric cir-
cuits auid systems desirned for charging batteries with small
currents is inspected, and the presence and proper completion
of all documentation is checked. T"he commission gives tests
to specialists responsiblc for the work of systems for charging
batteries with small currents. He who passes the test is per-
mitted to fulfill his responsibilities b- chast' order.

Many years of experience have convinced us that beginning
with the second year of storage it is suitable to inspect the
condition of electric circuits (with the exception of the
starter and stabilizer circuits), as well as that of contact
panels and terminals, 4unction blocks, and outside lights, and
to clean then v:hen necessary during the course of annual tech-
nical maintenance. Wire terminals must be resealed. Rubber
sheaths that have break:s or crack:s, and those that are peeling
due to the effect of fuels, lubricants, and solvents that have
fallen on them should be wound wtith either -?KhL-20 polychlor-
vinyl ribbon, after which the sheaths can be pulled over wires
painted with shellac or bakelite varnish, or with electric
rubberized insulation ribbon. Cotton zauze saturated with
shellac or bakelite varnish can be applied over the ribbon.
We note that the points at which wires are fastened down must
not be oiled, painted or, worst of all, treated with solvents.
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Ln hot and moist areas, beginning with the third year
of storage the condition of lubricant in the bearings of the
runring gear's bogie wheels should be checked during annual
technical maintenance. To do this, two armored hoods of the
bogie wheels are removed from each side of the vehicle.

Sometimes it happens that after two or three years of
storage the hose joints begin to leak fuel, oil, and coolant.
To prevent this trouble we paint the hose joints and select
them by diameter and rubber type. The diameter of the rubber
hose joint must be 1-2 mm less than the diameter of the nozzle
over which it is fitted. A clamp 10-15 mm wide is placed
within 5 mm of the end of the hose joint. The hose joint is
watched during installation to see that the thickness of its
walls does not decrease by more than 30 percent as a result of
deformation of the rubber.

As experience has shown, the sealing method completely
protects machine units, parts, and machinery within the bodyfrom corrosion. We can ensure rood condition of the external
surfaces of the armor, running gear, and gun turret, which are
continually subjected to precipitation, dust, and sharp changes
in air temperature, principally by precise, diligent fulfill-
ment of routine technical maintenance operations, and by high-
quality undercoating and complete painting of the vehicles.

Points of damage are touched up following a specific
procedure. First of all rust and old paint are carefully re-
moved with metal brushes or emery paper. The cleaned surface
is rubbed with rags and blown by compressed air. Then any
grease Is removed: The surface is rubbed with a rag wetted
with white spirit, and then again with a dry rag. VL-8 or 138
pri-ir is applied without runs as a thin layer to the surface
prepared in this manner. Te time between cleaning and primer
application must not exceed 2-3 hours. Carefully mixed paint
at a ratio of 400-500 grams per square meter (if two layers
are to be applied) is applied to the dried primer.

We have special stations for vehicles that require com-
plete painting. Brigades of three people work there according I
to a special schedule approved by the deputy commander of the
technical chast,. The deputy commander notes the painting
of the vehicle had been done on the permanent record card, and
he recoi z the day and year.

In our opinion the fulfillment of the recommendations
enumerated here would ensure an improvement in the condition of
armored tank equipment in the forces, and it would help to main-
tain the equipment in constant combat readiness.
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ADVICE

Engineer-Colonel V. Presnov

"Can a 6-STEN-140M battery explode," asks
Senior Lieutenant F. Nurislamov, "if a
heightened concentration of oxyhydrogen gas
is formed as a result of a malfunction of
the RRT-24 controlling relay?"

Engineer-Colonel V. Presnov answers this
question.

In some cases a high concentration of oxyhydrogen gas
(a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen) could be generated in a
battery. A 4 percent hydrogen concentration is enough to be
dangerous. The cause for appearance of oxyhydrogen gas is
profuse gas evolution (battery "boiling") during charging.

How can we prevent or significantly reduce gas evolution
during the use of batteries in vehicles, and thus prevent the
danger of an explosion, which could occur if the gas meets an
open flame?

As is known, vehicle batteries are charged with a con-
stant voltage. In this case as the battery charges the charg-
ing current decreases automatically, since

1 R

it is evident from the formula that the size of the charging
current is determined (under otherwise equal conditions) by the
size of the charging voltage, which in turn depends on the
adjustment of the voltage regulator in the RRT-24 controlling
relay.

If the voltage regllator maintains a potential of no
more than 28 volts, then the process of charging a 6-STE4-140M
battery goes on with almost no gas evolution, and all of the
electric energy is used up in charging the active material.
Under such conditions the concentration of oxyhydrogen gas is
negligibly small, and the battery cannot explode.

During operation, after a time the voltage regulatorr falls out of adjustment and maintains a potential that is
higher than 28 volts. This results from insufficient temper-
ature compensation. Then the charging process is accompanied
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by profuse gas evolution, since in this case part of the elec-
tric energy is expended on electrolysis of water. The appear-
ance of this undesirable phenomenon is especially probable in
summertime, when batteries are used in high temperatures.

It is simple to adjust the voltage regulator. The ten-
sion on the springs must be weakened. It would be desirable
to maintain the potential at 27 volts during the summer. In
addition, strict observanoce of safety rules is necessary, of
course, and it should be seen that open flames or chance sparks
are not permitted near the batteries.

Fulfillment of these most simple recommendations will
completely exclude the possibility of explosion of a 6-STEN-140M
battery.
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WITHOUT WAITING FOR HELP FROM THE WORK SHOP

Colonel V. Prokov'yev

Wnen engineering vehicles are used over a long perld
of time, malfunctions of electric equipment cannot be ruled out.
They are caused primarily by the natural wearing of parts. More-
over as a result of vibrations and dynamic loads to which the
vehicle is subjected, contacts are sometimes damaged, wires are
damaged, and terminals break.

Each driver must know how to detect and eliminate these
very simple malfunctions.

First of all we remind the reader that it is easier to
prevent the majority of faults than it is to correct them.
This is why vehicle inspections should include a careful in-
spection of the condition and reliability of fastening of ex-
ternal and internal lighting fixtures, light signals and horns,
monitoring and measuring instruments, fuses, batterieb, gener-
ators, starters, and terminal contacts.

After the vehicle's circuitry is turned on the charging
level of the battery and the circuit voltage should be deter-
mined. Each time during such inspections the air holes in the
battery plugs should be cleaned out, and the batteries them-
selves should be wined with a dry rag. If electrolyte happens
to fall on the battery, the battery must be wiped with a cloth
wetted with 10 percent soda solution.

The electrolyte level, which should be 8-10 mm above
the safety shield, must be checked by necessity every 10-15
days, and every five to six days when the temperature is above
300 C. When necessary, distilled water can be added (but not
electrolyte!).

During scheduled technical maintenance the condition of
the commutator is checked. When necessary it Is rinsed with
gasoline and blown with compressed air. For the starter it is
necessary to attend to the condition of the teeth of its gears
and the rim of the governor. The gap between their faces must
be checked (4-4.5 mm). All work foreseen in the applicable
manual for the vehicle's employment must definitely be carriedout.

It stands to reason that we cannot guarantee that no
faults would arise during travel or while the vehicle is work-
ing. Therefore the driver should concern himself to see that
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he possesses a monitoring lamp, pieces of wire, aliife, and
insulating tape.

One of the possible faults Is a break or a poor contact
1", the Mrii. In this case most frequently a wire breaks
within undamaged insulation, and it cannot be found by inspec-
tion. The search is simplified significantly if a monitoring
lamp furnished with a probe is employed (Figure 1).
It is not difficult to make one in any workshop. A flexible
wire is connected to the vehicle body by an alligator clip,
and the probe is applied to circuit terminals, beginning near
the power supply and working toward the consumer, or the other
way around.

Figure 1. Lionitoring Lamp with Probe

i (2)

Figure 2. Detection of a break in the circuit with the
monitoring lamp. The numerals show the
sequence in which the lamp is hooked up.

i,.ey:

1. From power supply 2. To consumer

Having disclosed the portion of the circuit in which
no conductance is evident, we check it out in detail to find
the point of the break. First of all the ends of the wires
next to terminals and the places where they are connected to
the terminals are inspected (Figure 2). If the fault is not
found, then the whole wire is checked. For this, the probe of
the monitoring lamp is stuck through the insulation at certain
intervals. Th4_! is done until the section with the damaged
core is found. The job can be done without probing also by
replacing a section of the circuit with any sort of conductor.
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Figure 3. Testing the connecting resistance at a ter-
minal by comparing two readings on a volt-
meter (a), and by direct meaaurement (b)

The condition of terminals is tested with a voltmeter
possessing a scale registering up to 15 volt. (Figure 3). First
it is hooked in front of the contact being tested (on the side
of the power supply), and then right after it. The instrument
reading should be identical. If a decrease in voltage is de-
tected, its value should be registered more precisely with a
millivoltmeter. A drop in voltage means that a significant
connecting resistance has arisen in the contact, a consequence
of intensive oxidation cr mechanical damage.

During operation of the equipment mechanical damage to
insulation is also possible, as a result of which a bared wire
can occasionally touch the vehicle body and cause a temporary
short circuit: The current bypasses the consuming components
and grows to its highest value.

Short circuiting is an accidental case. It rarely arises
unexpectedly -- for example when the vehicle undergoes intense
shaking. lore frequently it is preceded by a gradually in-
creasing current leakage as a result of partially damaged in-
3ulation. Such damage can also be detected by external symptoms.
In such a case lamps burn dimly, and damaged wires heat up
noticeably. Overheating leads to further damage to the insula-
tion, and it can burn through. Therefore the fault must be
eliminated in time (the wire or a part of it should be replaced).

As is known, uses are installed in some circuits to
prevent overloads. A burnt out fuse and nonfunctioning con-
suming components a e symptoms of the fact that the short cir-
cult arose namely in the circuit that has shut down. But what
if it arose in a circuit without a fuse? Then the symptoms
would be the sudden shut-down of all consuming components and
an odor of burning rubber. The pointer of an ammeter on the
instrument panel deilect sharply as far as it can into the
"discharge" direction. In this case the first thing to do is to
disconnect the battery and then all of the consuming components.
The battery can be reconnected only after the short circuit is
found and eliminated.
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Figure 4, Detection of a short circuit within a circuit:
a -- load is switched off ani the lamp lights;
the short circuit Is within the switch. b --

the switch works properly; the short circuit
Is within the circuit. c -- the lamp shuts
off when lead I is switched off: the short
circuit is in section 11.

It is best to begin the search in the section between

the battery and the switches (Figure 4). First the leadscon-
necting the battery to the consuming components are discon-
nected. The terminal of the monitoring lamp is connected to
the battery's plus terminal, and the probe is rested against
the vehicle body. The lamp should not light. If it does
light up, then the battery switch is faulty, or a short cir-
cuit had occurred in Its circuit.

After it is made sure that the switch works properly.
it is switched off, and the next test is made: The probe is
rested against the disconnected battery lead. If the lamp
lights, then obviously there is a short circuit somewhere in
the line. Tn order to find the place where it arose we switch
off individual sections of the circuit until the monitoring
lamp turns off. After finding the damaged wire we inspect
first of all those places where it passes through openings in
metal parts or where it is fastened to the vehicle's body.
3y necessity the places where the wire terminals are fastened
are inspected, since contact with the vehicle body is possible
there also.
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I a short circuit is not detected in the circuit between
the battery and switch, then the consuming circuits are con-
nected to the battery one at a time. When the damaged circuit
is switched on the monitoring lamp burns brightly, but current
does not get to the consuming component. In a properly func-
tioning circuit the monitoring lamp (its capacity should not be
less than 25 watts) is dim.

As we can see, it is not so difficult to find the simplest
forms of damare in electric circuits, and to eliminate them.
With a little training every member in the crew (squad) of an
engineering vehicle could correct the faults.
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In order to a~celerate the process the energy of the
electric field arlsing between the part surface and the core
of the electromagnet (the instrument) is used additionally.
To dn this, the part and the magnet core are electrically
connected with a pulse current generator (Figure 1). When
the ferromagnetic powder is fed in, the circuit between the
instrument and the part closes. Electric discharges that
promote more Intense fusion of the grains and micro-irregular-
ities arise on the part surface. The rate of the process is
100-150 OM? per minute.

2

Figure 2. i art Strengthening Device

1. dorked part 6. Tool holder
2. Tank with trough 7. Electromagnet
3. Vibrator S. Rheostat
4. Aeostat 9. Collet chuck
5. : GI-2 generator 10. "Dextolite bushing

In order to strengthen the trach pins of a BAT track
layer by this method, we designed a special device (Figure 2).
Thbe worked part is fastened by a collet chuck containing tex-
tolite bushings on a lathe (a 1--:62 tool is used) or on the
center of a special stand. Then the part is connected elec-
trically with the positive pole, and the core is connected to
the negative pole of an electric current oulse generator. An
electromagnet, the core of which is positioned a certain dis-
tance away from the part, is placed into the tool holder. 'The
coil of the electromarmet is powered from a rectifier hooked
into the circuit through a variable resistance. The ferro-
magnetic powder is fed into the -,ap between the part and the
core through the trough, from the tnAnk. 'The trough is rigidl
connected to a vibrator, a direct current electric motor with
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a small eccentric mounted on its shaft. ahe motor rpm and.
consequently, the vibrating frequency are controlled by the
rheostat. The quantity of powder fed in is guaged by changing
rpm and vibrating frequency, as well as by varying trough tilt.
The part is constantly cooled by an emulsion, w.ich promotes
a decrease in the height of micro-irregularities in the strength-
ened layer. 1

By experiment it was established that the optimum ro-
tating speed of the part should be 19.5 rpm, and the longi-
tudinal movement of the tool holder and electromagnet should be
0. 26 mm Der turn. The size of the gap between the magnet shoe
and the part is adjusted within 0.85-1.5 mm, and the potential
of a free-running generator is set at 26 volts. The ferromag-
netic powder -- ferroboron (grain sizes 0.21-0.25 mm) -- is
fed at a rate of 5 grams per minute. Such a combiration pro-
motes the creation of a 0.1-0.15 mm layer on the pin surface,
and of a d!.ffusion layer that is not less than 0.5 mm on the
side. Tests on pins strengthened in this way showed that their
wear resistance is twice greater than that of ordinary pins.
' his result allows us to see promise In the employment of this
methcod to work various parts of ei~gineering vehicles that oper-
ate In a. ab-asive medium.

II
II
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MHE MILITARY CONTROL AND CHECK POINT

Ehgineer-Lieutenant Colonel V. Puchkov

The principal task of meteorological units is ensuring
the accuracy of measuring system readings, b7 means of compar-
Ing them to model (standard) instruments. Special testing
units -- the monitoring and measuring laboratories (KIL) and
the oontrol and check points (KPP) -- carry out the monitoring
and accounting of measuring systems and check them out on
schedule in the troop chasVI and institutions. In their work
they are obligated to follow the orders, manuals, sud dL.ective
instructions of the reference measurement service, as well as
the GOSTs [All-Union State Standards] and the instructions on
nspecting.instruments. These documents are as ndispensible
to them as the model Instruments and testing equipment.

It is best to locate the KP on the ground floor of a
major building, in a space with sufficient natural illumination
and steam heating. It is recommended that isolated rooms be
present for locating working places at which the basic types of
measuring systems are tested, and that there be individual rooms
for repair, receipt, and return of the instruments. The space
must be furnished with ventilating and electric power supply
systems, as well as with a grounding circuit that electrically
connects all electric devices and control panels.

The KPP is equipped with test.ig instruments according
to the standards developed with a consideration for the types
of measuring systems employed within the chast'. Personnel
of the check point are permitted to work on lobs involving
the testing and marking of measuring Instruents only after they
undergo special training and pass the examinations (tests) with-
in the Checker Training Program c: the USSR Ministry of Defense.
Those who pass the examinations r~i a ;ertificate or a dip-
loma that gives them the right to che '," instruments. Certifi-
cates are ordinarily issued when ex~minations are passed only
on working instruments or specific types of instruments.

The first stage of organizing the checking consists of
planning the 1?P work with a consideration for the brands of
the resources to be checked, their quantity, the time they
were last checked, and the remoteness of the location of pod-
.radeleniye with respect to the permanent check point.
plan is compiled by the point chief and approved by the has
headquarters. Extracts from it are obligatorily sent to pod-
razdeleniye commanders with sufficient lead time. The fre-
quency of checking is established by the Measuring Instrument
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Inspectorate of the USSR Ministry of Defense. The time be-
tween checks can be changed only if it is shortened.

Instruments that are mounted on equipment should be
checked during the repair period Independent of the time since
the last check. Instruments that the KPP cannot inspect with
Its own facilities are sent to special laboratories of the
Ilinistry of Unfense or to laboratories of the State Inspection.

In the v_ ! e numerical accounting of measur-
ing Bystems in used in order to facilitate control over equip-
ment condition and ensure timely checking. The date and check-
ing results m entered Into an accounting journal. An exchange
pool, the oonbent of which the point chief is obligated to
know and bwp adequate, is created in oodrzdelenive in order
to ensure zfTflient replacement of measuring systems that mal-
function AurIng use. The exchange pool as well as the spare
parts. Instu.. and attachments are checked at the same
time that Instruments mounted on equipment are checked. Mal-
functioning U -truments are repaired by KPP specialists. If
they catmot be repalred they are sent to repair enterprises.
Usually minor repairs are conducted at the KPP -- replacement
of Indivi - parts of a mechanism, cutting and mounting of
glass, and. mn. For this, the point Is provided with a
repair kit o tools, spare parta, and accessories and the neces-
sary expendible materials. If work is to be done at remote
'P20azdelenjye it is furnished with movable resources on
vehicles. The mobile groups as a rule include a specialist
for ean tasic type of measurement and a repair foreman. Be-
fore leaving., the mobile point is prepared. It is inspected,
and its equipment is checked for adequate functioning and com-
Pleteneas. It is recommended that a small quantity of Instru-
nents (primrily thoze that malfunction most frequently), a
repair kit of t=1 . spare parts, and accessories, expendible
materials, xnd teckinioal documentation be taken along. The
commander of the 22dvagdelenia to be visited by the group is
informed of Uair trip beforehand so that the instruments could
be prepax*d f1!r checking in time. When it arrives at the =od-
razdelenlye the vehicle should be placed as close as possible
to the powr. soures and Instruments. The vehicle is leveled
at its r.r&r1j _ ,.-., and the correctness of the hook-up of
.its eq4eipn.- - ower sources is checked.

r ..- working places involves wupacking the
ZupO >I . t". operability, and collecting the needed
GOS !s, I'* .... .nd methodological directives. The per-
s0nnel ta. & ac. Astr-uments remove them and submit them
f'c" chack'C . J r recomed that the checking begin with in-
StrWn'ts thU'w do 'it require disassembly. It is better to
check the -r- -trumnts ai unitypic lots. This method makes it
possible to 2% uce the time for circuit assembly and disassembly.
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The IPP specialists enter the checking and repair re-
sults into the accounting Journal. Useable instruments are
marked, and a certificate of' checking is issued for model in-
struments. A certificateof scrapping is issued to the p_-
razdeleniXe commaneer for unuseable equipment, and it is re-
moved from the systems n which it was installed. When the
work is completed the chief of the mobile checking group
brings his remarks to the attention of the Podrazdelenijae com-
mander anti makes his recommendations on how to eliminate the
disclosed deficiencies in the condition of measuring equip-
ment.

In addition to inspecting the condition of measuring
instruments and monitoring the observance of the schedules for
their checking, the KP speclilists monitor the precision of
the characteristics of their own equipment and model measuring
instruments with special care.

Maintenance of precision characteristics is achieved
primarily through fulfillment of the basic rules for operating
and storing model measuring resources. Special attention should
be given to monitoring whether or not the equipment is checked
on time, whether temperature and humidity conditions are con-
sidered when instruments are stored, whether the instruments
are protected from the effect of direct solar radiation and
heat from heating systems, and from the settling of dust and
moisture. Ilodel checking resources must be employed only as
they were designed to be. They cannot be left unwatched after
being turned on. Outside of the shelter they can be transported
only in specially equipped boxes and cases, and they should
not be moved at a sneed greater than that allowed. One of the
specialists must accompany the equipment. Portable checking
systems can be stored only in heated buildings.

Technical maintenance of the checking equipment of mobile
systems has its own peculiarities. They stem from the dif-
ficulties arising in the course of storing mobile systems, and
especially in the period when they are operated at the pr-
delenlye. Therefore special attention should be allotted be-
fore the mobile checking unit leaves to the installation of
thermometers, standard cells, reference barometers, and piston
gages and dead-weight test apparatus. In order to prevent
damage to standard pressure gages, a slight excess pressure
should be created in them before travel begins. During the
winter the work of heating and ventilating systems and sig-
rnlling systems must be inspected before each departure, and
all equipment should be checked for proper operation after it
is moved. :.obile checking systems that have been operated for
a long time are sub.jected to preventative maintenance, the
days and hours of which are stipulated by the senior man of
the mobile group.
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The list of preventative jobs established by the Instruc-
tions for operation of checking systems and the one provided in
technical descriptions do not encompass all of the maintenance
work completely. Therefore it is necessary to follow temporary
Instructions developed by the checking units, in which the per-
sonnel possess a great amount of practical experience. Normally
the volume of preventative jobs is distributed with respect to
the frequency at which they must be oarried out -- that is.
daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, semiannual, and annual.

We recommend that external inspections and removal of
dust and moisture be conducted daily. Once a week the oper-
ability of set-ups and control panels, the condition of cables
and plugs, and fluid levels should be inspected. The hermetic
nature of various systems and presses and the state of Insula-
tion resistance should be checked once a month. Thermostat
circuitry and the calibration of standard thermometers should
be checked, and lubricant in rubbing parts should be changed
once a quarter. During semiannual technical maintenance the
dead-weight test apparatus and piston gages should be disas-
sembled completely in order to find faulty parts and to replace
or repair them. Anikual technical maintenance includes the
whole volume of work defined by the list, including inspection
of model instruments, the resistance malue of insulation in
electric circuits, and so on. The time necessary to fulfill a
particular operation by a checking unit should be defined in
each specific case on the basis of accumulated practical exper-lence.

The results of preventative maintenance are noted in the
same journal that contains the list of jobs, the times for
their fulfillment, and the names of the persons completing the
jobs and those providing control. The journals can be main-
tained for individual types of equipment or for groups of
checking systems. As experience in the work of checking units
has shown, timely fulfillment and high-quality control over
technical maintenance for measuring equipment provide possIbil!-
ties for maintaining it in constant readiness for use.
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FROM THE HISTORY OF BQUIPMET

(Unattributed Article)

,Milita-y Telephone Communication

In Russia, telephone communication first appeared in
1877 along railroad and State telegraph lines. On 18 December
of the same year telephone instruments were hooked up to the
iltary telegraph lines,

Field Telephone

The first field telephone handset accepted into the
Russian armory was created in 1897 by Professor of the Ergin-
eertng Academy Colonel Shulyachenko. The design of the Instru-
ment was so successful that it was adopted by a number of
foreign firms for mass production.

The First Aircraft Cannon

Thirty-five years ago, in 1936, Soviet designers V.G.
Shpital'nyy and S.V, Vladimirov created the first domestic
automatic aircraft cannon, the ShVAK. It was 20-mm caliber,
it had a firing rate of 800 rounds per minute, and it weighed
42 kilograms.

Cannon Signalling System

The first model 1914 antiaircraft cannons included a
special device by which the gun layer signalled that the can-
non was on target and ready for firing. The signalling sys-
tem was composed of a disk connected by a cable to a pedal
on the footrest of the podestal. When the pedal was depressed
the disk rose above the sight. This device significantly
eased the work of a battery (platoon) commander during firing.
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NOISE SUPPRESSOR ADJUSTMENT

lhgineer-Lieutenant Colonel I. Sutyrin

Experience in operating an R-860 radio station installed
on helicopters convinces us of the need for highly precise
adjustment of the activation threshold for the noise suppres-
sing circuit. If the threshold rises the high sensitivity of
the receiver cannot be employed fully. Its lowering could
cause self-initiated shut-down of the noise suppressor when
the aircraft is in the air, and the noise amplitude on the
receiver output could attain 20-25 volts. This condition has
a negative effect on the working ability of servicing person-
nel. iMoreover, when the activation threshold lowers the
Intelligibility of the received signal worsens. Cases also
occur in which the noise suppressor is not even able to switch
on the low-frequency amplifier, even if the signal at the
receiver input is of sufficient magnitude, and communication
is broken.

The main feature in the operation of the circuit we are
examining, the principal component of which is an electromag-
netic relay, is that the switch-off voltage is four to five
times lower than the switch-on voltage. During adjustment
this fact should be given the first consideration, and the
activation threshold should be fixed in accordance with the
minimum value for the voltage necessary to a, witch off the
relay. This value should be higher than the maximum noise
level value encountered in flight. Inasmuch as the noise
level at the receiver input does not exceed 2-2.5 microvolts,
the tolerable minimum noise suppressor relay switch-off volt-
age must be lower than 3 microvolts. The allowable minimum
relay triggering voltage must be five times higher -- that is,
15 microvolts (Figure 1). When setting the activation thresh-
old, one must check it at not less than four points within the
operating range.

The iwiae level at the receiver's intermediate-frequency
amplifier and the magnitude of voltage pulsation in the radio
station's power mpply have a great effect on the precision at
which the activation threshold is set. Heightened noise levels
and power supply voltage pulsation lead to a lowering of the
suppressor activation threshold (Figure 2). If during ad-
Justment the station's power supply has a significantly high
level of voltage pulwation, then the activation threshold
is set too high. This means that the noise suppressor would

nals arrive at the receiver input. The receiver's sensitivity
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worsens. Consequently during threshold adjustment the allow-
able noise level at the receiver output must not exceed 25
volts.

Usk , (1)
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Figure 1

Key:
1. Input voltage, micro- 3. Switch-off threshold

vol . Lb. Maximum flight noise level
2. Noise suppressor aoti- 5. Time, hours

vation threshold
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Figure 2

Key: 1. Voltage, miorovolts 3. Output noise voltage, volts

2. Activation threshold

The noise suppressor Is also highly sensitive to changes
in the voltage of the radio station's power supply (Figure 3).
Therefore its activation threshold must be set at a potential
that is close to the value of the volta"e In the helicopter's
on-board circuitry. If adjustments are made when the voltage
is below standard, then the activation threshold would be low
and, as had been mentioned previous'ly, this could cause self-
initiated switching off of the suppressor circuit when the
helicopter is airborne.
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Key:
1. Volt&ge, microvolts 3. Noise at receiver output
2. Signal voltage (mod- (modulation off)

ulation on) 4. Frequency, megehertz
5. Channel frequency

Precise alig.mDent of the radio station'as metric wave
generator with repeot to the frequency of the ohannel being
c€ - ee is neemwy for preelse adjustment of the activation
threwold. Ths in dane when an Instrument connected to the
re tvar ou t displays maximum values. Even a small devia-
tio of the radio station' s chamel alinment frequency can
be allowed, sino, the activation threshold of the noise sup-
prwuvor would be heightened. This Is explained by the fact
that ~ MAU deviations in generator frequency exist the
noise leml at the intermed ate-frequeny awlifler' s output
rises momh more quickly then the rate at which the signal
amplitude decreases (Figure 4).
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A kniowledge of these features of adjusting and aligning
a radio station's noise suppressor circuit would help servicing
tersonnel to avoid errors that lead to breaks in communicionf

when the aircraft Is airborne.
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THE SEARCH POR MALFUNCTIONS

•Igineer-Colonel A. Gagin,
Reader, Doctor of Technical Scienoes

An epglenoe has shown, the time spent on searching
fto faulty o onent In complicated armament systems requently
edceeds the tie neesay to holrect the faults that re de-
tocted . This is e hplaned by the fact that the condition of
the system Is ordinarily evaluated on the basis of a hily
limited number of its working parameters. Even If an automatedcontrol stax that analyzes a significant number of parameters

iis employed, additional studies have to be made anyo In order
to find the faulty components, since such a nostem can only
diamlojm the faultiness of a whole hictional branch or a re-
movable block. Th s is w we need effective methods for seek-
Ing and elxperating faults, methods that military engineers andtechnicians can use.

The procedure for sip mhng for some of the most fre-
quently encountered malfun ons Is given In the manuals. Butthis Is not enough. After all, deviations of monitored par&-

meters from tolerable limits, a heightened noise and vibrationlevel, and smokIng of the motor, for example, could all be

symptoms of malfunctions. As a rule, a highly specific com-~bination of these symptoms corresponds to each tyvpe of mal-

function. Irerefore It would be suitable to develop, on the
basis of experience, a more detailed ltst of possible malfunc-
tions for each type of equipment, and to Indicate the symptomstypical of these malfunctions.

Special tables (matrices) greatly simplify the search
for malfunctions. One ha~s been developed (Table 1 ) for use
with an hydrIalic sy~stem with unadJustable pumping productivity
and an automatic relieving system (Figure 1).

In this ezRMlis Lh parameters that can be monitored are
the pressure of the working fluid in the system's pressure line,
the nature of the automatic relieving system' s working cycle,
and the time preasure increases when the hydraulic accumulator
is filled. 3 employing a few of such parameters we can easily
determine whether or not the system is functioning properly.
.However, it is not always possible to disclose the faulty com-
ponert because the diagnostic symptoms of a number of malfunc-
tions are nizi.ar to each other. For example, internal leaks
in all of the consuming components, in the reflux valve, and
In the air space of the hydraulic accumulator are all mani-
fested by a deviation of the same parameter -- the frequency of
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activation of the automatic relieving system. Thus it is
necessary to make further inspections in order to locate the
point of malfunction precisely: Various theories for the
causes of the malfunction must be checked through.

Table 1 [I
Possible malfunctions

Leak Internal
in: leak in:

_!

Pressure cannot be gen- 1 07 i - 0 0 -

erated in system0

liaximum working pressure 0 1 0 I 0 0 I. 3. 1 1
in system is low

= Frequency of' automaticrelieving system acti- 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 11 1

~vation is great

Time for pressure to in-
crease when hydraulic 0 1 0 . 0 0 1. 1 .

~accumulator is being
~filled is great

In developing the program for seeking malfunctions we
normally employ a list of hypotheses on the possible causes. :

" The list is compiled from a table that correlates conditions
with symptoms. '.e also use data on the operating reliability
of the system'ts components and on the labor expenditures nieces-
sary for testing each of these hypotheses.

In order to determine the searching program it would be
suitable to first construct a chain of hypotheses (Figure 2).
and then a list of additional teats that would be necessary to
evaluate different versions on where the trouble might be. In

H0 3 0. dw

thissuase ianot s ome

coxmponnt sorimungpeosulr ihoeenpc n Freape

0 11 00
InssemI o



system -- for example, with the section containing components5, 6, 7, and 8. If It ir, operating properly, then one of the

halves of the remaining section -- for example, components 3and 4 -- Is Inspected. It could happen that this section of
the system Is also operating properly, and so one of the re-
malning components, 2 for example, Is checked. It Is by the
results of such an Inspection that the faulty component Is
located. In this way not more than three checks are needed
for these or any other faulty components In the system, though
in each case the searching program would be different. The
decision for making a subsequent test is made in dependence
upon the results of the preceding test.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 3. Testing Sequence Using the Dichotomous Niethod

Key •
1. Test

:iowever, not all systems are amenable to group testing
of dIfferent hypotheses. Therefore a sequence for testing
each one of them is foreseen in the searching program. The
searching time is normally minimal if the tests begin with the
most probable hypothesis (on the basis of operating experience).
The et'ficient testing sequence Is defined by the condition

where q (l1,2...n) are the conditional probabilities that
the particular hypotheses are true, T (i=l,2...n) is the time
needed to make the i-th test, and 1,2...N is the testing se-
quence for U hypotheses on the causes for the particular mal-
func t ion.

This is called the "time-probability" method. Using
statistical data, we can define approximate values for q
as the ratio between the number of malfunctions ni for the i -th
component, and the total number of all malfunctions n:

i-N
? qj i n n.

j-1
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But i4' the data necessary for calculating the values for q, are
absent, thtin, considering all hypotheses equally probable, we
make the tests in the sequence in which the time needed to
carry them out increases.

Frequently when searching for malfunctions we must employ
the dichotomous method in combination with the "time-probability"
method, 'TIhe former is usually used in the initial stage, while
it is still possible to factor the system into sections con-
taining functionally nterconnected components and admissable
to one overall test.

As an example let us examine the way in which a mal-
function seeking program is constructed for the hydraulic sys-
tem shown in Figure 1. We assume that it was detected during
an InsDection that the maximum pressure of the working fluid
had become significantly below standard. According to the data
in Table 1 such a malfunction could result from wear of a part
in the pump's rocking unit, inoperability of the safety valve,
and internal leaks in the automatic relieving system or in one
if the consumers.

In order to test the hypotheses on malfunctions in the
pump and safety valves and to detect leaks in the automatic
relieving system, It Is sufficient to replace each of therce

units by working ones, and then check the system's operation.
To test the hypothesis that any one of the consumer branches
has a leak, we can monitor the working ability of the main
hydraulic line in each case. It is also possible to test
three hypotheses simultaneously by, for example, shutting off
the pressure line feeding all of the consumers.

Possessing values for the conditional probabilities for
the appearance of malfunctions ql, qa, -.. , qi, which were
found e.perimentally and summarized in Table 2, and data on
the time necessary for testing each of the hypotheses ei 'e2,

• r, we car. compute the values for qj/V for each o tthe
hypotheses. Even though the highest valu ior this term (0.19)
belongs to the third hypothesis, in this ase it would be ex-
pedient to start not with it but with the group of hypotheses
1, 2, 3, using the dichotomous method. For example, for this
section of the system,

qsec q l + q2 + q a = 0.6;

consequently

-- -= 0.5.

T sec
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If this section is the faulty one, then a maximum of two more
tests need be made in order to find thefaulty consumer branch.
The tests should be made in a sequence with decreasing values
for q /T -" that is, first the fourth hypothesis is checked,
and t en the fifth.

Table 2

Hypotheses on malfunction causes

Internal leak
4tuantitative Wear
indices of Faulty Automatic Consumer Consumer Consumer

pump safety relieving 1 2 3
rock- valve system
ing
unit

Conditional
robability 0.20 0.13 0.27 0.20 0.13 0.07

of malfunc-
tion, a,

Time to test
hypotheses, 2.0 0.8 1.4 1.2 1.0 1.0
ri (hours)

0.1 0.16 0.19 0.17 0.13 0.07

11000 Wolff

000 001

1MM1110 11lll 001111 110111

00000l 0101

1111010 Illl 11111 101111

Firu:7e 4. Logical %alfunction Locating System

if the section containing the consumer branches Is

workinC properly, then in accordance with the "time-probability"l

method we must test hypotheses 3 and 2.I
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Thus not more than three additional tests are necessary
to locate any malfunctioning component in the system.

'The malfunction searching program is sometimes shown in
the form of a logical system (Figure 4), the so-called "search
tree." In this diagram the rectangles represent the condition
of th3 system, and the rounded compartments represent the tests.
The condition of each component or the operation required to
test it is entered within each rectangle or rounded compartment.
A properly working state corresponds to 1, and a faulty con-
dition corresponds to 0. If a component must be checked, a
I is entered into the rounded compartment, and a 0 is entered
if it need not be checked.

Since we can assume that any one of the si components
is the malfunctioning one before the malfunction searching
pro -ram is started, the initial state of the system consists of
s1_ zeros. _The rounded compartment reflecting the first test
contains ones in the positions for components 1, 2, and 3:
These components are included in this test. Tio arrows leave
the rounded compartment, one with a plus sign and the other
with a minus sign. In the first case the tested section is
worl:ing properly, and in the second it is malfunctioning.
"herefore, ones are entered in the positions for components 1,
2, and 3 in the rectangle indicated by the plus arrow, and
zeros are entered in the positions for components 4, 5, and 6,
since the malfunctioning component is among them. And zeros
are entered in the positions for components 1, 2, and 3 in
the rectangle indicated by the minus arrow.

If the tested section of the system is operable, then
component 4 (left branch of the diagram) should be tested, and
if it is malfunctioning, then component 3 (right branch of the
diagram) should be checked. :here are two variations possible
for each test. 7f the first test is negative, the malfunc-
tioning element should be sought, and if it is positive, then
another test must be made. Thus the logical system shows us
what must be done at each stage of the search, depending on the
results of the preceding test, and the arrows indicate the way
in which each of the malfunctions should be searched. In this
case the maximum number of tests necessary for detecting the
malfunctioning components does not exceed three, and it will
not exceed tiwto if component 3 or 4 is the malfunctioning one.

As we can see, the search for malfunctions arising dur-
Ing the operation of combat equipment is simplified significant-
ly with the assistance of logical systems.
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ATTENTION: ;AILROAD CROSSING

Lieuitenant Colonel A,. Furmaer

lhe railroad cross1ng -- a levl intersection of a high-
way and railway -- belongs to the class of route segments along
which heightened at#Pnti:n is a'equlred from drivers of transport
resources. Tiis is expia"Iiied b/ t* fact VLat even though a
vehAcle tap,-es only 10-15 zecon6s to get through a crossing, a
si.tuatior that thzreatens the txf'ety of movement could arise at
any moment.

D2pendlng upon the mode of or:eration, railroad crossings
are divide . into guardnrd ca.d "-czaarded. A warning sign is
placed before an ungoar-d. crossin6 (Figure 1): "Pailroad
crossinr without barrier. " in accordance with the new rules.
cross-shaped read si.ni stating "Beware of train" could also
be positioned before the cr.ssing. The driver bears full res-
ponsibiity for traveling safety at such a crossing.

" $ OS TOdoPOeft( 6
)

S?. - I.., . for Potttoning Road Signals and Signs
at ar Qngrarded Crossing

1. ".*,eiare of t1,a'.n" ~ 5. "Whistle" sixn (for train
2,4. "rosail:.,s. ossing operator)

wic.hout baiarli-:r" stix(, 6. Motor road
3. " !ditiori, l rltn

Before d.kving unto the unguarded crossing the driver
. u st make 3uze thzt. ne.ither a train, a single locomotive, nor
hand c*a.v are apprachtng the crossing. In this case it is

1
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beat to stop the vehimle, turn off the engine so that it does
rot drown out the noise of an oncoming train, and get out of
the cab. It is especially important to do this when visibility
,s poor (at night, In rain, during a snowfall, or in fog).
These recommendations pertain primarily to drivers of military
vehicles for which the field of vision is limited.

When a barrier is raised, vehicles are permitted to move
single file only with a speed of not more than 15 kilometers per

If a group of vehicles approaches a crossing the com-
mander either posts a temporary traffic control detail or con-

trols the column himself, depending upon the situation.

In any case the road guards must have flags during the
day and lanterns with red and green light at night.

We remind the reader that one cannot drive onto a cros-
sins, especially a two-track crossing, immediately after a
train passes: It should be made sure that another train is
not following the first one or advancing from the other direc-
tion.

Electrified sections of railroad cannot be crossed by
vehicles over 4.5 meters high. If antennas mounted on vehicles
exceed this height, they must be removed. It is recommended
that the condition of hitching devices be checked on towing
vehicles, and that cargo is reliably secured in open trucks
so that it is not lost on the crossing.

IEany years of experience testify that road accidents
occur at unruarded crossings most frequently with single
vehicles lagging behind columns, the drivers of which had lost
their way and were hurrying to overtake their podrazdelenive.
In such a case they often try to run a crossing right under
an oncoming train's nose, so to speak. Frequently this results
in serious consequences. I

At times some drivers of lagging vehicles raise barriers
by themselves when trying to overtake their column. They
justify their actions with the idea that the train seems far
away and that they would have time to cross. Such handymen
should be told in no uncertain terms that they must not do this,
nor can they overtake a vehicle within 100 meters of a crossing.
A vehicle must move at constant speed over a crossing. Gear
shifting, disenragement of the clutch and, moreover, passing
and stcppinr, are not allowed. But what if a vehicle in front
has stopped (gotten stuck) on the crossing? There can be only
one answer: ielp its driver. Howeve-, before helping, the
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the engine of one's own vehicle must be turned off, and the
vehicle must be put in gear. In no case can such a vehicle
be passed by driving onto the tracks. Any sort of maneuver
on a crossing is permitted only with the consent of a railway
worker or a traffic controller.

At guarded crossings movement goes on under the super-
vision of a railway employee, whose orders on the track cros-
sing procedures are binding on both the drivers and the traf-
fic controllers. As Is known, "Railroad crossing with bar-
rier" signs forewarn such crossings, In accordance with the
liules for Movement Along the Streets of Cities and Populated
Centers and the Roads of USSR. In addition a triangular sign
with the words "Beware of train" is positioned at the road
edge at a guarded crossing, and if the crossing is equipped
with an automatic barrier a yellow sign with the words "Atten-
tion! Automatic barrier." is located there. We note that
some crossings equipped with automatic light signals can be
converted Into unguarded crossings. A sign with the words
"Guard removed from crossing" warns the driver of this.

N 00
f

?igure 2. iEquiDment of a Guarded Railroad Crossing

1. 'rossing guard kiosk 7. "Attention! Automatic bar-
2. Automatic barrier rier" sign
3. Spare barrier 8. Akdditional sign

o. Iadinr -uage 10. "hstle" signal
. "Beware of train" sign 11. oldinc- signal
6,9. "ailroad crossing 12. liotor road

with barrier" sigMs
with additional notices

Guarded crossings are also furnished with barricading
devices (barriers), light and sound signals, and other devices
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to ensure safe passage of vehicles over tracks (Figure 2). To-
day automatlc barriers are finding wider and wider use. They
operate in the following way.

As long as the tracks are umused the barrier' s boom Is
raised vertioally, allowing vehicles to pass without hindrance.
A warning bell informs the crossing guard that a train is ap-
proaohing while the train is still 1,000-1,200 meters away.
Simultaneously the light signals begin operating: Red lights
begin to blink on a signal post and on the barrier's boom.
From this moment on, vehicle crossing is not permitted. Vehi-
ales that are on the tracks must get off the crossing complete-
ly, and those approaching the crossing must stop not less than
5 meters away from the barrier.

Fifteen to 20 seconds after the signals are turned on
the barrier boom begins to descend. As soon as it assumes a
horizontal position the sound signal is turned off, and red
lights on the boom turn on. The blinking lights on the signal
posts facing the road continue to operate. After the train

passes, and if a train is not coming from the other direction,
the barrier rises automatically, and all red lights turn off.

The automatic equipment makes it possible to control
vehicle movement without manning. In such a case the crossing
guard assumes a monitoring function only. If an unforeseeable
Jan occurs the guard turns on stop lights mounted along the
tracks to signal the train operator that he must stop.

If a vehicle suddenly stops on a crossing and the
engine cannot be restarted, it should first of all be towed
or manually pushed off the tracks. We remind the reader that
when help is not available a vehicle can be rolled off by
engaging first gear (or reverse) and turning the crankshaft
over with the starter, or with the starting lever of a pas-
senger car. It is important not to panic, and to act without
delay, decisively, and energetically.

If it is not possible to remove the vehicle fromthe
tracks quickly, all measures should be taken to warn the oper-
ator of the approaching train. Someone should run toward the
train and signal it to stop. If there is a second person, he
should run along the tracks in the other direction 1 kilometer
away from the crossing.

-recise fulfillment of the established rules for goingover railroad crossings is a guarantee of safe t .vel, both
for trains and for wheeled and tracked vehicles. Therefore in
our opinion a study of the system for positioning road signs
and signals and of the operation of automatic signal systems at
crossings must be one of the obligatory subjects of driver train-
ing.
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AM'IMUNITION STORAGE AT GUN EMPLACEMENTS

Engineer-Colonel B. Bodunkov

In equipping an artillery firing position one must also
consider the simplest earthen or wood-and-earth shelters for
ammunition. In such cases niches and shell cellars are prepared,
and if time is highly limited trenches are dug or surfaces
are enveloped with earth fill. All of this is done not only
to protect ammunition from bullets and shell fragments, but
also to protect it from the direct effects of precipitation.

Storage of ammunition in ditches, communication routes.
and trenches constructed for sheltering personnel is categorical-
ly prohibited.

In selecting a place for an ammunition shelter we begin
with the principle that the ammunition must definitely be de-
centralized. This is why two to four shelters are built at
each firing position. A fourth of the ammunition is placed
in shelters built right within the gun dugout, and the rest
must be 15-30 meters to the rear or somewhat to the side of
the dugout. One niche is sufficient for storing individual
rounds for antitank and antiaircraft weapons and shells for
small caliber mortars, while two are required for storing
ammunition for medium and high caliber weapons and mortars.
Te niche dimensions depend on the form of ammunition: Shells
with up to 122 mm caliber inclusively are stored in niches
130 cm wi4e (the size of the niche entrance). 110 cm deep
(lateral penetration into the ground), and 100 cm high, while
ammunition for weapons and mortars with a caliber of over
122 mm is stored in 170xl20xlO0 cm niches.

In loose, unstable soil the walls of the shelter are
fortified with boards, brushwood, or other materials at hand.
This is done by pounding in Ltakes at the corners or position-
ing posts with transverse spacers. The surfacing is fastened
to the stakes (posts) with wire. The cavity between the sur-
facing and the earthen walls is filled with earth. A cover-
ing of light poles or branches is laid on top, and then a
layer of earth -- clay is best -- is spread over the covering.
The fil' is evened with the breastwork of the dugout and
camouflaged to match the local background. A wooden lining
is laid on the bottom of the niche. If the wood is unavail-
able a layer of crushed rock or gravel not less than 10 cm
thick is spread there. It is recommended that the entrance
be covered by a tarpaulin or wooden shield. If the ammunition
to be stored is unsealed, the niche floor is covered with
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tarpaulin (roofing felt) or brushwood, and only then is the
wooden lining positioned. In this case the niche must defin-
itely be covered with a wooden shield. Water collecting
sumps with a 40x40 cm cross section and 60-70 cm deep are dug
into the trenches leading from the gun emplacement to the
niches. If the position is constructed on an Incline of a

hill, water removing channels are dug along the gun dugouts.

An was already noted, most of the ammunition, which is
positioned a certain distance away from the gum dugout, is
stored in shell cellars. Each such cellar is a 170 cm deep
and 80 cm wide (on the floor) trench containing one or two
niches with 200-550xlOO-l20xl20 cm dimensions on the side walls.
A stairway is built down into the trench (stairs are dug out
and fortified with materials at hand), and a water collecting
sump is built into the trench itself. Part of the trench to-
gether with the niches is covered with branches, the surface
of which is filled with a layer of earth 40-60 cm thick and
flush with the overall breastwork of the celler. The structure
is camouflaged, and at the first opportunity the walls are
fortified with materials at hand.

A

'(a)

Snow shelters: Filled type (a), in a gulley
(b), at the side of a precipice (c)

If the time for outfitting a position is limited or if
there are no materials about to make any sort of coverings,
ordinary trenches with a circular protective breastwork are
dug. Shelters of the filled type are built in places where
the ground water level is high. In this case ammunition boxes
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are stacked on a flooring. A stack is surrounded by an earth
fill which must exceed the height of the top box by not less
than 20 cm. The shelters are camouflaged on top with netting
or any available materials. If the ground has frozen to a
sufficient depth the protective embankment is made from snow.
Blocks are out from well packed snow, loose snow is simply
raked, and the vertical surfaces of the embankment are fortified
with wattle, brushwood, or other materials.

The weapons crews build the shelters. The average labor
need for preparing niches and trenches is 12-15 man-hours, and
25-35 man-hours for shell cellars, depending on their dimen-
sions.
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CREATIVE INITIATIVE IS EXPANDING

Lieutenant General Engineering-Technioal Service N. Grebennikov

As noted in the Directives of the 2/4th CPSU Congress.
one of the conditions for the greatest increase in the rate of
ecientific-technial progress includes extensive development
of creative initiative among laborers, and all-pousible improve-
ment of invention and efficiency work.

The party congress's directives received a great res-
ponse from the country's antiaircraft forces. Enthusiasts of
technical creativity are perfecting the training materials,
improving the organization for use, repair, and care of materiel.
they are creating resources for small-scale mechanization, and
introducig elements of scientific organization into military
labor. In Just last year alone military inventors developed
several thousand valuable proposals, many of which have been
recognized as inventions. Eighteen invention claims, two of
which have already received patents, were made in the Baku
Antiaircraft District alone.

A desire to encompass all aspects of troop life and
activity is typical of the work of military inventors. For
example out of the total number of proposals submitted for the
year in the chast , in which Engineer-Lieutenant Colonel A.
Kazinets organizes efficiency work, 40 percent help to increase
combat readiness and improve the quality of military training,
25 percent are directed toward improving the equipment and
armament, 25 percent are directed toward improving the resources
and procedures for employing, repairing, and caring for equip-
ment, and 4 percent affect an improvement in personal and
medical services for the personnel.

4e will discuss only some of the most interesting in-
ventions. Special racks have been introduced into most chast'
that make it possible to reduce the time needed for issuing
articles significantly and to increase their guaranteed stor-
age life. With these racks there is absolutely no need for
building additional heated storage buildings. The simulation
equipment proposed by the group of inventors headed by Engin-
eer-I.Ajor Kunitsyn helps to save on the stock of combat equip-
ment and to speed up the training of crews for combat. With-
out relying on aircraft or the atmosphere itself we can use
the simulators to integrally and autonomously train radar sta-
tion and combat control post crews.
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The innovations dealing with the engineering equipment
needed at emplacements, their camouflaging, radio remote con-
trol, and so on, developed by the group of efficiency experts
chiefed by Colonel A. Babushkin, have great value.

Eglneer-Major Yu. Arbuzov did some important work.
He discovered a possibility for increasing the distance for
transmitting radar information employing existing resources.
As a result the authenticity of the information was raised, and
the time for transmitting it decreased.

The elements of scientific organization of labor are
being introduced into the work of the engineering-technical
service with the active participation of efficiency experts.
Owing to this the work of many ohast' goes on according to
dispatcher network schedules, equipment is prepared for use
by methods that employ grouping and flow lines, the operating
reliability of materiel is predicted and malfunctions are
detected by the most advanced methods, a tool monitoring sys-
tem has been introduced, comprehensive tests are made on
special test stands, and systems and equipment are ohecked on
such stands.

The potential of technical maintenance chast', both at
permanent and in field positions, has expanded significantly
with the introduction of some efficiency proposals. Last year
because of the cooperation of efficiency experts the total
labor expenditures involving repair work decreased by 8 per-
cent as a whole, while the time needed for conducting this
work decreased by 5-6 percent. In some cases these figures
are significantly larger. For example the time for conducting
repair work in one of the antiaircraft force services decreased
by 23 percent on the average over the last few years. The
number of equipment malfunctions decreased noticeably, and
the average working time per malfunction increased.

Hundreds of devices that simplify personnel training --
trainers, simulators, working mockups -- are being created by
efficiency experts. All of them satisfy modern requirements.
For example, special training equipment for coordinating the
work of crews was developed by a group of inventors led by
-ngineer-Colonel P. Shlayen. Under the leadership of Engineer-
Captain E. Shokol', a group of inventors designed a trainer
that can be combined with a fighter controller's screen. It
is used for comprehensive training for radar station and corn- 1

mand post crews, flight leaders, and pilots. As a result the
time needed for training the personnel decreased by three to
four times, and the drain on the life of real equipment was
reduced to a minimum.
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efficiency and invention work are evaluated at meetings and con-
ferences dedicated to summarizing combat and political training,
and at assemblies of military councils. "The decisions of the
military councils are brought to the attention of all personnel.

rThe results of efficiency and invention work, which are
obligatorily publicized in orders, are summarized once a year,
and twice a year in some cases, These orders indicate the
achievements and deficiencies, and they pose new tasks. Atten-
tion is also devoted to problems involving material eand moral
stimulation. The best chast and podrazdelenie are awarded
rotating prizes, banners, cups, and pennants, and individuals
who make the most valuable proposals are given the honored
title of best efficiency expert or best inventor of the chast',
yedineniye, or military academy. As a rule, active organi-

zers of efficiency and invention work as also rewarded through
orders.

A great significance is imparted not only to the control
over the activity of inventors, but also to the channeling of
their creative thought. Presently there are no chast' in which
thematic assignments for efficiency experts and iA ventors for
the year or the training period are not made. Pnd we should
give credit to the commissions on inventions. ',hese assignments
are basically completed with success owing to their persistent
efforts. '.he practice of issuing individual assignments to
specific efficiency experts and creative collectives is being
employed. Also, olanning schedules are compiled for developing
the proposals made by efficiency experts, monthly drives are
held to collect and introduce proposals dealing with specific
subjects, creative groups or brigades that work out the most
urgent and difficult problems in combat readiness and training
are created, and competitions dealing with secific subjects
are held.

Special si.nificance is imparted to the conditions under
which the inventors must worh. Efficiency expert rooms and
corners have been created in many chast' and Podrazdeleniye in
order to allowi then to work fruitfully. Th.ey are furnished with
the needed equipment, n-terials, instruments, and technical
literature.

Creative activity cannot be productive without a well

o'r;-anized system for excha-nging, experience. Therefore ccnfer-
ences and assemblies of efficiency experts and inventors, in
which chast' and podrazdeleniyje commnanders must participate,
are held annually in all chast, and Podrazdeleniye. _:-Libitions
of the best efficiency proposals and inventions are timed to
coincide with such meetrin-s. YI1] that is valuable and of
interest to other chast' is selected and introduced on a wide
scale. Lntructional meetings for chairmen and secretaries of
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ch ct' and .odelenJye commissions on inventions also have
great benefit.

'The popularization of invention and efficienrcy work
plays an important role in encouraging personnel to participate
in technical creativity. With this purpose efficiency expert
display stands are provided, radio broadcasts are made, and
illustrated newspapers are published in all povedinenye and
chasts and in most Pociazdeleniye. Certificates and monetary
rewards for the introduction of efficiency proposals are A
presented as a rule before the ranks or at meetings of the
personnel.

However, deficien ies and omissions can still be found
in the organIzat1.n and conduct of invention and efficiency
work. There are chast,, for example, in which the comlssions
on inventions are too structured in their approach to duvelop-
ng the thematic assignments and do not always consider local
needs. Other times the deadlines for introducing valuable
proposals are put off, and decisions on the scale and the
deaalines for introduction are not clear or specific enough.
':ot all proposals of high enough quality to be considered in-
ventions are detected, and patents for them are not a!-mys
applied for in time. I

How are we to eliminate these deficiencies?

First we plan to intensify control over the state of
technical creativity, especially in those places where it is
not organized as it should be. lie plan to do everything pos-
sible to disseminate the experiences of the best creative col-
lectives as widely as we cah.

W ork directed toward timely collection and rapie intro-
duction of the most valuable proposals needs to be improved.
.!ith this purpose a techiical information system will be or-
ganized. It will allow us to disseminate valuable proposals
efficiently, as well as to prevent redundancy in the solutions
developed. This means that we can eliminate nonproductive
expenditures of creative labor and resources.

The number of inventions could greatly increase if pub-
lic patent groups are created, composed of well trained spe-
cialists who are able to capture the essence of the completed
projects, formulate the patent applications properly, and
provide preliminary evaluations of the inventions. They could
help the personnel to a deeper understanding of the principles
of patent and invention rights and the principal documents
dealing, with inventions. Seminars, lectures, and consultations
can be employed for such purposes.
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The development of socialist competition in the realm of I
technical creativity in response to the requirements posed in A
the Decrees of the CPSU Central Committee on improving the -
forms of invention and efficiency work, the elimination of'
existing deficiencies, and dissemination of the best experiences
will help the inventors in the country's antiaircraft forces to
attain new creative achievements.

1
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FROM THE HISTORY OF EQUIPMENT

( Unattrbuted Article)

Antiaircralt Maohine Guns

The first Soviet antiaircraft weapon, designed by M.N.
Kondakov and added to the Red Army inventory in 1928, was simple,
operated reliably, and allowed all-around firing. It was a
1910 model laksim machine gun system mounted on a special tri-
pod.

The N.F. Tokarev system four-barrel antiaircraft weapon,
which was mounted on motor vehicles, railroad flat cars, and
boats, was adopted into the inventory in 1931. This weapon was
effective against low-flying aircraft ard possessed a relatively
great firing power.

Armor-Piercing Shell

In 1872 mining engineer A. A. Iznoskov began tests on
a steel shell designed to be fired at armored ships and boats.
The shell was manufactured at the Sormovskly plant. During the
tests the shell pierced an 11-inch plate without destroying
its integTity.
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TEST STA.ND

Ehgineer-Captain 3d -ank V. Mikhaylichenko

One of the important problems in repairing automatic
adjusting systems is reducing the number of full-scale tests
that have to be made by means of widely employing test stands.
Such stands make it possible to model the operating modes of
a system's components and to test them In these modes before
they are reassembled.

The stand developed by us for performing dynamic tests
on variable ship diesel engine speed regulators is distinguished
by high Indices and, from our point of view, efficient use of
the output of power equipment. The following principle lies
at the foundation of its operation. The system that is to be
teslad, a speed regulator (PC), is a collection of components,
one of which is to be tested, and others that are not tested.
By means of an analog computer the latter are substituted by
a mathematical model (Figure 1). Input converter fll and output
converter n2 are put into the system to gang the MD~ (mathema-
tical modeli together with the speed regulator being tested.
The purpose of the input converter is to match the mathematical
model with the PC input. It changes the physical nature of the
signal (it converts changes In electric potential into changes
in the speed of rotation of the regulator's shaft) and ampli-
fies it. The converter is designed In the form of a slave
system, and its input signal is shaped by the mathematical
model. The output converter converts the regulator's output
signal (mechanical movement of the fuel pump's rack) into an
electric potential that is fed into the mathematical model.

ni,

Fkigure 1. Stand Diagram

Sxternal effects on the PC (vibration, for example), are
generated by the external conditions simulator (IBY) if they
are not included in the mathematical description of the section
of the system not being tested. In the stand developed by us
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a pneumatic vibrator mounted onto the PC and aligned to a par-
ticular frequency simulates the external conditions (vibration).
The load simulator (MH). which reproduces a load on the PC out-
put, is built in the form of a spring device that simulates
the reactions of the fuel pump to signals coming from the PC.

As Is evident, tho stand is a composite model of an
automatic engine rpm adjusting system. The flow and the de-
sign of the .tand make it possible to completely reproduce the
PC's working conditions wit'hout the participation of the
actual components in the automatic adjusting system that are
not subjected to testing.

We consider problems involved in designing converter fl 1
peculiar and most complex. In particular, one of the features
of its operation is the difference in the relative values of
the PC's moment of Iner.tia in the real system and in its model.
For example, if within the automatic adjusting system the rel-
ative moment of inertia of the PC is negligibly small, in the
model it is as high as the moment of inertia of the system.
This has a significant effect on the dynamics of the converter's
operation and, consequently, on the model as a whole. The
selection of design of the converter and its components is
affected by this circumstance.

(10)uwmpyN

Fi~ure 2. Input Converter Design

1. Dyrnamic moment feedback 8. Speed feedback unit
u-n it 9. Speed compounding unit

2. IMoment pickup 10. To WH simulator and convert-
3. 1'r generating unit er rl2s,7. Power amplifier 11. From !,., block
5. Moen compounding unit 12. To MM block:
6. Moment pickup
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To attain a high following precision converter n1 is
built in the form of two independent composite systems (Figure
2): A speed following system (the components outlined with
double lines) and a moment following system (the components
outlined with a single line).

The speed regulator being tested is connected by a
shaft to the motors of both systems. The signal generated by
the mathematical model passes directly to a comparing unit, in
which it is compared with the signal fed from the speed feedback
unit, and reproduced in the form of an engine shaft rotation
speed.

Noment compounding, which is achieved with a moment pick-
up and a compounding unit, eliminates the effect of changes in
moment on the reproduction of rotation speed at the regulator
shaft. Speed compounding with a speed pickup and a compounding
unit eliminates the effect of rotation speed on the reproduc-
tion of the dynamic moment. The unit that generates the re-
quired dynamic moment Mr is constructed cut of series analog
computer components. A signal proportional to M passes from
the output of this unit to the comparing unit, where it is
compared with the moment on the engine shaft.

Inasmuch as the speed and moment following functions
are fully separated, the load on the motors of the two systems
is statically distributed in such a way that the slave motor
Ac of the speed following system is loaded by the moment of
resistance of the speed regulator and the frictional torque of
the motor Am of the moment following system (Figure 3). Motor
A is selected on the basis of this condition as well as on
tat of the prescribed range of sp, eds. The stability of the
static characteristics of Ac and Am relative to each other is
fully ensured for the whole range of rated speeds. A differ-
ence in rigidity of the characteristics of motors operating
on the same shaft is of no consequence. That is what disting-
uishes the proposed system from a two-motor drive, which re-
quires motors with identical characteristics.

(.1j
0 t-

Figure 3. Eotor Characteristics
Key .: ted
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The results of experimental research on an experimental
model of the test stand using a dynamoelectric converter n1
allow us to conclude that the Introduction of dynamic moment
compounding eliminates fluctuations in speed when the load is
changed, and that compounding of the regulator shaft's rota-
tion speed has a positive effect on the nature of moment
changes. Converter nIs capable of working signals with an
acceleration of 270 rdians per second per second with a mean
square error of speed reproduction equal to 0.01. The basic
functions of converter nf are carried out by EMU-5OAZ dynamo-
electric amplifiers and 1i-13 electric motors.

In order to improve the dynamic indices of the stand
even more, we created a converter with power amplifiers built
out of a{EP-16x2-103 series thyristor converters. The principal
characteristics of the n, converter were found to be high:
The static error did not exceed 0.5 percent, overshooting was
practically absent, and the range of frequencies for the re-
produced signal expanded noticeably.

In our opinion the best version of the Il converter con-
sists of two independent following systems -- a speed following
system and a moment following system -- and power amplifiers
in the form of thyristor converters. The possibility for re-
produc _ng large accelerations significantly expands the sphere
of application of the stand in testing repaired adjusting sys-
tems.

As an example, let us examine the procedures for align-
Inc the speed regulator of an auxiliary diesel engine using
the dynamic testing stand. The regulator is filled with clean
oil, the arrow of the feedback link is moved to the maximum
position, and the needle is turned aside. The modeling stand
is started up. It begins to vibrate, which helps to remove
air from the regulator. This operation is carried on at low
rpm for one minute. Then the feedback link arrow is set at
the minimum, and the needle is turned back until vibration of
the motor stops. If necessary the link arrow is shifted two
or three divisions toward the maximum, and stability of the
stand's operation is attained by adjusting the needle. Then,
after reducing the electric motor's rpm. the tie rod is pressed
slightly and then released. The stand should restore the
rated rpm (in the same way as with a real engine).

The following procedure should be used to align a PC
with a load. The stand is loaded to 50 percent capacity at
rated rpm. The adjustment for the derree of cyclic variation
should be In its zero position. Then the stand Is loaded to
100 percent capacity, and the drop in rpm is recorded. The
rpm should be raised again by adjusting the degree of cyclic
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variation, after which the load is reduced to 25 percent. In
this case the rpm should Increase by the same amount that it
dropped when the 100 percent load was applied. If the rpm In-
crease is greater, then the knob of the cyclic variation ad-
justment is manipulated until the increase In rpm equals the
decrease. Such a range of the degree of cyclic variation
corresponds to 2-2.5 percent of the rated rpm, and this is
fully allowable.

In the last stage of testing the stand is again loaded
to 50 percent capacity. Then first an increase in the load is
made, followed by a decrease (to 50 percent). The time of the
restoring process is attentively monitored both during reduc-
tion and augmentation of the load. The rpm should chanse
little as possible (both when increasing and decreasing). Thisis very important when diesel engines are operating in parallel.
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ORDERS S IETION

(Unattributed Artiole)

Orders

25. Major Yu. Brabanshchikov: We are interested in an
indicator for the traveling speed of a practice target towed
by a powered winch.

It must allow the exercise Instructor to determine the
target's traveling speed at any moment.

Order Fulfilled

Captain B. l'-l'tsev (No 4, 1971) became interested in a
special device that would test parameters foreseen by speci-
flcations for AB-I, AB-2, AB-4. AB-8, and AD-30 electric power
machine units. 2 glncer-Colonel A. Alekseyev answers his re-
quest.

"be enumerated types of electric machine units are
complex electromechanical devices. The basic parameters charac-
terizing their condition and working ability are the insulation
resistance and stru ctural soundness rated output (kilowatts),
the rated values for voltage (volts3 and current frequency (cps)
and their stability in. the face of unchanging and changing (from
0 to rated and from rated to 0) loads, as well as when Cos p
changes from 0.8 to 1.0; the time for attaining new fixed values
for frequency and output voltage after a sudden change in load,
the load transferring ability, the rate at which they can be
started up and handle a load, parallel operation with other
electric machine units and in permanent circuits (for the AD
electric machine units), the protection against overloads and
short circuits, and others.

The manufacturing plant tests all of these parameters
to see if thermeet the specifications on specially equipped
test stands that have an adjustable load, monitoring and meas-
urinr equipment (with a precision class not lower than 1.0 or
1.5), and ancillary devices. Climatic tests are conducted in
special moisture, heat, and cold chambers, i.echanical dura-
bility tests are made by moving the machine units on motor
vehicle trailers over dirt roads and highvmys with different
surfaces. Th-ie rated output parameters of the electric machine
units are maintained within the limits of the warranty period
specified by the technical documentation. WIhen the units are
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operating with real loads (on-sight), their principal para-
meters are evaluated by the readings on monitoring and meas-
uring instruments. As a rule, electric machine units that
are in storage are spot checked.

There are as yet no special devices for checking the
parameters of electric maohine units when they are operating.
Presently projectaare underway in scientific research insti-
tutes and industrial plants to find methods for reducing the
amount of testing necessary, and to develop equipment that
can be used to diagnose the condition of electric machine
units.
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REPORTS FRO1 INVENTORS

(Unattributed Article)

Voice Control of Tape Advanoln& leohanism

A transistorized device proposed by Soviet Army employee
A. Halenko makes voice control of a tape recordes tape ad-
vancing mechanism possible. The device operates on the prin-
ciple of an electronic switch. As soon as speech is produced
the voltage of the sound frequency passes from the amplifier
of the tape recorder, which is in the standby mode, to the
base of transistor nlfl and turns it on. Relay P1, mounted in
the collecting circuit of this transistor, triggers, and turns
on the tape winding mechanism with the first pair of its con-
tacts. When theV close, the second pair of contacts on relay P1
form a feeding circuit for relay P2, the contacts of which
block the first pair of contacts on relay P1. A time relay
causes the tape to move for 5 seconds after speech stops. If
the pauses between words and phrases exceed this time the
tape ,,rinding mechanism turns off, and the recorder returns to
the standby mode.

P1 P3C-O

200.0

y1. To control c Arcuit of tube BPM1 P

2. E: Xometa tape recorder

There s no eed to introduce additional control units

and desipgn chanres into the tape recorder. l iounted on a sep- j
arate plate, the device's overal!dimensions are 90x6 0x30 mm.

Tne consumed power is 500 milliwatts.

I
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ecopMized as an Invention
Proposed by Engineer-Colonel . ezborod'ko and Engineer-

Captain S. Bereza (invention patent No 293680), a device for
tightening the track chains of transport vehicles differs from
the known types in that the tightening screw is positioned
parallel to the strips, and a guide for the strips and their
catches is mounted on the tightening screw perpendicular to
its axis. S.h a design prevents twisting of the links when
wide track chains are being tightened.

The device consists of strips 1 with catches 7, tight-
enin screw 6 with right and left thread and positioned paral-
lel to the strips, nuts 5 wound onto the screw, which are con-
nected to the strips through tie rods 3 by knuckle Joints, and
a reference guide 2 for these strips, mounted on the screw.
3earings 4 are located in the tie rod joints.

6z

4-

When the working screw is turned maiually or with a
wrench, the nuts move and bring the strips with their catches
torether, thus forcing the ends of the track chains together.
At the" same time the links and the 'pins holding them together
move parallel to each other, making it easier to connect the
links of the track chain.
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AtAtomati - Light S'witch

A device for automatically turning lights on and off,
reports En!ineer-Lieutenant Colonel A. Husnyak, helps to save
on electric power. Photocell +3 serves as a light intensity
indicator. It is included in the circuit of tube J. Polar-
ized relay Pl is in its cathode circuit.

-220v -220v

ft Ifl
Ri 11 iboy v

68 3nL-- P2

2 4
V3 P2-I Vr

P3 - P3

~-* -20 -20v

P1

Street
lighting

The level of illumination at which the electric current
of the photorelay changes the current to tube A is adjusted by
a rheostat. ThPnen the photocell is illuminated, tube A is oper-
ating, relay P1 is on, and its contact is broken. .hen the
photocell is darkened the current to the tube decreasas, relay
2l turns off, and its contact closes, turning on a P2 time
relay. The contact of this relay controls a magnetic starter
23, which turns on the lighting circuit. In order to reduce
pulsation in relay P1, its coil is shunted by capacitor C. In
order to avoid trigerin of the circuit during chance, short-
tern chan-es in photocell illumination (such as from a light-
ninr bolts, relay i2 works with a contact breaking delay of
0.5-1 seconds.

The device is powered by a 220 volt circuit throuh
transformer .

Fine !,inishin Device

Extended service "aster Sergeant N. Filippov proposed a
device that can be used to fine-finish the worlking surfaces of
motor vehicle hydraulic brake cylinders. It consists of a
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s~hat ' and finishing heads 2 of various sizes. When a brake
y!i r: e: I is to be fine-finished, the shaft with mounted

heads (felt) is secured into the chuck of a manual or electric
dri ..

1 2 3

:eon T.mp Te-ter

En6ineer-1IaJor V. Koz'yakov proposed an instrument for
testing the neon lamp of a high voltage indicator employed in
servicing transformer substations and electric power lires w ith
a voltage of 6.-35 kilovolts. The instrument is compact (no
larger than a pociet flashlight), simple in construction, end
safe to use. It is capable of generating 1.000-1,500 vol~s.which is enough to light a neon lamp indicator.

J7 dicator

The instrument's housing contains a JIBS-0.5 battery b,
transformer T, a 0,05 microfarad condenser C, button :Pt, and
a noon monitoring lamp J1.

The transfo.-ner's core is 20x20 mm in sine, the primary
coil contains 60 wrAdings of 0.2 Lun diameter wire, and the
secondary coil has 3,000 windings of 0.1 mm diameter wire.

'Te button dloconnects the primary coil of the trans-
£or Tger. The breakln;. frequency an be three to five and less
er second.

An opening- into which the indicator being tested is
Inserted is made on the side of the Instrument housing.
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In order to test an indicator's neon lamp, ,he indicator
is inserted into the opening on the instrument houwlng's side, I
and the button is pressed several times. The monitoring lamp
and the indicator's lamp should both turn on.

Groove Cutting Device

A device for cutting grooves for the cross beams of
permanent aerial communication line poles, as reported by
Senior Lieutenant V. Dorogov, makes it possible to significantly
reduce the time necessary for completing this operation. It
is a wooden block with a handle. Two saw blades are attached
to the sides of the block with wood screws in such a way that
their teeth project 16 mm beyond the block's face. A 5-7 mm
diameter hole is drilled into the center of the block and is
used for marking the point at which to drill the hole for the
bolt that fastens the cross beam.

- -i

To make work easier a wooden handle is fastened to the
block 100 mm from the front edge.

:I-' amsticl Operated Gates

Pen .umatically operated gates designed by efficiency
experts of the chast' , reports Lnineer-Senior Lieutenant V.
ozio°,-siy, are used in vehicle washing and painting rooms.

'he fra.s cf both gate hulves, which are welded out of
..o 50 crner iron, are faced with sheet steel. Their internal
cavities are filled uith s.a7 vrool. Each half consists of a
lar-e door 1,203 mm wide &nd. a small door 750 mm wide. A brack-
et with rollers is fastened to the upper part of the small
door, and. ar, openrin for a pulley bioczk is made in the lowerdoor if ti',. cates ar? to be insto.lled abcve the room. The
Toors are connected to each other by a loop that extends the
whiole heigtht of tbe gates a.nd made from 100-120 mn long 3/4
inch pi 7. he pipes are placed on a rod and welded through
one tc the small and large doors,

Guides made fro-a 14o - chaznel bar are positlond above
eachi ate half. r-,They are fastened to the wall of the room by
steel corner plates. The unit that connects the gates to the
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guide consists of a ball bearing 2, connected to bracket 3,
two rollers 1 that move along the internal surface of the
guide 4, and supports 5 welded to the smaller door 6. The
upper part of the large door is united by a system of levers
to the lower part of a vertical shaft, which in turn is con-
nected by a lever to a pneumatic cylinder mounted on a brack-
et that is fastened to the ceiling of the room. The cylinder
has a 160 mm diameter. The play of the piston rod, which
equals 435 mm, allows the gates to be opened by 3,800 mm. Com-
pressed air is fed to the cylinder from the shop air line
through a j inch pneumatic cock. A restriotor that controls
the air feed is installed so that the gater would open smooth-
ly.

A-A

\ Room well

44

Slag wool

Dank nine 14arming System

A system developed by Englneer-IAjor D. Taz'ba makes it
possible to maintain tank engines ready for starting without
the need for preliminary warming. It includes a VMG-k0-51
permanent water-and-oil heater 1, to the boiler of which pres-
sure 8 and return 9 lines are connected. The cooling systems
of 16 vehicles are connected in parallel to these lines. The
drain at the botto, of the tark is connected to the pressure
line. and the neck of the radiator is connected to the return
line. Shut-off cocks 6 and 7 and valve devices are installed
into both pipe lines. in addition an expansion tank 11 with
a 400 liter capacity and furnished with a meter 12, a con-
denser, and a fluid collecting vessel Is included in the pres-
sure line.
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The system's main pipes that pass through the parking
area are covered with heat insulation. In order to prevent
loss of antifreeze, before it is employed the system, con-
nected to the vehicles, is flushed with hot water to which a
three-component anticorrosion additive has been added. Then
the water is drained out, and the system is filled with anti-
freeze.

During operation, fluid is fed from the expansion tank
by centrifugal pump 4 into the system's pressure line. The
pressure in it is controlled by valves 3 in response to pres-
sure ,uage 2 up to 1.1 mm Hg.

Air is removed from the system through air collector 10
and cock 5, and the fluid is drained through draining taps.
To facilitate draining the return pipe line is installed at a
small angle (up to 5 degrees) in the direction of the last
vehicle.

The heating schedule is selected in reference to the
air temperature and the number of vehicles being serviced. If
we assume that a 15-45oc ooling fluid temperature would ensure
reliable engne startLng, then when the air temperature is 30 0 C
the heater rust be turned on for 5 hours with a 4 hour interval
to maititain t1lij temperature range. In this case the fuel ex-
penditure would L 15.4 liters per hour.

If there is an urgent need for starting a tank's enginethe crew closes cocks 6 and 7, tuns off the pipe line nozzle

leadlin- fron the return line, and screws in the steam-and-air
valve. 'Yoen the: r.over thp tank's drain, disconnect the pres-
sure line, and plug the drain opening. They start up the en-
,Ine only, after making sure that fluid is present in the cooling
system. t'he crew spends no more than 9 minutes to fulfill
these operations.
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FOR YOUR NOTEBOOK

(Unattributed Article)

Contact Electric Weldirug

Contact electric welds are made by electrically heating
the point at which metals are to be joined and, at the same
time, applying a squeezing force perpendicular to the plane of
contact. Contact electric welding Is categorized as butt, spot,
relief, and seam.

Butt Electric Welding

Parts to be welded are fastened by copper clamps to
which the terminals of the welding transformer's secondary coil
are attached. Pressure at the joint between the parts to be
welded is created by a force that moves one of the clamps.

Butt welding can be 0one by two methods -- resistance
and flashing. When resistan- welding is used the metal in the
joint area does not melt. The parts are pressed together, and
the :urrent is turned on. resulting in intensive heating of the
parts where they are in contact. The parts become welded to-
gether.

With flash welding the current Is turned on, and the
parts are moved toward each other until an electric contact is
achieved at the butt ends. The ends of the parts heat up in-
tensively until they fuse, after which they are pressed to-
gether w.th a rapid application of pressure (at the same time
that the current is turned off) and become welded together.

Butt welding is employed in lengthening structural parts,
connecting parts made of differing metals and alloys (for ex-
ample, the welding of tool steel to ordinary steel), building
parts with enclosing profiles (rings, welded frame units),
welding steel to copper and brass, welding copper to brass, and
sc on.

lelief Welding
In relief welding the parts are pressed together betwee

the contact plates of a welding press (or of a sufficiently
powerful spot welder on which the upper electrode moves verti-
cally), where the plates are joined by a transformer. Pro-
Jectlons are initially stamped out of one of the parts at
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points to be welded. After sufficient heating the projections
fuse, and the parts become welded together.

Relief welding gives good results when welding parts
made of low-carbonsteeland nonferrous alloys with low electrical
conductivity and high mechanical durability (siliceous bronze,
for example). It is used principally in mass production.

The basic condition for achieving high-quality results
is precise preparation of the parts: All projections should
be equal in height, and the parts must lie together firmly
when assembled.

The welding facility power necessary for relief welding
is within the range of 25-27 kilovolt-amperes per projection
(for low-carbon steel), depending upon the thickness and shape
of the parts. The compression needed per projection is 100-
500 kilograms. Sometimes a welding cycle employs variable
pressure, which increases during upsetting by 50-100 percent
in comparison to the pressure applied during weldir.g. Relief
welding provides good results when the welding current is
turned on by several successive pulses using a synchronous
contact breaker.

Allowances for Automatic Welding of Sheets and Thin-Walled
PiDInr by Continuous Flashing (for two parts, in mm)

Sheet or Total Flashing Contraction
pipe wall allowance off allowance
thickness allowance

1.2 5.0 3.0 2,0

2.5 13.0 10.S 2.5

3.0 16.0 12.5 3.S

4.0 17.0 13.5 3.5

5.0 it.s 1J.S 4.0

4.2 2,.0 17.0 S.0

0 24.0 1. 5.3

|

Spot .eldinc

Spot welding can be either two-sided or one-sided. In
two-sided welding two or more parts are pressed together between
a spot welder's electrodes. When the current is turned on the
parts heat intensively at the point compressed between the
electrodes. Because of the high conductivity of the electrodes,

1
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which are usually coppe., the surfaces of the parts touching
them heat up more slowly than do the Internal layers. The
heating continues, as a rule, until the metal In the central
and hottest zone melts. Then the current Is turned off, and
'the pressure on the electrodes is released. After the fused
metal crystallizes a spot weld forms, which in cross section
has a lentioular cast center.

In one-sided welding the current from the transformer' s
seooondary circuit is distributed between the upper and lower
sheets. In this case the welding Is done by the fraction of
current passing through the lower sheet.

Low-carbon cold-r )lled steel, hot-rolled low-carbon
steel (after the surface is specially cleaned), and 18 percent
chromium, 9 percent nickel stainless steel weld well with this
method. It is also satisfactory for low-carbon steel with
protective surfacings (better with zinc and lead plating,
worse with tin, chromium, cadmium, and aluminum plating), heat-
resistant chromium-nickel steel (25 percent chromium, 20 per-
cent nickel), aluminum alloys such as duraluminum, Alts and
others, and brass; siliceous bronze, and nickel and its alloys
(Nichrome. Monel metal, melchior, and others). Aluminum, cop-
per, and Its high electrical conductivity alloys weld poorly
with this method.

Recommended Minimum Distances for Contact Sfot Weld=n

Uhic1less l1inimum spot Minimum distance IMiinimum distance
of one spacing, mm from spot center from spot center
part, welding welding to edge of part tc edges andwldingIn direction flanges, mm

parts thr perpendicular toparts parts applied force, mm

1 15 20 6 8
2 25 30 9 12
3 30 40 10 18
4 40 50 12 25

6 50 70 15 30
8 60 100 20 40
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Se m Weldjiu
Seam welding Is done by a continuous row of partially

superimposed spot welds. The parts to be welded are lapped and
pressed together between roller electrodes. The rolling of one
or both rollers is forced. Current passes to the rollers from
a transformer. After the parts are pressed together the current
is turned on Immediately, and the parts begin to move. Current
is fed continuously (continuous welding) or as short pulses
spaced apart (intermittent welding). The proper sequence of
pulses and pauses of a fixed length is achieved by a contact
breaker. Intermittent welding produces higher quality joints
and is the principal method for seam welding. The best results
are achievad with cold-rolled low-carbon and thin stainless
steel (18 percent chromium, 9 percent nickel). Good welding
is attained with carefully cleaned hot-rolled low-carbon steel,
siliceous bronze, and some aluminum alloys (duraluminum, Ailts
aluminum-manganese alloy).

The limiting th4.ckness of the parts being welded depends
on the electric and muchanical power of the welding equipment.
f-arts of the following thicknesses can be welded on machines
up to 150 kilowatt-amperes (for welding steel) and up to 300
kilowatt-amperes (for welding nonferrous metals): Pickled
steel -- 2.0+ 2.0 mm, hot-rolled steel -- 1.75+ 1.75 mm, stain-
less steel -- 1.50 +1.50 mm, siliceous bronze -- 1.50 +1.50 mm,
duraluminum -- 1. 50 + 1.50 mm.
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FOR DEEP WATER WORK

Ehaineer-Captain 2d Rank V. Yeliseyev,
Candidate of Military Sciences

Raising sunken ships, installing and replacing equipment
on the bottom of seas and oceans, and rescuing personnel of
ships tht suffered mishap are a partial list of problems being
studied Intensely in the last few years by specialists in for-
eign navies. This is explained by the fact that the Imperial-
ists are seriously staking their expansionist plans on naval
equipment and on the use of the ocean depths for warfare.

It has long been recognized that the pneumatic and mech-
anical instruments still being used by divers and aquanauts, as
well as welding and cutting apparatus, are becoming less and
less useable at great depths. In order to overcome water pres-
sure, for example, air must be pumped to pneumatic instruments
at very high pressure. When hoses are increased in length their
buoyancy Increases, as a result of which an air hose tends to
raise the instruments to the surface. Long ropes and hoses en-
cumber a diver and make his work difficult. In this regard
dtvulopment has begun abroad of deep water technical systems
that would provide an aquanaut with power right at the place
where work is to be done. For example, by order of the engin-
eering construction laboratory of the U.S. Navy a special trans-
port vehicle has been built at the underwater research center
that supplies aquanauts with compressed air and hydraulics for
underwater work. It is a frame made of 40 duraluminum pipes
37 mm In diameter (Figure 1). 7he apparatus has neutral buoy-
anoy in water owing to a hollow duraluminum sphere. Two cyl-
inders 300 mm in diameter at the top of the structutre servo
as containers for silver-zinc batteries and provide additional
buoyancy. Submersible electric motors totalling 10 horsepower
rotate four screw propellers. Two of them are designed to
propell the apparatus forward at a speed of up to three knots,
and the other two are used for steering and turning. The appar-
atus can two six aquanauts and nrry a net load of u to 500 kg.
Its maximum working depth Is 240 meters, It weighs 800 kg, and
is 2.5 meters long, 1.9 meters wide, and 1.7 meters high.

One of the most frequently p erformed operations under
water is the patching of holes and raising various objects off
the bottom. In the past, holes were patched by welding or
bolting. Both of these methods required great expenditures of
time and power. Presently special pin fastening pistols are
being used in underwater work. Their principle of operation Is
identical to that of pin pistols used in industry. They fire
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tempered steel pins. The bareel of the pistol used by U.S.
aquanauts, for example, is not rifled and contains a breeoh
mechanism. Ordinary powder and a detonator are used for
firing.

Figure 1. BTV Deep Sea Transport Vehicle

Figure 2. IIUD-38 Pin Fastening Pistol

The NUD-38 underwater pistol penetrates soft steel plates
up to 12.5 mm thick by 6.3 mm diameter pins (Figure 2). It can
be carried by one aquanaut and used down to depths of 60 meters.
Work is underway to make the pistol so it can fire at the max-
imum possible depth to which an aquanaut can dive (180 meters).

A heavier pistol has been created and tested in the USA.
Pins with a 9.5 mm diameter fired by it penetrate IU-80 steel
sheets 25 mm thick. The pistol cwi be operated automatically
or by remote control. It can also fire a hollow pin into soft
steel plating up to 12.5 mm thick. This is needed in cases
when compressed air must be fed through the pin cavity into
compartments to add buoyancy.

Raising objectsfrom out of the water is made very dif-
ficult by such an operation as strop fastening (especially with
a smooth hull as, for example, that of a submarine). In the
USA a new lifting device is being developed that consists of
two cross-shaped straps with a freely rotating lifting eye in
the center. In order to fasten the eye to the outer plating

F the device is brought close to the object being raised, and
contact is made with four magnets. Then eight pins (one at a
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time or smultaneously) are fired through openings previously
drillod into the oross-shaped straps. The rated lifting cap&-
city of the device Is 10 tons, but in reality it has supported
a force of 22,680 kg without tearing away. A device with a
lifting capacity of 25 tons is being developed.

Independent air supplies are being designed In conneo-
tion with the oreation of technical resources for raising large
objects from great depths. One such source is a disposable
hydrazine generator. Hydrazine passes to the generator from
a fuel tank, into a chamber containing a catalyst, where hy-
drogen, nitrogen, and ammonia are formed. These gases are
fed into pontoons, as a result of which the latter attain a
positive buoyancy and raise objects fastened to them to the
surface. Presently the gas generators being used in the USA
make it possible to raise objects weighing up to 100 kg from
a depth of 300 meters. Gas generators Vor raising objects
weighing up to 150 kg from a depth of 5,500 meters are being
developed.

Polyurethane foam is being employed extensively for
raising ships. The cannon used to feed foam into an object
consists of a mixing icamber, flow regulators, starting valves,
and a nozzle for injecting the mixture into a compartment
(Figure 3). Tar and a catalyst are fed into the cannon under
pressure by two hoses. Each hose has a regulator that fixes
the rate at which each component of the mixture moves. A
solvent is fed through a third hose to clean the foam cannon
after use.

Figure 3. Foam Cannon

The tar and catalyst pass into the mixing chamber
through special vortex generators, where they are mixed fully.
The pressure within the chamb is significantly lower than
that in the tanks containing the mixture components. As a
consequence the freon dissolved in them vaporizes at a low
temperature, ensuring better mixing of the components. For the
foam to be sufficiently strong it must be kept under water for
a few hours. 1"his way the gas contained in the foam bubbles

would not escape after the object is lifted out. Premature
lifting of the object to the surface could cause the bubbles
to burst, and some of the gas would be lost. as a result of
which the positive buoyancy would decrease.
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Foam was used successfully to raise several ships in
relatively shallow areas. For example, a destroyer was freed
from shallows in the western part of the Atlantic Ocean, and
an aircraft fuselage was raised from a depth of 60 meters.

There is a proposal for future use of a new device
called a h~drodynamlo winch in rescue operations and in raising
heavy objects from great depths. It is a large cylindrical
body divided internally by a great quantity of lonsitudiral
partitions into wedge-shaped compartments that fan out to the
periphery from a central axis. Pumps with counter weights and
controlling units are installed along it on bearings. The
bearings keep the pumps vertical while the main structure ro-
tates.

During operation of the wlnch, a current of water is
directed through a system of valves from one wedge-shaped com-
partment to the pumps, from which the water current passes through
a distributing receiver into the wedge-shaped compartment
situated above. As a result a moment is generated that causes
the whole winch to rotate. LI this case the lifting strops
are wound onto grooves on the cylinder's outer surface. Plans
exist for hydrodynamic winches of various sizes and with lift-
ing capacities up to 10.000 tons. Such powerful winches can
raise large ships from the bottom.

All sorts of manipulating devices occupy an important
place In underwater work. While the first models were precise
copies of manipulators designed for work with radioactive sub-
stances, today special manipulators are being manufactured which
can endure tremendousi external pressure and withstand the
agressive action of sea water.

When a limited range of operations is to be fulfilled
with manipulators, specialists consider it best to use all-
purpose working heads and collections of the necessary instru-
ments. For example, the all-purpose head of the manipulator
on the DSRV deep sea emergency rescue vehicle, which can work
at depths below 1,000 meters, is supplied with a collection
of instruments designed for removing damaged structures near
the rescue hatch of a sutmarine, and for removing mud from
the coaming surface of the hatch (Figure 4). In addition the
cable of the rescue buoy can be cut and removed with the
manipulator, and the cable of the rescue apparatus can be con-
nected to the hatch cover.

The manipulator is mounted at the botton of the apparatus
just in front of the transfer shaft. The manipulator's work-
Ing radius is 3.35 meters. The all-purpose head has six deg-
rees of freedom. In addition the end link can move forward.
A hydraulic excavator (or wire brush) is mounted on the head.
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The levers of the manipulator are activated with a plun-
ger-type toothed rack and geared rotating executing mechanisms.
A special control unit equipped with a handle coordinates the
movements of the operator's hands with the movements of the
Instrument held by the manipulator.

The grasping device is moved out and back by a switch
In the upper part of the handle, and the grip is opened and
closed by a switch mounted on the back side of the controlling
handle. The manipulator is turned from the vertical to the
horizontal position with a switch located on the housing of
the control unit. Two other switches are also located there,
designed for switching on the control circuit in such a way
that when the manipulator is rotated 90 degrees there would
be a spatial correspondence between the movement of the con-
trol handle and the movement of the manipulator. Rotation of
the manipulator by 90 degrees significantly increases the pos-
sibilities for performing various mechanical operations.

The design of the manipulator makes it possible to
change working instruments without having to raise the apparatus
to the surface. The outfit of InstrumentE includes a grasping
device, a gunpowder pistol for fastening pins and making holes,
and a high-rpm centrifugal hydraulic pump, which serves as the
actuator for the hydraulic excavator, the dynamic wrench, and
the drill (for the wire brush and cleaning machine).

It stands to reason that the American command is inter-
ested not only in rescuing the crews of sunken submarines.
One of the most Important tasks posed to deep sea apparatus is
the testing of new naval weapons. In this case the arms race
has attained a scale never seen before In the USA. Such
apparatus will beused to install, test, check, and replace
various types of underwater objects. Two deep sea working
devices, the TbLrtl and Autek [transliterations], have already
been built for these purposes, and they will be used on the
firing range belonging to the Atlantic center for testing and
evaluating underwater weapons and equipment.
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FLOATING AIRSTRIP

(Uthattributed Article)

An airstrip created by an American firm is designed for
use in smps aand rice fields. It is assembled from aluminum
plates 2.4 meters long, 1 meter wide, and 15 centimeters thick.
All parts, pith the exception of the frames, are fastened to-
pether with glue. Each plate consists of 750 cells filled with
polyurethane, which increases buoyancy, durability, and strength
of the airstrip.
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RESOURCES rOP UNDERWATER SABOTAGE

&hgineer-Captain 1st Rank A. Smukul

Imperialist states, and chiefly the USA, have placed all
the achievements of modern science and technology at the ser-

vice of their agressive purposes. The military-industrial com-
plex is conducting a continuing arms race. Significant space
within the whole arsenal of offensive resources has been devoted
to the development of underwater sabotage systems.

Surprise is an indispensable factor for successful use of
underwate.r sabotage systems, which as a rule focus on submerged
or partially submerged targets. In addition to having the
usual types of explosive cartridges, they are equipped with
specially desi.ned delayed action explosive charges.

The desir-ns of various models of explosive charges are
depend t upon their purpose. Every time the weight, dimen-
sions, #-vnd shape of the charge is selzcted on the basis of the
nature of the target to be destroyed. Floats are attached to
a charge so that it could be transported more easily by a
swimmer. ,hen necessary they can be deflated. Threaded open-
ings are rade in the charge housing for connecting a special
fuse.

With some exceptions all fuses are delayed action and
are furnished with a protective device. When an attempt is
made to remove the fuse from the charge, it erplodes.

--uses are categorized as static, dynamic, and combined
(Fi,-ure 1). Static fuses operate without the use of energy
from ar. outside source and are employed when an explosion must
occur after a certain time period. Chemical or mechanical
action devices that keeo the fuse's firing pin cocked are de-
si.ned for this purpose. There are three chemical action
static fuse models. In the first type, acid gradually eats
away a wire that maintains the firing pin in cocked condition.
Ihen the .. ire breaks the detonatcr is struck, and an explosion
occurs. In the second model (Figure la), acid permeates through
porcelain, combines with a potassium chlorate and sugar mix-
ture and ignltes it. The burnin< mixture causes the detonator
to iite. In the third model (Fi7ure lb) a pill that is
soluble in water is placed between the upper cap of the fuse
and the niston. After the pill dissolves completely a spring
acts on the piston, which frees the firing pin as it moves
towlard a ston. '-he time delay for such models is determined by
the rate of wire disintegration, of acid permeation through
orce lain, or of pill dissolution.
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a) b

Chemical, with porcelain de- With dissolving arrestor:
lay: 1. Acid; 2. Porcelain 1. Dissolving pill; 2. Catch

c) d)

L:echanical, with wire arrest- Pneumatic: 1. Opening;
or: 1. Spring; 2. Firing pin; 2. Piston; 3. Catch
3. "-ire

Figure 1. Static Fuses

"'echanical action fuses work in a different way. Jr.
one of them (Figure lc) a compressed spring breaks a lead wire i
of specific cross sec.tion, and the firing pin is released. The
force of the spring is ]mown, and therefore all that is neces-
sary is to install a wire of the needed cross section. In e
second model (Figure id) a piston moves by spring action and
forces air out of a calibrated opening. At the end of the pis-
ton's movement the firing pin is freed, the capsule is pierced,
and an explosion results. The delay is determined by the rate
at which air is forced out by the piston.

In contrast to the static type, dynamic fuses operate
under the effect of external forces. When a shin moves
a flow of water passes over the ship's hull and, naturally,
over a charge that has been fastened to it. The water flow
forces the fuse's screw propeller to rotate. When the force
of the propeller attains a certain value a special device that
arrests the firing pin in coched position breaks, and the
firing pin operates (Figure 2a).

The working parts of hydrodynamic fuses (Figure 2b) are
situated in a protective housing, the upper part of which is
made in the form of a rrating.

-Jben the ship is standing still the membrane is under
constant hydrostatic pressure, which is in equilibrium with
the air pressure In the fuse's two chambers (air passes freely
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through valves in the membrane). When the ship begins to move
the pressure below it decreases so rapidly that air does not A
have a chance to pass through the membrane valves. As a re-
sult the difference in pressure in the two chambers attains
a large value, and the membrane rises, closing the contacts
of an electric circuit. For the detonator to explode the con-
tacts must be closed for several senonds.

a) b)

I
t'Y

?use with propeller: :'drodynamic : 1. Protective
1. Screw propeller; 2. *;em- housing; 2. 1 Aaphragm; 3. i lem-
brane brane; I. Contact device;

5. Electric detonator; 6. Det-
onator; 7. Detonating battery

Fi,-ure 2. D rnamic Puses

Combined fuses are employed when it is necessary that a
charge fastened to a moving ship explodes after a certain time
period. Such a fuse combines the exploding mechanisms of a
piston-type static fuse and a dynamic fuse operating with the
force of a rotatin- screw.

Jpecial devices that hinder deactivation are installed
on the charges. 'Mere are several types of such devices. "ech-
anical antidischarrinc, devices are usually installed in cart-
rid'e loc:ing, devices or in front of them. The principle of
operation of the device is based on the fact that the firing
-in is released when the piston moves as far as it can go under
snrin7 action. in cocked position the piston is arrested either
b:y a cla ing screw or by the tar et itself.

-- drostatic antidischarging devices (FiGure 3) are

nozitioned usually on the end of the cartridge opposite the
fuse. .he menbrane ari spring are graduated for various hy-
drostatic pressures. A swrnner adjusts Its position in
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depnendence upon the depth, which he determines from a depth

-uage at the point where the charge is to be fastened. If
someone tries to lift the charge to the surface the hydrostatic
pressure on the membrane decreases, it bends out, the contacts
of the electric detonator close the circuit of the detonating
battery, and an explosion occurs.

Figrare 3. HIydrostatic Antldischarg.in Device

e . -;,iJustinr- ey 3. Detonating battery

2. ::embrane with spring 4. Electric detonator
5. Detonator

Devices that trirgger in response to physical fields
re-nerated by a swimmer while he moves (acoustic field) or by
his equipment (magnetic field) are also used as antidisarming
devices. Little Is written about the design features of these
devices. Only cases in which swimmers blew themselves up
trying to approachcharges they found have been mentioned in
the forel-n literature.

Various types of fasteners are used to attach charges
to sabotage targets. Charres are attached to protruding parts
of tarxets with so-called tourniquet fasteners, and by mag-
netic fasteners to targets made of magnetic metals (steel,iron). They consist of several powerful magnets that hold

the charpe apainst the tarret. Sever-al types of sucker fasten-
ers are also Imown.

Tourniquet fasteners are ordinarily used for attaching
reavy charges, while the rest are used for lighter ones, as
well as when the target possesses no protruding parts.

The suit of an underwater saboteur differs little from
light diving equipment or the suit of a sporting diver. It
consists of a wetsuit, SCU3A, and mask. As is evident from the
publications of the foreign press, the greatest discomforts to
underwater saboteurs are cold and damage to their outfits --
damage to the wetsult and problems with the SCUBA.
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Problems with an underwater saboteur's outfit that need
to be resolved include body heat insulation, reliability of
the breathing apparatus, extending the underwater time, com-
-munications, and orientation. These problems are not essen-
tially new. They are being studied by specialists who are
developing resources that would make it possible for a man to
stay underwater for a long time. Therefore the foreign mill-
tary specialists are making wide use of the achievements of
diving science and underwater sports with respect to equipment,
and of the results of experiments with underwater laboratories.

Considering the experience of World War II, foreign
naval specialists are attempting to employ various types of
detectors and explosive devices, located in the path of prob-
able movement of saboteurs at different depths, in addition to
the existinr resources for protecting harbors, bases, and ships
froi attack by underwater saboteurs (mine and net barriers).

Defense systems against underwater saboteurs are divided
into passive and active. Passive systems employ resources that
detect and destroy in response to magnetic and acoustic fields
7enerated by transporters and by the equipment of underwater
saboteurs. A raa-retic detector consists of an inductance coil,
contact breaher, and galvanometer. When a metallic mass with
its own marm-etic field approaches the detector, the potential
of the g-round ma.gnetic field changes, and a difference in
electromotive force is r:enerated. The direct current arising
as a result is transformed by the contact breaker into an
alternatin- current. Passing through the transformer it acti-
vates the -alvanoneter's indicator, registering the presence
of a threat.

:'droph ones usually serve as acoustic detectors. A
sonar receiver and eritter are located in their upper section, 4

which rotates 350 degrees. The appearance of a threat is
re-istered b:i a h','drophone station located on shore and con-
nected to the detector by a cable.

Active defense systems employ ships and cutters furnished
with modern resources for fifhting underwater saboteurs. There
are n!ans for addin- detachments of combat swimmers equipped

ith umnAnr-ater rifles to antisubmarine defense ships and boats.
'The- are to enga-e in hand-to-hand comb.at with underwater sab-
oteurs.

'The a-ressive tendencies of the nilitary leaders of im-
:-erialist states are well ,-uo'.n to the Soviet people. They are
directed nri.ril>- a-ainst the cotutries of the socialist camp.
'Th.erefore_ in addition to other measures, a study of all of-
fensive resources possessed b-. imperialist states helps to pro-
tcct our navy,' from the sabotage of a-ressors, if they decide to
infrlnge upon the ;afety of our Kotnerland.
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ESCORT VESSEL

(Unattributed Article)
I

"'he English ministry of defense has allotted 8 million
pounds sterling for the construction of a new type 21 double
shaft escort vessel designed for action in any sort of weather
as a com!onent of convoy escorts and large warship soyedineniye.

'!be ship's displacement is 2,500 tons, Its maximum speed
is 34 !mots, and its range is 4,500 miles at 18 3mots. The
crew consists of 170 individuals (a possibility is foreseen forholdlng 192 individuals).

I

The vessel's hull, which was designed with the aid of an
electronic comnuter, reflects an optimum relationship between
speed and navigability. Just below the wheelhouse the upper
deck contains (see Fi ure) the bridge 1 and a compartment 2 for
radio reconnaissance and control equipment. The i'ull contains:
A firing compartment for a turret-mounted weapon J, a munitions
hold 4, ballast tank=s 5, a sheltered standby command post 6, a
tiller compartment 7, liquid fuel tanks 8, hangar 9, power and AA
damage control station 10, generator compartments II, main
eng7ines 12, and a machine room 13.

7 to

• !ie main combined power plant includes two gas turbine
and two diesel engines. The electric system includes four
diesel generators. The ship's machinery is furnished with
remote control.

I
The ship's armament includes an 11]: 8 ll4-mm automatic

turret-mounted weapon, a launching pad for four sea-to-air mis-
siles, two Erlicon LtransliterationJ 20-mm sub-machine guns,
and two three-tube torpedo systems. The ship's outfit will alsoinclude a WIG-13 helicopter carrying torpedos and air-to-ship

rock:ets. Automated systems have been developed for controlling
the artillery and rocket armament.

Construction of the ship is planned for completion in
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